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Editorial

Editorial of Special Issue “Optimization and Applications of
Modern Wireless Networks and Symmetry”

Pingping Chen 1,*, Long Shi 2 and Yi Fang 3

1 Department of Electronic Information, Fuzhou University, Fuzhou 350116, China
2 School of Electronic and Optical Engineering, Nanjing University of Science and Technology,

Nanjing 210094, China
3 School of Information Engineering, Guangdong University of Technology, Guangzhou 510006, China
* Correspondence: ppchen.xm@gmail.com

This book contains the successfully published submissions [1–6] to a Special Issue
of Symmetry on the subject area of “Optimization and Applications of Modern Wireless
Networks and Symmetry”.

Due to the future demands of IoT/5G communications, channel coding techniques
are widely used in modern wireless communications to enhance reliability and spectral
efficiency. In particular, channel coding and network protocol are being optimized for the
next wireless standard and wireless sensor networks. This invokes a great deal of attention
on the modern symmetry or asymmetry wireless communications.

This Special Issue covers channel coding, modulation, and network protocol of the
recent advances in modern communications. The volume contains six published papers,
with authors from areas throughout the world (Brazil, China, Taiwan).

In the first paper of this Special Issue, entitled “A Light and Anonymous Three-Factor
Authentication Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks”, L. Zhu et al. propose a new
lightweight and anonymous three-factor authentication based on symmetric cryptographic
primitives for WSNs. By using the automated security verification tool ProVerif, BAN-
logic verification, and an informal security analysis, the proposed scheme is proven to
be secure and can achieve all known security features in WSNs. Moreover, the proposed
scheme is shown to be practical and efficient through the comparison of security features
and performance [1].

In the second paper, entitled “A CNN-MPSK Demodulation Architecture with Ultra-
Light Weight and Low-Complexity for Communications”, B. Wang et al. propose a generic
architecture for MPSK demodulation, referred to as CNN-MPSK, from convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). The architecture utilizes a single-layer CNN and a pooling trick to crop
network parameters. In comparison with conventional coherent demodulation, the CNN-
MPSK can avoid using three modules, carrier multiplication, bandpass filter, and sampling
decision. Experimental results reveal that CNN-MPSK has almost the same performance as
the conventional coherent demodulation, with much-reduced complexity. Additionally,
the proposed scheme can be readily applied for demodulation of non-symmetric MPSK
constellations that maybe distorted by linear and nonlinear impairments in communica-
tions [2].

In the paper entitled “Improving Decodability of Polar Codes by Adding Noise”, L.
Kong et al. present an online perturbed and directed neural-evolutionary (Online-PDNE)
decoding algorithm for polar codes. This decoding algorithm converts uncorrectable re-
ceived sequences into error-correcting regions of the decoding space by adding specific
noises. Moreover, PDNE decoding and sole neural-evolutionary (SNE) decoding for polar
codes are further proposed to provide a considerable tradeoff between the decoding perfor-
mance and complexity. Numerical results suggest that the proposed decoding outperforms
other conventional decoding algorithms, such as simplified successive cancellation (SSC)
decoding [3].

Symmetry 2022, 14, 1825. https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14091825 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/symmetry1
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In the next paper, entitled “A General Framework for Geometrically Uniform Codes
and Signal Sets Matched to Groups”, E. Gomes et al. propose a general treatment of the
metric, providing a necessary and sufficient condition for an isometry between a group G
and a signal set S to be considered a matched labeling. The definition of the G-isometric
signal set is presented to connect the various concepts discussed in this work. Despite
emphasizing the hyperbolic case because of its rich properties and Euclidean cases for
historical reasons and applications, the results are valid for any metric space. Additionally,
the article opens up new possibilities for applying discrete metrics that come from the
group metric obtained from the (finitely generated) group of labels [4].

In the paper entitled “Unlicensed Spectrum Allocation for LTE and Wi-Fi Coexistence
with HAP”, W. Lai et al. contribute to the determination of the optimal time ratio, δ, for the
time-division multiplexing of LTE and Wi-Fi over unlicensed bands. By considering the
asymmetric allocation according to QoS requirements and traffic demands, the problem
is formulated as an optimization problem over the total throughput. The lower and
upper bounds of δ are developed according to the QoS requirements of Wi-Fi and the
admission control requirements of LTE. Simulations are conducted and demonstrate that
the proposed approach improves the total throughput without compromising the fairness
of Wi-Fi, as intended. Ten percent improvement in throughput compared with LTE-U can
be achieved [5].

In the last paper, entitled “New Unequal Error Protection Strategy for Image Transmis-
sion Based on Bilayer-Lengthened PLDPC Code in Half-Duplex Relay System”, T. Gao et al.
propose new efficient UEP strategies of based on bilayer protograph-based low-density
parity check (PLDPC) codes in decoding-and-forward (DF) relay systems. It jointly utilizes
source coding and channel coding to design UEP strategies and then save transmission
energy. Considering the different importance of DCT coefficients of image and variance
statistical characteristics of image sub-blocks, bilayer-lengthened PLDPC codes are ex-
ploited to protect the transmitted image information in the half-duplex relay system. The
simulation result shows that the proposed UEP schemes achieve excellent performance
gains as compared to conventional equal-error protection schemes [6].

The Guest Editor hopes you will enjoy reading this Special Issue focused on cutting-
edge research in channel coding and network protocols. We expect that the collected studies
will motivate researchers to continue groundbreaking work in this emerging area.

Finally, the Guest Editor would like to thank the authors of all the papers submitted to
this Special Issue, and the Guest Editor would like to thank the journal’s editorial staff and
reviewers for their efforts and help during the process.

Funding: This research was funded by the NSF of China under Grants 61871132, 62171135, 62071131,
the Guangdong Basic and Applied Basic Research Foundation under Grant 2022B1515020086, and
Jiangsu Specially-Appointed Professor Program in 2021.
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A Light and Anonymous Three-Factor Authentication Protocol
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Abstract: Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely used in a variety of fields,
and make people’s lives more convenient and efficient. However, WSNs are usually deployed in
a harsh and insecure environment. Furthermore, sensors with limited hardware resources have a
low capacity for data processing and communication. For these reasons, research on efficient and
secure real-time authentication and key agreement protocols based on the characteristics of WSNs
has gradually attracted the attention of academics. Although many schemes have been proposed,
most of them cannot achieve all known security features with satisfactory performance, among
which anonymity, N-Factor security, and forward secrecy are the most vulnerable. In order to solve
these shortcomings, we propose a new lightweight and anonymous three-factor authentication
scheme based on symmetric cryptographic primitives for WSNs. By using the automated security
verification tool ProVerif, BAN-logic verification, and an informal security analysis, we prove that
our proposed scheme is secure and realizes all known security features in WSNs. Moreover, we
show that our proposed scheme is practical and efficient through the comparison of security features
and performance.

Keywords: authentication and key agreement; symmetric cryptographic primitives; three-factor;
security analysis; wireless sensor networks

1. Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a distributed and self-organizing sensor network,
which is composed of a large number of sensor nodes that can perceive and understand the
external world. In WSNs, sensor nodes cooperate to sense, collect, and process information
in the network coverage area and send it to the gateway node. In recent years, WSNs have
been widely used in various practical applications in industrial and agricultural fields [1–4],
such as temperature monitoring in agriculture, power consumption monitoring in smart
grids, and human health monitoring in medical care. In these application environments,
many scattered users, various randomly distributed sensor nodes, and one or more rel-
atively powerful gateway nodes form a powerful network system. For example, in the
field of health care, the sensors deployed on the patient’s body can monitor and obtain the
patient’s body data, and the medical staff can directly and remotely obtain the patient’s
current body temperature, blood pressure, pulse times, and other information in real-time
through the wireless sensor network, so as to improve the health status of healthy patients.
Figure 1 shows the network architecture of WSNs.

However, when sensor nodes are active in an unattended or hostile wireless network
environment, attackers can easily intercept, delete, and modify transmission messages and
launch various attacks [5]. Therefore, the network security and privacy of these sensors
become very critical. In order to ensure that only authorized legitimate users can access
sensors and protect the communication security of real-time sensing data, it is extremely

Symmetry 2022, 14, 46. https://doi.org/10.3390/sym14010046 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/symmetry3
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necessary for users and sensors to authenticate each other directly. Moreover, they also
need to be able to establish a session key to ensure the security of future communication.
Authentication and key agreement protocols are effective ways to achieve these goals.
However, due to the limited resources of sensor nodes, an authentication protocol based
on complex asymmetric cryptographic primitives is difficult to apply to wireless sensor
networks. Therefore, the balance between security and performance is highly significant for
the design of identity authentication protocols in the wireless sensor network environment.

 
Figure 1. Network model of wireless sensor networks.

Lamport proposed the first password-based authentication and key agreement proto-
col in 1980 [6], and, since then, research on authentication protocols has been a hot topic.
In recent years, research on authentication and key agreement protocols in WSNs has
been conducted [7–18]. In 2006, Wong et al. [19] proposed a lightweight password-based
authentication scheme for WSNs. However, Das et al. point out that Wong et al.’s scheme
cannot resist replay attacks and stolen-verifier attacks [20]. Furthermore, Das et al. put
forward an improved scheme. Unfortunately, there are also many security flaws in Das
et al.’s scheme [21,22]. Based on Farash et al.’s scheme [23], Amin et al. provided an
anonymity three-factor authentication scheme [24] for WSNs in 2016. However, Jiang et al.
found that the scheme could not resist smart card stolen attacks and known session-specific
temporary information attacks [25]. Although many schemes have been proposed, most of
them cannot achieve all known security features with satisfactory performance.

In 2019, Shin et al. proposed a lightweight three-factor authentication and key agree-
ment protocol for WSNs [26] and claimed that the protocol can achieve all known security
features with satisfactory performance. This article analyzes Shin et al.’s scheme. It is found
that their scheme is vulnerable to de-synchronization attacks and cannot achieve forward
secrecy and three-factor security.

Our crucial contributions are as follows:

1. We review and analyze Shin et al.’s three-factor authentication scheme for WSNs.
Further, we show that their scheme is vulnerable to de-synchronization attacks and
cannot achieve forward secrecy and three-factor security.

2. We present a new, lightweight anonymous three-factor authentication with perfect
forward secrecy in WSNs. The operation of the scheme is based on a symmetric
cryptosystem, so the computational overhead of the scheme is lightweight and the
scheme is suitable for WSNs. The new scheme can achieve all known strong security
functions with satisfactory performance, including anonymity, perfect forward secrecy,
n-factor security, and so on.
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3. By using the automated security verification tool ProVerif and BAN-logic, we prove
that our proposed scheme is secure and realizes the mutual authentication of commu-
nication participants in WSNs.

4. Through the comparison of security features and performance, it can be found that
our proposed scheme is practical.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the relevant preliminaries
in Section 2 and review the scheme of Shin et al. in Section 3. In Section 4, the scheme of
Shin et al. is subjected to cryptanalysis and the attack method is given. The new scheme
is proposed in Section 5, and the security analysis and performance analysis of the new
scheme are carried out in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Section 8 summarizes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Fuzzy Extractor

At different times, there may be subtle differences in the biometrics extracted by the
same user. The fuzzy extractor can eliminate these subtle differences. In other words, the
fuzzy extractor can produce the same output even if the inputs are slightly different. Fuzzy
logic is widely used in supply chains and healthcare logistics [27–29]. The fuzzy extractor
consists of two parts:

1. GEN(Bio i) = (b i, pairi), with Bioi. as input, the probability generation mechanism
GEN outputs a random string bi and a random helper string pairi.

2. REP(Bio ′
i, pairi) = bi, with Bio′i and pairi as inputs, the deterministic mechanism REP

can regenerate bi, where dis(Bio ′
i, Bioi) ≤ Δt.

2.2. Adversary Model

In this paper, we adopt the most rigorous (but practical) adversary model proposed
by Wang et al. [30] and Huang et al. [31]. Table 1 shows the capabilities of the adversary, A.

Table 1. The capabilities of the adversary.

Symbol Description

C1 A can enumerate every possibility of user identity and password.

C2 A can eavesdrop, intercept, insert, delete, or block messages transmitted in the
public channel.

C3 For a three-factor protocol (password, smart card, and biometric), A can
capture two of the authentication factors simultaneously.

C4 Expired session keys can be captured.

C5 A can obtain the long-term private keys of users, GWNs, or sensors (only when
evaluating forward secrecy).

2.3. Notations

The notations used thereinafter are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Notations.

Symbol Description

GWN Gateway Node
Ui User
IDi Identification of Ui
PWi Password of Ui
SCi Smart card of Ui
Bioi Biometric of Ui
bi Random string generated by a fuzzy extractor

pairi Random helper string generated by a fuzzy extractor
PIDi Pseudo identification of Ui

5
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Table 2. Cont.

Symbol Description

Sj Sensor Node
SIDj Identification of Sj
SKij Session Key of Ui and Sj

T1, T2, T3, T4 Timestamp⊕
XOR Operation

H(*)/h(*) Hash Function
|| Concatenation operation

3. Revisiting of Shin et al.’s Scheme

In 2019, Sooyeon Shin et al. proposed a lightweight anonymous three-factor authenti-
cation protocol for micro-sensors in wireless sensor networks [26]. Taking their protocol as
an example, we analyze and point out the security defects of such authentication protocols.

Shin et al.’s protocol consists of four phases: the initialization phase, registration phase,
authentication phase, and password update phase. The system completes the selection of
parameters and encryption algorithm in the initialization phase. The registration phase
realizes user registration and the distribution of smart cards. The authentication phase
completes the mutual authentication and session key agreement between the user and the
sensor. It should be noted that the communication channel in the authentication phase is
public and insecure.

The specific process of the agreement is as follows:

3.1. Initialization Phase

Step 1: The GWN selects KU , KS as master secrets and stores them safely.
Step 2: For sensor Sj, the GWN chooses SIDj as the identity of Sj and calculates

XSj = h(SID j||KS).
Step 3: The sensor Sj stores XSj secretly.

3.2. User Registration Phase

Step 1: The user Ui. selects his identity IDi and password PWi and imprints Bioi. Then, Ui
chooses a random number ui and calculates GEN(Bio i) = (b i, pairi), HPWi = h(PW i||bi),
and TIDi = h(ID i||ui). Further, Ui sends the registration request {TID i, HPWi} towards
the GWN via a private secure channel.

Step 2: The GWN receives {TID i, HPWi} and freely chooses PID1
i . as a pseudonym. Then,

the GWN calculates HIDi = h(TID i||KU), Ai = h(HPW i||TIDi)
⊕

HIDi, Bi = h(HPW i

||HIDi), and C1
i = h(TID i||HIDi)

⊕
PID1

i . Then, the GWN writes {A i, Bi, C1
i

}
into SCi.

and stores (PID 1
i , TIDi). Finally, the GWN transmits SCi towards Ui via a private, secure

channel.
Step 3: Ui receives SCi and calculates Di = ui

⊕
h(ID i||bi). Finally, Ui write {D i, pairi}

into SCi.
The process of the User registration phase is shown in Figure 2.

3.3. Authentication Phase

Step 1: Ui inserts SCi, inputs IDi and PWi, and imprints Bioi. SCi calculates
bi = REP(Bio i, pairi), ui = Di

⊕
h(ID i||bi), TIDi = h(ID i||ui), HPW∗

i = h(PW i||bi),
HID∗

i = Ai
⊕

h(HPW ∗
i ||TIDi), and B∗

i = h(HPW ∗
i ||HID∗

i ) and verifies the equality check
for Bi ? = B∗

i . If it does not hold true, SCi rejects the login request. Otherwise, SCi generates
a random number ri and the current timestamp T1, and calculates
PID1

i = C1
i
⊕

h(TID i||HID∗
i ), Ri = h(TID i||PID1

i ||ri), Mi = ri
⊕

h(TID i||HID∗
i ||T1), and

MUG = h(TID i||HID∗
i ||PID1

i ||Ri||T1). Finally, SCi transmits the login request

{PID 1
i , Mi, MUG, T1

}
towards the GWN.

6
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Figure 2. User registration phase of Shin et al.’s scheme.

Step 2: The GWN receives {PID 1
i , Mi, MUG, T1

}
and checks the validity of T1. Then,

the GWN searches (PID 1
i , TIDi) in memory using PID1

i and calculates HID∗
i = h(TID i||KU),

r∗i = Mi
⊕

h(TID i||HID∗
i ||T1), R∗

i = h(TID i||PID1
i ||r∗i ), and M∗

UG = h(TID i||HID∗
i ||

PID1
i ||R∗

i ||T1). Further, the GWN checks the equality of M∗
UG ? = MUG. If it does not

hold true, the GWN rejects the login request. Otherwise, the GWN selects SIDj, generates
the current timestamp T2, and calculates XSj = h(SID j||KS), MG = R∗

i
⊕

h(X Sj
||T2), and

MGS = h(PID 1
i ||SIDj||XSj ||R∗

i ||T2). Finally, the GWN transmits {PID 1
i , MG, MGS, T2

}
towards Sj.

Step 3: Upon the reception of {PID 1
i , MG, MGS, T2

}
from the GWN, Sj checks

whether T2 is a valid timestamp. Then, Sj calculates R∗
i = MG

⊕
h(X Sj

||T2) and

M∗
GS = h(PID 1

i ||SIDj||XSj ||R∗
i ||T2) and verifies the equality check M∗

GS ? = MGS. If the ver-
ification fails, Sj aborts the session. Otherwise, Sj generates a random number rj and the cur-
rent timestamp T3, and calculates Rj = h(SID j||rj), Mj = rj

⊕
h(X Sj

||T3), SKij = h(R ∗
i ||Rj),

MSG = h(PID 1
i ||SIDj||XSj ||Rj||SKij||T3). Finally, Sj sends {M j, MSG, T3

}
back to the

GWN.
Step 4: The GWN receives {M j, MSG, T3

}
and checks the validity of T3. Then, the

GWN calculates r∗j = Mj
⊕

h(X Sj
||T3), R∗

j = h(SID j||r∗j ),SK∗
ij = h(R ∗

i ||R∗
j ), and

M∗
SG = h(PID 1

i ||SIDj||XSj ||R∗
j ||SK∗

ij||T3) and verifies the equality check M∗
SG ? = MSG. If

the verification fails, the GWN aborts the session. Otherwise, the GWN generates the current
timestamp T4 and a new pseudonym PID2

i , and calculates C2
i = h(TID i||HID∗

i )
⊕

PID2
i ,

p2
i = C2

i
⊕

h(HID ∗
i ||T4), M′

G = R∗
j
⊕

h(PID 1
i ||HID∗

i ), and MGU = h(PID 1
i ||HID∗

i ||C2
i ||R∗

j ||
SK∗

ij||T4). Finally, the GWN sends {p 2
i , M′

G, MGU, T4

}
back to Ui. and replaces PID1

i with

PID2
i in memory.

Step 5: Ui receives {p 2
i , M′

G, MGU, T4

}
and checks whether T4 is a valid timestamp.

Then, Ui calculates R∗
j = M′

G
⊕

h(PID 1
i ||HID∗

i ), SK∗
ij = h(R i||R∗

j ), C2
i = p2

i
⊕

h(HID ∗
i ||T4),

and M∗
GU = h(PID 1

i ||HID∗
i ||C2

i ||R∗
j ||SK∗

ij||T4) and checks the equality of M∗
GU ? = MGU. If

it holds true, Ui replaces C1
i with C2

i in SCi.
The process of the authentication phase is shown in Figure 3.

7
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Figure 3. Authentication phase of Shin et al.’s scheme.

3.4. Password Update Phase

Step 1: Ui inserts SCi to the reader, inputs IDi and PWi, and imprints Bioi.
Step 2: SCi calculates bi = REP(Bio i , pairi), ui = Di

⊕
h(ID i||bi), TIDi = h(ID i||ui),

HPW∗
i = h(PW i||bi), HID∗

i = Ai
⊕

h(HPW ∗
i ||TIDi), and B∗

i = h(HPW ∗
i ||HID∗

i ) and veri-
fies the equality check for Bi ? = B∗

i . If it does not hold true, SCi rejects the request.
Otherwise, Ui inputs a new password PWnew

i .
Step 3: SCi calculates HPWnew

i = h(PW new
i ||bi), Anew

i = h(HPW new
i ||TIDi)

⊕
HID∗

i , and
Bnew

i = h(HPW new
i ||HID∗

i ). At last, SCi replaces Ai and Bi with Anew
i and Bnew

i , respectively.

4. Cryptanalysis of Shin et al.’s Scheme

We show that Shin et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to de-synchronization attacks and can
not achieve forward secrecy and three-factor security in this section.

8
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4.1. De-Synchronization Attack

Suppose that an adversary blocks {p 2
i , M′

G, MGU, T4

}
, which is sent from the GWN

to Ui. On the side of the GWN, the pseudonym of Ui is PID2
i at this point. However, Ui is

unable to obtain C2
i without {p 2

i , M′
G, MGU, T4

}
. Thus, the pseudonyms on the side of

Ui and the GWN become out of synchronization. When Ui wants to access a sensor node
through the GWN in the next session, the GWN will reject Ui’s login request. Therefore,
Shin et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to de-synchronization attacks.

4.2. Forward Secrecy

Suppose that an adversary occasionally obtains XSj , which is the long-term private key

of Sj. Furthermore, the adversary intercepted {PID 1
i , MG, MGS, T2

}
and {M j, MSG, T3

}
in the previous session of Ui and Sj. The adversary could obtain the previous session key
of Ui and Sj via following steps.

Step 1: The adversary calculates R∗
i = MG

⊕
h(X Sj

||T2), r∗j = Mj
⊕

h(X Sj
||T3), and

R∗
j = h(SID j||r∗j ).

Step 2: The adversary obtains the previous session key of Ui and Sj, SKij = h(R ∗
i ||R∗

j ).
Therefore, Shin et al.’s scheme can not achieve forward secrecy.

4.3. Three-Factor Security

For a three-factor authentication scheme, when two of the authentication factors are
captured by an adversary, it is necessary to ensure that the remaining authentication factor
is still secure. Suppose that an adversary captures Ui’s smart card SCi and biometric Bioi
simultaneously. The adversary is able to obtain the password of Ui via the following steps.

Step 1: The adversary extracts {A i, Bi, C1
i , Di, pairi

}
from SCi using side-channel

technology and calculates bi = REP(Bioi, pairi).
Step 2: The adversary guesses a candidate identity ID∗

i and a candidate password
PW∗

i from Did and Dpw, where Did and Dpw are user identity space and password space,
respectively.

Step 3: The adversary calculates u∗
i = Di

⊕
h(ID ∗

i ||bi), TID∗
i = h(ID ∗

i ||u∗
i ),

HPW∗
i = h(PW ∗

i ||bi), HID∗
i = Ai

⊕
h(HPW ∗

i ||TID∗
i ), and B∗

i = h(HPW ∗
i ||HID∗

i ).
Step 4: The adversary checks whether Bi ? = B∗

i holds. If not, the adversary repeats
Steps 2–4 until he acquires the true password. Otherwise, the adversary succeeds in
obtaining the true password of Ui.

The computational overhead of this attack is (5T h + 2Txor) ∗ |Did| ∗ |Dpw|, where Th
is the running time of the one-way hash function, Txor is the running time of the XOR
operation, and Did and Dpw are the spaces of user identity and password, respectively.
According to the literature [20], we know that |Did| ≤ |Dpw| ≤ 106. According to the
experimental data from the literature [32], Th ≈ 0.591μs, Txor ≈ 0.006 μs. The adversary
can break the password of Ui in 35 days. If you use a high-performance cloud computing
platform, the password will be cracked within a few hours.

5. The Proposed Scheme

The proposed protocol includes the following phases: initialization phase, user reg-
istration phase, sensor node registration phase, authentication phase, password, and
biometric update phase.

The detailed description of the agreement is as follows:

5.1. Initialization Phase

The gateway node GWN creates two information tables in its memory (UserInfoTable
and SensorInfoTable), which is used to store relevant information of users and sensors.

9
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Then, the GWN freely chooses two master keys, Ku and Ks, and two secure hash functions,
h : {0, 1}∗⊕{0, 1}128 and H : {0, 1}∗⊕{0, 1}256.

5.2. Sensor Registration Phase

The sensor registration phase is completed by the gateway node GWN. The GWN
selects a unique identity SIDj for each sensor node and calculates XSj = h(SID j||Ks). Fur-
thermore, GWN selects two random integers, nj and c, defines and sets Nj = NGj = c. Then,

the GWN inserts the {SID j, NGj, XSj , nj

}
into SensorInfoTable in its memory. Before Sj is

deployed, the GWN stores {SID j, Nj, XSj , nj} into Sj.

5.3. User Registration Phase

Step 1: Ui chooses IDi and PWi freely, imprints Bioi. Then Ui calculates
GEN(Bio i) = (b i, pairi), HPWi = h(PW i||bi), and TIDi = h(ID i). Finally, Ui sends the
registration request {TID i, HPWi} towards the GWN via a private secure channel.

Step 2: The GWN receives {TID i, HPWi} and checks if UserInfoTable() contains the ele-
ment (TID i, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗). If yes, the GWN rejects the registration request of Ui. Otherwise, the
GWN chooses a, b randomly, and sets NCi = a, PIDi = PIDnew

i = b, PIDold
i = Null. Then, the

GWN calculates HIDi = h(TID i||Ku), Ai = h(HPW i||TIDi)
⊕

HIDi, Bi = h(HPW i||HIDi)
mod n, and Ci = h(TID i||HIDi)

⊕
PIDi, where 24 ≤ n ≤ 28 is an integer to determine the

size of (ID, PW) , and inserts the element (PID new
i , PIDold

i , TIDi, NCi) into table UserIn-
foTable. Further, the GWN writes {A i, bi, Ci, NCi, h( · ), H( · )} into SCi, and transmits
SCi towards Ui via a private secure channel.

Step 3: Ui receives SCi, and defines and sets flag = 0. Finally, Ui writes {pairi, flag,
GEN(·), REP(·)} into SCi.

The process of the user registration phase is shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. User registration phase of the proposed scheme.

5.4. Authentication Phase

Step 1: Ui inserts SCi, inputs IDi and PWi, and imprints Bioi. SCi calculates
bi = REP(Bio i, pairi), TIDi = h(ID i), HPW∗

i = h(PW i||bi), HID∗
i = Ai

⊕
h(HPW ∗

i ||TIDi),
and B∗

i = h(HPW ∗
i ||HID∗

i ) mod n and verifies the equality check for B∗
i ? = Bi. If it does

not hold true, SCi rejects the login request. Otherwise, SCi checks if flag ? = 0 holds.

10
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If yes, SCi updates NCi = h(NC i), flag = 1. Then, SCi generates the current times-
tamp T1 and a random number ri, chooses SIDj which he wants to access and calculates
PIDi = Ci

⊕
h(TID i||HID∗

i ), Ri = h(TID i||PIDi||NCi||ri), M1 = (r i||SIDj)
⊕

H(TID i||
HID∗

i ||NCi||T1), and MUG = h(TID i||HID∗
i ||PIDi||Ri||T1). Finally, SCi transmits the login

request {PID i, M1, MUG, T1} towards the GWN.
Step 2: The GWN receives {PID i, M1, MUG, T1} and checks the validity of T1. Then,

the GWN searches (PID new
i , PIDold

i , TIDi, NCi) in UserInfoTable using PIDi and operates as
below.

Case 1: If there exists an element (PID new
i , PIDold

i , TIDi, NCi) of UserInfoTable which sat-
isfies PIDi = PIDnew

i , then the GWN calculates NC′
i = h(NC i), HID∗

i = h(TID i||Ku),
Ki = H(TID i||HID∗

i ||NC′
i||T1), (r

∗
i ||SIDj) = Ki

⊕
M1, R∗

i = h(TID i||PIDnew
i ||NC′

i||r∗i ), and
M∗

UG = h(TID i||HID∗
i ||PIDnew

i ||R∗
i ||T1). The GWN verifies the equality check M∗

UG ? = MUG.
If the verification fails, the GWN rejects the login request. Otherwise, the GWN chooses a
new tPIDnew

i randomly, and sets PIDold
i = PIDnew

i , PIDnew
i = tPIDnew

i , NCi = NC′
i.

Case 2: If there exists an element (PID new
i , PIDold

i , TIDi, NCi) of UserInfoTable which
satisfies PIDi = PIDold

i , then the GWN calculates HID∗
i = h(TID i||Ku), Ki = H(TID i||HID∗

i
||NCi||T1), (r ∗i ||SIDj) = Ki

⊕
M1, R∗

i = h(TID i||PIDold
i ||NCi||r∗i ), and M∗

UG = h(TID i
||HID∗

i ||PIDold
i ||R∗

i ||T1). The GWN verifies the equality check M∗
UG ? = MUG. If the verifi-

cation fails, the GWN rejects the login request. Otherwise, the GWN chooses a new tPIDnew
i

randomly, and sets PIDnew
i = tPIDnew

i .
Case 3: If the above two cases do not exist, the GWN rejects the login request.
Further, the GWN generates the current timestamp T2, searches {SID j, NGj, XSj , nj

}
in SensorInfoTable using SIDj, and updates NGj = NGj + nj, XSj = h(SID j||XSj). Then, the

GWN calculates M2 = (R ∗
i ||PIDold

i )
⊕

H(X Sj
||T2) and MGS = h(PID old

i ||SIDj||XSj ||R∗
i ||T2).

Finally, the GWN transmits {M 2, MGS, NGj, T2
}

towards Sj.
Step 3: Upon the reception of {M 2, MGS, NGj, T2

}
from the GWN, Sj checks whether

T2 is a valid timestamp. Then, Sj calculates N′ = NGj − NSj/nj and checks if 1 ≤ N′ ≤ N
holds, where N is the initial threshold for preserving the computing resources of sensors.
If it holds true, Sj sets X′

Sj
= XSj and calculates N′ times X′

Sj
= h(X ′

Sj
||SIDj). Further, Sj

calculates (R ∗
i ||PIDold

i ) = M2
⊕

H(X ′
Sj
||T2) and M∗

GS = h(PID old
i ||SIDj||X′

Sj
||R∗

i ||T2) and
verifies the equality check M∗

GS ? = MGS. If the verification fails, Sj aborts the session.
Otherwise, Sj generates the current timestamp T3 and a random number rj and calculates

Rj = h(SID j||rj), M3 = (R j||PIDold
i )

⊕
H(X ′

Sj
||T3), SKji = h(R ∗

i ||Rj), and MSG = h(PID old
i

||SIDj||X′
Sj
||R∗

i ||Rj||T3). Sj updates XSj = X′
Sj

, Nj = NGj. Finally, Sj sends {SIDj, M3,

MSG, T3} back to the GWN.
Step 4: The GWN receives {SID j, M3, MSG, T3

}
and checks the validity of T3.

Then, the GWN searches {SID j, NGj, XSj , nj

}
in SensorInfoTable using SIDj and calculates

(R j||PIDold
i ) = M3

⊕
H(X Sj

||T3), and M∗
SG = h(PID old

i ||SIDj||XSj ||R∗
i ||R∗

j ||T3). The GWN
verifies the equality check M∗

SG ? = MSG. If the verification fails, the GWN aborts the ses-
sion. Otherwise, the GWN generates the current timestamp T4 and searches
(PID new

i , PIDold
i , TIDi, NCi) in UserInfoTable using PIDold

i . Further, the GWN calculates
Cnew

i = h(TID i||HID∗
i )
⊕

PIDnew
i , pnew

i = Cnew
i

⊕
HID∗

i
⊕

T4, M4 = R∗
j
⊕

Ki, and

MGU = h(PID old
i ||HID∗

i ||Cnew
i ||R∗

i ||R∗
j ||T4). Finally, the GWN sends {p new

i , M4, MGU, T4
}

to Ui.
Step 5: Upon the reception of {p new

i , M4, MGU, T4
}

from the GWN, Ui checks
whether T4 is a valid timestamp. Then, Ui calculates R∗

j = M4
⊕

H(TID i||HID∗
i ||NCi||T1),

SKij = h(R i||R∗
j ), Cnew

i = pnew
i

⊕
HID∗

i
⊕

T4, and M∗
GU = h(PID i||HID∗

i ||Cnew
i ||Ri||R∗

j ||T4).
Then, Ui verifies the equality check M∗

GU ? = MGU. If the verification fails, Ui aborts the
session. Otherwise, Ui updates Ci = Cnew

i , flag = 0.
The process of the authentication phase is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Authentication phase of the proposed scheme.
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5.5. Password and Biometric Update Phase

Step 1: Ui inserts SCi, inputs IDi and PWi, and imprints Bioi. SCi calculates
bi = REP(Bio i, pairi), TIDi = h(ID i), HPW∗

i = h(PW i||bi), HID∗
i = Ai

⊕
h(HPW ∗

i ||TIDi),
and B∗

i = h(HPW ∗
i ||HID∗

i ) mod n and verifies the equality check for B∗
i ? = Bi. If it does

not hold true, SCi rejects the request. Otherwise, Ui inputs a new password PWnew
i and

imprints a new biometric Bionew
i .

Step 2: SCi calculates GEN(Bio new
i ) = (b new

i , pairnew
i ), HPWnew

i = h(PW new
i ||bnew

i ),
Anew

i = HID∗
i
⊕

h(HPW new
i ||TIDi), and Bnew

i = h(HPW new
i ||HID∗

i ) mod n. At last, SCi re-
places pairi, Ai and Bi, with pairnew

i , Anew
i and Bnew

i , respectively.

6. Security Analysis

6.1. Security Verification Using ProVerif

ProVerif [33] is one of the widely accepted automated security verification tools for
communication protocols. ProVerif supports main cryptographic primitives including hash
function, encryption, digital signatures, etc. In this section, we use ProVerif to check the
mutual authentication and session key secrecy of the proposed scheme.

First, we define two insecure channels, c1 for communication between users and the
GWN and c2 for communication between the GWN and sensors.

(*–Two public channel–*)
free c1: channel. (*–The channel between users and GWN–*)
free c2: channel. (*–The channel between sensors and GWN–*)
Then, we define the parameters and constructors as follows:
(*–The basic variables–*)
free user, GWN, SN: bitstring. (*—three participants–*)
free PID: bitstring. (*—the pseudonym identity shared by user and GWN–*)
free Ku: bitstring[private]. (*—the masterkey of GWN–*)
free Ks: bitstring[private]. (*—the masterkey of GWN–*)
free XSj: bitstring[private]. (*—the shared key between GWN and sensor–*)
table Table_user_info( bitstring, bitstring, bitstring). (*—the user’s info table—*)
table Table_sensor_info(bitstring, bitstring). (*—the sensor’s info table—*)
(*–Encryption operation–*)
fun encrypt(bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
fun decrypt(bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
equation forall x: bitstring, y: bitstring; decrypt(encrypt(x, y), y) = x.
(*–Hash operation–*)
fun h1(bitstring): bitstring.
fun h2 (bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
fun h4 (bitstring, bitstring, bitstring, bitstring):bitstring.
fun h5 (bitstring, bitstring, bitstring, bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
fun h6 (bitstring, bitstring, bitstring, bitstring, bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
(*–XOR operation–*)
fun XOR (bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
equation forall x: bitstring, y: bitstring; XOR(XOR(x, y), y) = x.
(*–Concat and Divide operation–*)
fun Concat (bitstring, bitstring): bitstring.
fun Div1 (bitstring):bitstring.
fun Div2 (bitstring):bitstring.
equation forall x: bitstring, y: bitstring; Div1(Concat(x, y)) = x.
equation forall x: bitstring, y: bitstring; Div2(Concat(x, y)) = y.
(*–Check the Freshness of timestamp operation–*)
fun isFresh (bitstring, bool): bool
reduc forall T: bitstring; isFresh (T, true) = true.
In order to check the mutual authentication and session key secrecy, we define the

following eight events and two secrets:
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(*–Mutual authentication queries–*)
event beginUG(bitstring).
event endUG(bitstring).
event beginGU(bitstring).
event endGU(bitstring).
event beginGS(bitstring).
event endGS(bitstring).
event beginSG(bitstring).
event endSG(bitstring).
query x: bitstring; inj-event(endUG(x)) ==> inj-event(beginUG(x)).
query x: bitstring; inj-event(endGU(x)) ==> inj-event(beginGU(x)).
query x: bitstring; inj-event(endGS(x)) ==> inj-event(beginGS(x)).
query x: bitstring; inj-event(endSG(x)) ==> inj-event(beginSG(x)).
(*–Session key secrecy queries–*)
free secretA, secretB: bitstring [private].
query attacker(secretA);
attacker(secretB).
Three distinct processes processUser, processSensor, and processGWN are declared to

model Ui, Sj and GWN, respectively.
(*—————-User Ui———————*)
let processUser(IDi: bitstring, PWi: bitstring, bi: bitstring, Ai: bitstring, Bi: bitstring,

Ci: bitstring, NCi: bitstring, SIDj: bitstring) =
let TIDi = h1(IDi) in
let HPWi’ = h2(PWi, bi) in
let HIDi’ = XOR(Ai, h2(HPWi’, TIDi)) in
let Bi’ = h2(HPWi’,HIDi’) in
if Bi’=Bi then
event beginGU(GWN);
new ri: bitstring;
new T1: bitstring;
let PIDi = XOR(Ci, h2(TIDi, HIDi’)) in
let Ri = h4(TIDi, PIDi, NCi, ri) in
let M1 = XOR(Concat(ri, SIDj), h4 TIDi, HIDi’, NCi, T1)) in
let MUG = h5 (TIDi, HIDi’, PIDi, Ri, T1) in
out (c1, (PIDi, M1, MUG, T1));
in (c1, (M4:bitstring, MGU:bitstring, T4:bitstring));
if isFresh (T4, true) = true then
let Rj’ = XOR(M4,h4(TIDi, HIDi’,NCi, T1)) in
let SKij’ = h2(Ri, Rj’) in
let MGU’ = h5(PIDi, HIDi’, Ri, Rj’, T4) in
if MGU’ =MGU then
event endUG(user);
out(c1, encrypt(secretA, SKij’)).
(*—————-GWN———————*)
let processGWN() =
in(c1, (PIDi: bitstring, M1: bitstring, MUG: bitstring, T1:bitstring));
if isFresh(T1, true) = true then
get Table_user_info(=PIDi, TIDi, NCi) in
let HIDi’ = h2(TIDi, Ku) in
let Ki = h4(TIDi, HIDi’, NCi, T1) in
let ri’ = Div1(XOR(M1,Ki)) in
let SIDj = Div2(XOR(M1,Ki)) in
let Ri’ = h4(TIDi, PIDi, NCi, ri’) in
event beginUG(user);

14
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let MUG’ = h5(TIDi, HIDi’, PIDi, Ri’, T1) in
if MUG’ =MUG then
event beginSG(SN);
new T2: bitstring;
get Table_sensor_info(=SIDj, XSj) in
let M2 = XOR(Concat(Ri’, PIDi),h2(XSj, T2)) in
let MGS = h5(PIDi, SIDj, XSj, Ri’, T2) in
out(c2, (M2, MGS, T2));
in(c2,(SIDj:bitstring, M3:bitstring, MSG:bitstring, T3: bitstring));
if isFresh(T3, true) = true then
let Rj’ = Div1(XOR(M3,h2(XSj, T3))) in
let PIDi = Div2(XOR(M3, h2(XSj, T3))) in
let MSG’ = h6(PIDi, SIDj, XSj, Ri’,Rj’, T3) in
if MSG’ = MSG then
new T4: bitstring;
event endGS(GWN);
let M4 = XOR(Rj’,Ki) in
let MGU = h5(PIDi, HIDi’, Ri’, Rj’, T4) in
out(c1, (M4, MGU, T4));
event endGU(GWN);
0.
(*—————-Sensor Sj———————*)
let processSensor(SIDj:bitstring, XSj:bitstring) =
in(c2, (MG:bitstring, MGS:bitstring, T2:bitstring));
event beginGS(GWN);
let Ri’ =Div1(XOR(MG, h2(XSj, T2))) in
let PIDi =Div2(XOR(MG, h2(XSj, T2))) in
let MGS’ = h5(PIDi, SIDj, XSj, Ri’, T2) in
if MGS’=MGS then
new T3: bitstring;
new rj: bitstring;
let Rj = h2(SIDj, rj) in
let Mj = XOR(Concat(rj, PIDi),h2(XSj, T3)) in
let SKij = h2(Ri’, Rj) in
let MSG = h6(PIDi, SIDj, XSj, Ri’, Rj, T3) in
out(c2, (SIDj, Mj, MSG, T3));
event endSG(SN);
out(c2, encrypt(secretB, SKij)).
We simulate the unbounded parallel execution of processes processUser, processSensor,

and processGWN as follows:
(*–Start process–*)
process
new IDi: bitstring;
new PWi: bitstring;
new bi: bitstring;
new PIDi: bitstring;
new SIDj: bitstring;
new NCi: bitstring;
let HPWi = h2(PWi, bi) in
let TIDi = h1(IDi) in
let HIDi = h2(TIDi, Ku) in
let Ai = XOR(h2(HPWi, TIDi), HIDi) in
let Bi = h2(HPWi, HIDi) in
let Ci = XOR(h2(TIDi, HIDi),PIDi) in
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let XSj = h2(SIDj, Ks) in
insert Table_user_info(PIDi, TIDi, NCi);
insert Table_sensor_info(SIDj, XSj);
(
(*– Launch an unbounded number of sessions of the user –*)
(!processUser(IDi, PWi, bi, Ai, Bi, Ci, NCi, SIDj)) |
(*– Launch an unbounded number of, sessions of the GWN–*)
(!processGWN()) |
(*– Launch an unbounded number of sessions of the sensor–*)
(!processSensor(SIDj, XSj))
)
The simulation results are shown as follows:
Query inj-event(endUG(x)) ==> inj-event(beginUG(x)) is true.
Query inj-event(endGU(x)) ==> inj-event(beginGU(x)) is true.
Query inj-event(endGS(x)) ==> inj-event(beginGS(x)) is true.
Query inj-event(endSG(x)) ==> inj-event(beginSG(x)) is true.
Query not attacker(secretA[]) is true.
Query not attacker(secretB[]) is true.
The results mean that the proposed scheme is able to achieve mutual authentication.

Meanwhile, the session key SKij generated by the user Ui and the sensor Sj is secure.

6.2. BAN-Logic

Burrows–Abadi–Needham logic (BAN-logic) [34] is a widely used tool for the formal
analysis of authentication schemes which was proposed by Burrows et al. In this section,
we use BAN-logic to prove the session key agreement between the user Ui and the sensor
node Sj after the execution of the proposed scheme. Table 3 introduces the notations for the
BAN-logic analysis and some basic rules for BAN-logic are described in Table 4.

Table 3. BAN-logic notations.

Symbol Description

P| ≡ X P believes X.
P � X P sees X.
P|~X P sends X.

P ⇒ X P has jurisdiction over X.
(X) X is fresh.

(X, Y) X or Y is part of (X, Y) .
(X) K Use the key K to compute X.

P SK↔ Q
P and Q achieve the shared key SK for

communication.

Table 4. Basic logical postulates of BAN-logic.

Symbol Description

Message meaning rule P|≡(P K↔Q), P�(X) K
P|≡Q|~X

Freshness conjuncatenation rule P|≡(X)
P|≡(X, Y)

Nonce verification rule P|≡(X), P|≡Q|~X
P|≡Q|≡X

Jurisdiction rule P|≡Q|⇒X, P|≡Q|≡X
P|≡X

Believe rule P|≡Q|≡(X, Y)
P|≡Q|≡X , P|≡X,P|≡Y

P|≡(X, Y)

(1) The idealized form of the proposed scheme:
Message 1: Ui → GWN : (r i, SIDj)

Ui
(HIDi , NCi)↔ GWN
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Message 2: GWN → Sj : (R i, PIDold
i )

GWN
XSj↔ Sj

Message 3: Sj → GWN : (R j, PIDold
i )

Sj

XSj↔ GWN

Message 4: GWN → Ui : (R j)
GWN

(HIDi , NCi)↔ Ui

(2) Verification goals:

Goal 1: Ui| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj).

Goal 2: Ui| ≡ Sj| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj).

Goal 3: Sj| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj).

Goal 4: Sj| ≡ Ui| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj).

(3) Assumptions about the initial state:
A1: Ui| ≡ (r i, rj).
A2: Sj| ≡ (r i, rj).
A3: GWN| ≡ (r i, rj).

A4: Ui| ≡ (U i
(PIDi , HIDi , NCi)↔ GWN).

A5: GWN| ≡ (U i
(PIDi , HIDi , NCi)↔ GWN).

A6: GWN| ≡ (GWN
XSj↔ Sj).

A7: Sj| ≡ (GWN
XSj↔ Sj).

A8: Ui| ≡ Sj ⇒ (U i
SK↔ Sj) .

A9: Sj| ≡ Ui ⇒ (U i
SK↔ Sj)

(4) Proofs:
Step 1: From Message 1, we can get: GWN � (r i, SIDj)

Ui
(HIDi , NCi)↔ GWN

.

Step 2: According to Step 1, A5, and the message meaning rule, it can be inferred that:
GWN| ≡ Ui|~(r i, SIDj)

Ui
(HIDi , NCi)↔ GWN

.

Step 3: According to Step 2, A3, and the nonce verification rule, we obtain: GWN| ≡
Ui| ≡ (r i, SIDj)

Ui
(HIDi , NCi)↔ GWN

.

Step 4: From Message 2, we understand that: Sj � (R i, PIDold
i )

GWN
XSj↔ Sj

.

Step 5: According to A7 and the message meaning rule, we obtain: Sj| ≡ GWN|~(R i,
PIDold

i )
GWN

XSj↔ Sj

.

Step 6: According to A2, Ri = h(TID i||PIDi||NCi||ri), and the freshness conjuncatena-
tion rule, we can get: Sj| ≡ (R i).
Step 7: According to Step 5, Step 6, and the nonce verification rule, we get: Sj| ≡
GWN| ≡ (R i, PIDold

i )
GWN

XSj↔ Sj

.

Step 8: According to Step 3, Step 7, SKij = h(R i||Rj), and Ri = h(TID i||PIDi||NCi||ri),

we prove: Sj| ≡ Ui| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj) (Goal 4).

Step 9: According to Step 8, A9, and the jurisdiction rule, we prove: Sj| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj)

(Goal 3).
Step 10: According to Message 3, we get: GWN � (R j, PIDold

i )
Sj

XSj↔ GWN
.

Step 11: According to Step10, A6, and the message meaning rule, it can be inferred
that: GWN| ≡ Sj|~(R j, PIDold

i )
Sj

XSj↔ GWN
.
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Step 12: According to Step 11, A3, Rj = h(SID j||rj), and the nonce verification rule,

we obtain: GWN| ≡ Sj| ≡ (R j, PIDold
i )

Sj

XSj↔ GWN
.

Step 13: From Message 4, we obtain: Ui � (R j)
GWN

(HIDi , NCi)↔ Ui

.

Step 14: According to Step 13, A4, and the message meaning rule, we obtain:
Ui| ≡ GWN|~(R j)

GWN
(HIDi , NCi)↔ Ui

.

Step 15 According to Step 14, A1, Rj = h(SID j||rj), and the nonce verification rule,

we get: Ui| ≡ Sj| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj). (Goal 2).

Step 16: According to Step 15, A8, and the jurisdiction rule, we prove: Ui| ≡ (U i
SK↔ Sj)

(Goal 1).

From the proof results obtained from the above process, Goal 1–4, Ui, and Sj be-
lieve that they have completed the key agreement and generated the shared session key
SKij = SKjiji.

6.3. Informal Security Analysis

(1) Anonymity and un-traceability
Suppose an adversary intercepted the information transmitted to a public channel

from Ui, GWN, and Sj. Obviously, the adversary cannot obtain the user’s actual identity
IDi, because of the security of the one-way hash function. In addition, the pseudonym
identity PIDi changes after each authentication, and ri and rj are randomly generated in
each session. The adversary cannot determine whether two sessions are launched by the
same user.

(2) Perfect forward secrecy
Suppose an adversary accidentally captured Ui’s private key NCi, Sj’s private key (XSj ,

Nj), and the GWN’s master key (Ku, Ks), and intercepted the information propagated in the
public channel. The adversary cannot obtain the previous session key because NCi, XSj , Nj
changes after each authentication, and the adversary cannot get the NCi, XSj , Nj in a
previous session because of the security of the one-way hash function. Therefore, the
proposed scheme can achieve perfect forward secrecy.

(3) Mutual authentication
In Section 6.1, we define eight events—event beginUGparam(bitstring), event endUG-

param(bitstring), event beginGUparam(bitstring), event endGUparam(bitstring), event be-
ginGSparam(bitstring), event endGSparam(bitstring), event beginSGparam(bitstring), and
event endSGparam(bitstring)—to verify the mutual authentication of Ui, GWN, and Sj. The
results show that our proposed scheme could achieve mutual authentication.

(4) Session key agreement
The user Ui and the sensor Sj reach a session key SKij = h2(Ri||Rj) for future commu-

nication after authentication. Since Ri and Rj are generated by Ui and Sj, respectively, both
Ui and Sj have an influence on the outcome of the session key SKij = h(R i||Rj) = SKji.

(5) Three-factor security
Suppose an adversary captured the smart card SCi of Ui and obtained the biomet-

rics Bioi. The adversary can extract the values {A i, bi, Ci, NCi, pairi , flag} in SCi. Fur-
ther, the adversary guesses

(
ID′

i, PW′
i) and calculates bi = REP(Bio i, pairi), TID′

i = h(ID ′
i),

HPW∗
i = h(PW ′

i||bi), HID∗
i = Ai

⊕
h(HPW ∗

i ||TID′
i), and b∗i = h(HPW ∗

i ||HID∗
i ) mod n.

However, the adversary does not know the correctness of (ID ′
i, PW′

i) because
Bi ? = h(HPW ∗

i ||HID∗
i ) mod n. is a fuzzy verification process.

(6) Resistance of other known attacks
Insider attack: An insider adversary can obtain the user’s registration information

{TID i = h(ID i), HPWi = h(PW i||bi )}. Because of the security of the one-way hash func-
tion and ignorance about bi, the adversary cannot capture PWi. Therefore, no effective
insider attack can be launched.
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Stolen verifier table attack: There is no password-related or biometric-related informa-
tion stored inside the GWN. Therefore, the stolen verifier table attack is infeasible in our
proposed scheme.

User impersonation attack: For generating valid login request information, the adver-
sary needs to know HIDi. While we know bi = REP(Bio i, pairi), TIDi = h(ID i),
HPWi = h(PW i||bi), and HIDi = Ai

⊕
h(HPW i||TIDi), where Ai and pairi are stored in

SCi. Therefore, the adversary cannot forge Ui without getting IDi, PWi, Bioi and SCi. Thus
our proposed scheme could resist user impersonation attacks.

Sensor Spoofing Attack: An adversary cannot forge a sensor node Sj without getting
the secrets of Sj (NSj and XSj ). Therefore, no effective sensor spoofing attack can be
launched.

Known session-specific temporary information attack: In our proposed scheme, the
user Ui and the micro-sensor Sj reach a session key SKij = h(R i||Rj) = h(h(TID i||PIDi
||NCi||ri)||h(SID j||rj)). Even if an adversary captured the session-specific temporary infor-
mation, ri and rj, he cannot launch a known session-specific temporary information attack
without NCi. As a result, our proposed scheme can resist known session-specific temporary
information attacks.

De-synchronization attack: We analyze five possible cases of de-synchronization
attacks, shown in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6. Possible de-synchronization attack on our proposed protocol.

Case 1: Suppose an adversary blocked C1 : {PID i, M1, MUG, T1}. Since none of the
participants updated the information table, the attack is infeasible.

Case 2: Suppose an adversary blocked C2 : {M 2, MGS, NGj, T2
}

, the information
stored on the GWN side and sensor side would be out of synchronization. However, by
calculating

, it can be known how many times the communications between Sj and the GWN are
blocked. The information on two sides would be resynchronized by calculating N′ times
X′

Sj
= h(X ′

Sj
||SIDj) and updating XSj = X′

Sj
, Nj = NGj.

Case 3: If an adversary blocks C3 : {SID j, M3, MSG, T3

}
. Both the GWN and Sj

have updated the XSj and NGj/Nj. The synchronization between Ui and the GWN is the
same as Case 4.
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Case 4: If an adversary blocks C4 : {p new
i , M4, MGU, T4

}
. The communications

between the GWN and Sj are in synchronization, while the communications between Ui
and the GWN are out of synchronization. In this case, the GWN has completed the update
of PIDi, and PIDold

i records the previous PIDi. Since C4 : {p new
i , M4, MGU, T4

}
is not

received, the user Ui does not update Ci, and the PIDi calculated in the next session is not
updated. However, when Ui initiates the session request again, the GWN finds that the
PIDi sent by Ui is the same as the PIDold

i recorded in its memory. The GWN can identify
the de-synchronization attack initiated by the adversary and synchronize the information
according to Step 2 of the authentication phase. Therefore, the proposed new protocol can
also resist the attacks of Case 3 and Case 4 of de-synchronization attacks.

In summary, our proposed scheme can resist de-synchronization attacks. On the other
hand, we have shown that our proposed scheme can achieve forward secrecy in previous
part of this section. Therefore, our proposed scheme can resist offline password-guessing
attacks and stolen smart card attacks.

7. Performance Analysis

This section will compare and analyze the performance of the proposed new protocol
with other similar protocols, including a computing cost comparison and communication
cost comparison. Since the registration phase of users and sensors occurs only once, and
users do not change their passwords and biometrics frequently, this section only discusses
the performance comparison between authentication phases.

7.1. Comparison of Computing Costs

According to the experimental data in the literature [35], Th ≈ 0.32ms, the computing
cost comparison between our proposed scheme and other similar schemes, is shown in
Table 5. From the results, the proposed protocol has a lower computation cost than the
other four similar protocols.

Table 5. Comparison of computing costs (milliseconds).

Protocol User GWN Sensor Total

Shin et al. [26] 13Th ≈ 4.16 15Th ≈ 4.8 6Th ≈ 1.92 34Th ≈ 10.88
Ostad et al. [36] 11Th ≈ 3.52 17Th ≈ 5.44 5Th ≈ 1.6 33Th ≈ 10.56

Wu et al. [13] 10Th ≈ 3.2 15Th ≈ 4.8 5Th ≈ 1.6 31Th ≈ 9.92
Amin et al. [24] 12Th ≈ 3.84 15Th ≈ 3.2 5Th ≈ 1.6 32Th ≈ 10.24

Proposed 11Th ≈ 3.52 10Th ≈ 3.2 6Th ≈ 1.92 27Th ≈ 8.64

7.2. Comparison of Communication Costs

We assume that the length of identification, random number, timestamp, and other
parameters involved in the proposed protocol and other similar protocols is 128 bits,
and the length of the timestamp is 32 bits. Hash functions h : {0, 1}∗⊕{0, 1}128 and
H : {0, 1}∗⊕{0, 1}256 have 128-bit and 256-bit outputs, respectively. Other related proto-
cols use hash functions (such as MD5) with an output length of 128 bits.

In the authentication phase of the newly proposed protocol, there are four trans-
mission messages: {PID i, M1, MUG, T1}, {M 2, MGS, NGj, T2

}
, {SID j, M3, MSG, T3

}
,

and {p new
i , M4, MGU, T4

}
. The total length of the transmitted message is (128 + 256 + 128

+ 32) + (256 + 128 + 128 + 32) + (128 + 256 + 128 + 32) + (128 + 128 + 128 + 32) = 2048 bits.
Table 6 shows the comparison of the communication costs between the proposed

new protocol and other similar schemes. From the comparison results, our new proposed
scheme is also at a good level in terms of communication costs.
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Table 6. Comparison of communication costs.

Protocol Number of Messages
Length of Interactive

Information

Shin et al. [26] 4 Messages 1664 bits
Ostad et al. [36] 6 Messages 2208 bits

Wu et al. [13] 4 Messages 2176 bits
Amin et al. [24] 6 Messages 2016 bits

Proposed 4 Messages 2048 bits

8. Conclusions

Due to the insecurity of wireless sensor networks, abundant research on authenti-
cation and key agreement protocols for WSNs has been put forward. In 2019, Shin et al.
proposed a lightweight three-factor authentication and key agreement protocol based on
symmetric cryptographic primitives for WSNs, which looked promising. However, we
found that there are some security risks in their protocol. To solve the shortcomings, we
proposed a new lightweight and anonymous three-factor authentication scheme for WSNs.
Furthermore, we proved that our proposed scheme is secure using the automated secu-
rity verification tool ProVerif, BAN-logic verification, and an informal security analysis.
Through a performance comparison and analysis, our new scheme shows a good level of
computing and communication overhead and has high practicability. In future research,
we will focus on finding a lighter mathematical model to realize the strong security of
identity authentication in wireless sensor networks and apply the scheme to the actual
environment.
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Abstract: Modulation is an indispensable component in modern communication systems and mul-
tiple phase shift keying (MPSK) is widely studied to improve the spectral efficiency. It is of great
significance to study the MPSK modulations of symmetric phases in practice. Based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), we propose a generic architecture for MPSK demodulation, referred to
as CNN-MPSK. The architecture utilizes a single-layer CNN and a pooling trick to crop network
parameters. In comparison with conventional coherent demodulation, the CNN-MPSK eliminates
three modules, i.e., carrier multiplication, bandpass filter and sampling decision. Thus, we can
avoid π-inverted phenomenon from the multiplication of two carrier waves with different phases,
as the carrier multiplication is not employed. In addition, we can reduce errors introduced by
sampling decision. Furthermore, we conduct bit-error-rate tests for binary-PSK, 4PSK, 8PSK, and
16PSK demodulation. Experimental results reveal that the performance of CNN-MPSK is almost
the same to that of conventional coherent demodulation. However, the CNN-MPSK demodulation
reduces computational complexity from O(n2) to O(n) as compared to the latter one. Additionally,
the proposed scheme can be readily applied for demodulation of non-symmetric MPSK constellations
that maybe distorted by linear and nonlinear impairments in communication systems.

Keywords: carrier multiplication; computational complexity; sampling decision; phase shift keying;
coherent demodulation

1. Introduction

Modulation and demodulation techniques play an important role in data transmission.
Original digital signals in communication systems may contain low-frequency components
that are difficult to transmit directly through channels. Therefore, the original signals must
be encoded onto high-frequency carrier signals for transmission. The encoded process is
referred to as modulation [1]. The primary purpose of modulation is to match the frequency
bandwidths between signals and channels [2]. Another purpose is to facilitate channel
multiplexing [3]. Thus, after modulation, each signal is shifted to a different frequency
band so that mutual interference will not occur during transmission. In particular, a
multiple phase shift keying (MPSK) demodulation is used to convey data by changing
the phase of a constant frequency reference signal. MPSK is a classic modulation that is
practically displaced in the standard within orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) symbols for wireless communications. For instance, 4PSK is widely utilized in
code division multiple access mobile communications, digital video broadcasting-satellite-
second generation communications, coherent optical communications and fiber optic
communications. The constellations of MPSK signals are symmetric and zero-mean that is
widely used for wireless local area networks and Bluetooth communications.

Recently, a lot of research related to modulation recognition have been undertaken
using deep learning technology [4–6]. In particular, deep residual networks was inves-
tigated to perform radio signal classification, taking into account the effects of carrier
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frequency offset, symbol rate, and multipath fading. The traditional convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) achieve similar performance to residual networks, but with the increased
trainable parameters [7]. A novel two-step training for CNN-based automatic modulation
classification (CNN-AMC) was then proposed in order to handle complex tasks [8]. Simu-
lation results indicate that the CNN-AMC approximates the optimal maximum likelihood
(ML)-AMC. Regarding inference speed, the deep learning-based approach is more than a
hundred times faster than ML-AMC by using parallel computation. The relatively simple
neural network architectures were presented for space-time-block-codes multiple-input
multiple-output systems (MIMO), which are sparse autoencoders-based deep neural net-
works (DNN) and radial basis function networks (RBFN) [9]. RBFN and DNN weights
are optimized using the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannon algorithm and the least
square approach. For the classification of digitally modulated signals in varying channel
conditions, Ali and Yang [10] proposed a fully linked two-layer feed-forward DNN with
layerwise unsupervised pretraining. This system uses multiple hidden nodes and indepen-
dent autoencoders for learning feature maps. The proposed DNN has good classification
accuracy even when trained and tested at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). To be more
efficient in low SNR conditions, the deep belief network and spiking neural network were
utilized to reduce execution latency associated with deep learning architectures [11]. Each
feature-based AMC classifier is then studied to determine the upper and lower performance
bounds within this adaptive framework.

By employing a CNN-based technique, an intelligent eye-diagram analyzer was
proposed to recognize modulation formats and estimate optical SNR [12]. Aided by
oscilloscope in simulation, the eye diagram images of four modulation formats can be
obtained over a wide optical SNR range. It was showed that CNN achieves higher accuracy
than other machine learning algorithms such as decision trees, k-nearest neighbors, back-
propagation neural networks, and support vector machines. Using the strengths of the
CNN and the long short-term memory (LSTM), the AMC is developed by dual-stream con-
struction, which efficiently explores the feature interaction and spatial–temporal properties
of raw complex temporal signals [13]. In particular, the signals first go through prepro-
cessing to be converted to the temporal inphase/quadrature format and amplitude/phase
representation. To improve modulation recognition accuracy at low SNRs, an algorithm
for pre-denoising was proposed in [14] before modulation recognition. The pre-denoising
algorithm consists of a fully CNN, which is similar to an auto-encoder. A residual learning
is also used to speed up the learning process. Eye diagram measurements were further used
to estimate coherent channel performance with deep learning [15]. The experimental results
show that the proposed technique provides high accuracy in determining the modulation
format, optical SNR, roll-off factor, and timing skew of a quadrature amplitude modulation.
In [16], the modulation signals are transformed into two image representations of cyclic
spectra and constellation diagram, respectively.

To integrate the features, a gradient descent strategy and a multi-feature fusion tech-
nique were exploited along with a two-branch CNN model. The novel framework was
proposed for low-cost link adaptation for spatial modulation MIMO (SM-MIMO). Sim-
ulations demonstrate that the supervised-learning classifiers and DNN-based adaptive
SM-MIMO outperform a variety of conventional optimization-driven designs [17]. The
detection of modulations was presented for multi-relay cooperative MIMO systems of
5G communications in the presence of spatially correlated channels and imperfect chan-
nel state information. The simulation results show that the machine learning techniques
provide gain in terms of both the modulation detection and complexity [18]. To blindly
detect the modulation order of interference signals in downlink non-orthogonal multiple
access systems, a machine learning algorithm based on Anderson–Darling test was inves-
tigated [19]. DNNs and machine learning were used to develop methods for monitoring
optical performance, identifying modulation formats, multipath fading channels and or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexing supported by compressed sensing assisted index
modulation [20–23].
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The previous related studies have yielded positive results. However, these studies
utilize deep learning networks, which are deep and have a large output latency [24,25]. As
the deep networks have a high degree of complexity, they are difficult to train and generate
a large number of parameters, which is unsuitable for small embedded hardware systems.
Several studies require the input data of a system to be in an image format. In such case,
the received binary data have to be converted into images, and then feature extraction and
other operations are carried out. Finally, the image is converted back into binary data. The
exchange of binary data and images increases the delay and complexity. There are concerns
regarding the system ability to process the received data in real time. Other studies perform
pre-processing operations, which increases the amount of parameters and the complexity
of the overall system [26,27]. Thus, it is hard to apply these studies for practical hardware
implementations. Consequently, based on CNN and pooling techniques, we propose a
shallow CNN-MPSK demodulation with ultra-light parameters to achieve a low complexity
architecture. The goal of using CNNs with MPSK is to provide an alternative method for
demodulation with the affordable computation complexity.

The sections of the study are organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the modula-
tion principle of MPSK and the coherent demodulation process. In addition, the theoretical
bit-error-rate (BER) formula for coherent demodulation is derived. Section 3 presents the
architecture of CNN-MPSK and the computation consumed by each component. We then
show the number of parameters generated by the CNN-MPSK architecture. In Section 4,
we give a specific CNN-MPSK demodulation example to illustrate parameters training and
perform BER tests under different SNRs. Afterwards, we discuss the multiplications and
additions involved in CNN-MPSK and coherent demodulation, and conclude this paper in
Section 5.

2. Conventional Modulation and Demodulation of MPSK

MPSK is one of the most widely used techniques due to its relative simplicity in
modulation and demodulation. The modulation of such signals can be represented by

ci(t) =
√

2
Tc

sin(wct + θ),

θ = 2πi/M, i = {0, 1, 2, . . . , M − 1},
(1)

where Tc is the period of modulated signal ci(t), Tc =
2π
wc

, wc and θ denote frequency and
phase of the carrier, respectively.

The MPSK demodulation process typically consists of two BPSK demodulation.
Figure 1 illustrates the simple case of coherent demodulation for BPSK [28,29]. First, the
received BPSK signal r(t) is filtered to eliminate out-of-band noise using a bandpass filter.
Afterwards, the filtered output z(t) is multiplied by a sin wave 2 sin(wct), resulting in an
output x(t) that is twice the frequency of the input signal. The high frequency components
in x(t) are removed by the lowpass filter. The signal is then passed to the decision circuit.
Based on the synchronized clock in the timing synchronizer module, we obtain the final
result o(t) which recovers the binary data stream. In particular, the key component in BPSK
demodulation is the carrier generator. It needs to yield a local carrier with the identical
frequency and phase as the input signal r(t). However, the local carrier may not be properly
generated, leading to a phase difference between the generated carrier and the received
carrier, resulting in negative consequences for demodulation [30–32].
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a coherent binary-PSK (BPSK) receiver.

Figure 2 depicts the two conditional probability density functions (PDF) f0(x) and
f1(x) for the transmitted bits 0 and 1 with mean values of

√
2/Tc and −√

2/Tc, respectively.

Figure 2. Conditional bit error probability density functions for BPSK demodulated signals.

In the event that the bit 1 is transmitted and the receiver determines it as 0, the
conditional probability of such an error is defined by

P(0/1) =
∫ +∞

0
f1(x)dx

=
∫ ∞

√
2/Tc√
2σn

1√
π

exp[−u2]du
(2)

where

u =
(x +

√
2/Tc)√

2σn
. (3)

The lower limit of integration in Equation (2) is simplified to

√
2/Tc√
2σn

=

√
1/Tc√
N0B

=

√
1/Tc√

N0/Tc
=

1√
N0

=

√
Eb
N0

=
√

snr, (4)

where Eb is already normalized to one when BPSK signals are transmitted. Consequently,
in terms of the complementary error function (erfc), assuming bits are equiprobable, the
BER for BPSK coherent detection is given by

Pe =
1
2

P(0/1) +
1
2

P(1/0) =
1
2

erfc(
√

snr). (5)

Similarly, the probability of symbol error of MPSK (M ≥ 4) is overbounded by [33]
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Pe =
2√

πN0

∫ ∞
√

Es sin( π
M )

exp[
−x2

N0
]dx

=
2√
π

∫ ∞√
Es
N0

sin( π
M )

exp[−u2]du

= er f c[

√
Es

N0
sin(

π

M
)],

(6)

where
√

Es is the average energy of the transmitted symbols.

3. The Proposed CNN-MPSK Architecture

3.1. Architecture Presentation

In Figure 3, the proposed architecture takes the received signal as input and then
applies one-dimensional (1D) convolution to extract features. Afterwards, the signal
flows to the activation module to become unlinear. The flow continues to input a pooling
component, followed by a full connection to act as a classifier on the features.

Figure 3. The architecture of a neural network for MPSK demodulation.

Next, we present the components of the CNN architecture, which consist of 1D
convolution, activation, pooling, and full connection. Among these modules, convolution
is the most important one. From a mathematical standpoint, convolution can be regarded as
an integral operation, or an accumulation. Convolution has the property that past data have
an effect on future data, and adjacent data influence current data, which makes convolution
convenient to extract features from data. Given a sequence r of length d as input and a
vector w of length k, the 1D convolution operation is given by

y(m) = ∑
k

r(m + k)w(k). (7)

The Equation (7) involves element-by-element multiplication and summation. In
particular, the elements of vector w are called weights that the network needs to learn
during training. Thus, the w is often interchangeably referred to as kernel. Typically, the
kernels have small size. In this study, the size of kernel w is 1 × 3, and the 1D output vector
z is given by

z(j) = y + b =
2

∑
i=0

r(j + i)w(i) + b, 0 ≤ j ≤ d − 3, (8)

where z(j) is the j-th element of the output, the z is also referred as extracted feature, and b
is called bias which represents the baseline when all the inputs have values of zero. Note
that the length of z(j) is d − 2. In order to make z(j) to have the same size as the input r, we
add one zero to the first and last positions of r, respectively, which produces a new input
vector r′ = [ 0 r 0]. Thus, we can rewrite Equation (8) as

z′(j) =
2

∑
i=0

r′(j + i)w(i) + b, 0 ≤ j ≤ d − 1. (9)
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The Equation (9) can be illustrated by Figure 4, which gives a visual explanation of
how 1D convolution works. In Figure 4, the convolution multiplies the kernel w by the first
three elements of r′, sums all the multiplications with b, and yields the first output z′(0).
Following this, we shift the kernel w one element to the right and perform convolution to
generate another output z′(1). In particular, the r′(0), r′(1), r′(d) and r′(d + 1) are equal to
zero, r(0), r(d − 1) and zero, respectively. Thus, the first two items z′(0) and z′(1), and the
last item z′(d − 1) are computed as

z′(0) = r′(0)w(0) + r′(1)w(1) + r′(2)w(2) + b

= r′(1)w(1) + r′(2)w(2) + b

= r(0)w(1) + r(1)w(2) + b,

(10)

z′(1) = r′(1)w(0) + r′(2)w(1) + r′(3)w(2) + b

= r(0)w(0) + r(1)w(1) + r(2)w(2) + b,
(11)

and

z′(d − 1) = r′(d − 1)w(0) + r′(d)w(1) + r′(d + 1)w(2) + b

= r′(d − 1)w(0) + r′(d)w(1) + b

= r(d − 2)w(0) + r(d − 1)w(1) + b.

(12)

Figure 4. The operation of the 1D convolution.

It is noted that when the input data change, these three parameters, w(0), w(1) and
w(2), do not change. We need to repeat the movement d − 1 times. This 1D convolution
costs 3d multiplications and d additions in total.

Following by 1D convolution, there is an activation function that performs nonlinear
transformation and enables the neural network to learn nonlinear features. CNNs com-
monly use rectifier linear units (ReLUs) as activating functions. A ReLU can lead to rapid
computation with a threshold value 0. When the input is smaller than 0, the output is 0.
Otherwise, the output is unchanged. Applying ReLU, the output can be represented as

f (j) = max[0, z′(j)], 0 ≤ j ≤ d − 1. (13)

The pooling is often performed after activation for sub-sampling features. In general,
the reason to subsample is that the an important feature of a sequence is seldom contained in
adjacent data. The sub-sampling can produce features that are invariant to scale, translation,
pose, and rotation changes. Max pooling selects the maximum value from the adjacent
data, and thus we have
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p(m) = max{ f [ms : (m + 1)s − 1]}, 0 ≤ m ≤ d
/

s − 1, (14)

where s is the slide step size and p is the output from max pooling. To provide classification
results, a full connection needs to integrate useful and hierarchical features. In a full
connection, each unit is connected to all the previous input units. The connection can be
expressed as a matrix multiplication, i.e.,

o =
d/s−1

∑
m=0

p(m)w f (m) + b f , (15)

where b f is a parameter known as bias, w f are weights, and o denotes a single unit.
According to Equation (15), we can construct a structure to depict the full connection, as
shown in Figure 5. In BPSK demodulation, we only need one output unit represented by bit
1 or 0. Thus, the full connection costs d/s multiplications and d/s additions for one output.

Figure 5. The operation of the full connection.

3.2. Parameter Distribution of CNN-MPSK

The CNN-MPSK network architecture is illustrated in Table 1. The network is rather
straightforward. Table 1 shows the type of operation, shape of the input and output, and
the number of parameters in the operation. The network takes the 1 × n × 1 single-channel
data sequence as input. The convolution uses one 1 × 3 kernel and requires three weights
and a bias. The 1 × n × 1 data are processed by activation. Then, the data are pooled down
by a factor of 2, yielding a 1 × n/2 × 1 output. Following this, the full connection module
converts the 1 × n/2 × 1 input to a 1 × M output with a M × n/2 kernel. Note that the
activation as well as pooling has no parameters because there is nothing to learn. Thus, the
total number of parameters is M × n/2 + M + 4, which includes M × n/2 + 3 weights and
1 + M biases. In particular, for BPSK, the value of M is equal to 1.

Table 1. The summary of CNN-MPSK structure.

Type of
Operation

Input Shape Output Shape Size of Kernel Parameters

convolution 1 × n × 1 1 × n × 1 1 × 3 4
activation 1 × n × 1 1 × n × 1 0 0
pooling 1 × n × 1 1 × n/2 × 1 0 0

full connection 1 × n/2 × 1 1 × M M × n/2 M × n/2 + M
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4. Comparison between CNN-MPSK and Coherent Demodulation in Terms of
Performance and Computational Complexity

4.1. The Accuracy and Loss Curves

The proposed MPSK modulation assumes a sine wave of one period to represent a
symbol. As an example, in BPSK modulation, a sine wave of one cycle represents a 0 or a 1.
Our proposed modulation can also be applied for communication systems operated at at
MHz or GHz. In order to facilitate comparison, we set the carrier frequency to be 300 KHz
and sampling frequency is 6 MHz for BPSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and 16PSK demodulations. Thus,
the input to the CNN-MPSK network consists of 20 bits. The training process are similar for
these four demodulations. We demonstrate the process by using BPSK as an example. The
CNN-BPSK network only requires n/2 + 5 = 15 parameters in total. We generate 1 million
experimental data at random, half of which is used for training and half for validating.
After training the CNN-BPSK network for 15 epochs, we obtain the accuracy and loss
curves versus the number of epochs, as shown in Figure 6. The epoch number is on the
x-axis, while accuracy and loss are on the y-axis.

Figure 6. A plot of accuracy and loss for the CNN-BPSK network.

The accuracy in Figure 6 takes a value very near 0.95 and the loss is close to 0.15.
The training and validating accuracies improve as we train, while the losses decrease. In
particular, the four curves change rapidly in the first two epochs, and the top and bottom
parts tend to be 0.95 and 0.15, respectively. After the four epoch, the two accuracy curves
almost overlap as well as the two loss curves. The training accuracy is stable, leading to a
94.4% accuracy.

4.2. BER Comparison of CNN-MPSK and Coherent Demodulation

This part presents the demodulation performance of CNN-MPSK. In this experiment,
the SNR is snr db = [−5, −4, −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] in decibels. We need to
restore the snr db to the initial value and perform 10

(snr_db/10)
conversion. We utilize additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) to simulate channel interference. The tested data for each
SNR is 5 million bits, so the total number of noised data flows to CNN-MPSK network is
100 million. With the trained parameters, we predict the noised data and thus obtain the
demodulated curve for BPSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and 16PSK, as shown in Figure 7. The blue BER
curve is obtained by coherent demodulation. The horizontal axis represents the SNR in dB,
while the vertical axis is the BER. The BER curves of the four demodulations from the CNN
structure overlap heavily with those based on the conventional coherent demodulation.
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Figure 7. BER comparisons of CNN-MPSK and coherent demodulation for BPSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and
16PSK demodulations.

4.3. Comparison of Multiplications and Additions

The coherent approach for MPSK involves phase demodulation, requiring linear-phase
filters and stable outputs. Therefore, finite impulse response (FIR) filters are preferred. We
are concerned with linear-phase FIR filters. The output of an this filter only depends on the
present and previous inputs, which can be completely described by

y(n) =
L−1

∑
k=0

gkx(n − k)

= g0x(n) + g1x(n − 1) + . . . + gL−1x(n − L + 1),

(16)

where x(n) is the input sequence of length N, gk denotes filter coefficients and L represents
the FIR filter length. FIRs have no feedback and have stability and freedom from phase
distortion. Each coefficient requires a register to hold a delayed input. With the length
L of this filter and the N input samples, the length of output y(n) is N + L − 1. This
process involves (N + L − 1)L multiplications and (N + L − 1)(L − 1) additions [34–36].
Consequently, the corresponding computational complexity of an FIR filter is described as
O(n2).

According to equation (16), when the length of the received signal is N and the
bandpass filter has Lp coefficients, the operation of the bandpass filter costs (N + Lp − 1)Lp
multiplications and (N + Lp − 1)(Lp − 1) additions. The carrier multiplier module requires
N multiplications. Moreover, let L f represent the length of the lowpass filter coefficients, the
operation of this filter involves (N + L f − 1)L f multiplications and (N + L f − 1)(L f − 1)
additions. As a result, the coherent demodulation involves the total calculations, i.e., (N +
Lp − 1)Lp + N + (N + L f − 1)L f = N(Lp + L f + 1) + L2

p + L2
f − (Lp + L f ) multiplications,

and (N + Lp − 1)(Lp − 1) + (N + L f − 1)(L f − 1) = N(Lp − 1) + N(L f − 1) + (Lp − 1)2 +

(L f − 1)2 additions. Demodulating the same input signal as the coherent demodulation,
we utilize the proposed CNN-BPSK architecture. In the architecture, the convolution
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operation requires 3N multiplications and N additions, and the full connection needs N/s
multiplications and N/s additions, and s is the length of strides. The architecture involves
3N + N/s multiplications and N + N/s additions in total.

In comparison with the conventional demodulation, the number of multiplications
and additions of the architecture are greatly reduced, as shown in Table 2. The calcula-
tion complexity of the proposed demodulation is O(n), while that of the conventional
demodulation is O(n2).

Table 2. The comparison of calculation between coherent and CNN demodulation.

Type of
Demodulation

Multiplications Additions Complexity

coherent N(Lp + L f + 1)+
L2

p + L2
f − (Lp + L f )

N(Lp − 1) + N(L f − 1)+
(Lp − 1)2 + (L f − 1)2

O(n2)

CNN-BPSK 3N + N/s N + N/s O(n)

Table 3 presents a comparison between the proposed deep learning technique and the
existing algorithms [7,11]. We approximate the number of parameters, and the number
of operations by orders of magnitude. The last three columns of Table 3 represent the
demodulation accuracy for different Es/n0. The proposed technique shows the similar
demodulation performance as compared to the other schemes, but benefits from much re-
duced implementation complexity, i.e., much less operations and parameters to be trained.

Table 3. The comparison of the proposed algorithms and others.

Type of Algorithms Parameters Multiplications Additions −5 dB 0 dB 10 dB

our CNN BPSK 10 10 10 78.6% 92% 99.9%
our CNN 4PSK 10 10 10 50.9% 70.8% 99.8%
our CNN 8PSK 10 10 10 24% 40.9% 99%

our CNN 16PSK 10 10 10 12% 21.8% 61.6%
ResNet BPSK [7] 105 107 107 50% 97% 99%
ResNet 4PSK [7] 105 107 107 7% 70% 99%
ResNet 8PSK [7] 105 107 107 7% 25% 99%

ResNet 16PSK [7] 105 107 107 6% 40% 85%
DBN BPSK [11] 102 103 103 75% 97% 99%
DBN 4PSK [11] 102 103 103 60% 80% 99%

CNN based BPSK [11] 105 106 106 61% 90% 99%
CNN based 4PSK [11] 105 106 106 50% 75% 99%

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a simplified and light-weight CNN-MPSK demodulation archi-
tecture based on deep learning technology. The proposed CNN-MPSK can be implemented
without requiring the carrier synchronization and timing synchronization that make the
system complex. Thus, the design complexity can be greatly reduced and the inverse π
phenomenon is avoided. The simulation tests are conducted on BER performance of the
proposed CNN structure for 4PSK, 8PSK and 16PSK, respectively. We see that the proposed
CNN-MPSK shows the similar performance to the coherent demodulation and the exist-
ing deep learning demodulations. More importantly, the CNN-MPSK structure has the
advantage of greatly reduced computational complexity. As compared with the coherent
demodulation, the computation complexity of the proposed architecture is reduced from
O(n2) to O(n). Thus, the proposed architecture can be seen as an alternative scheme for
low-complexity signal demodulation in communications.
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Abstract: This paper presents an online perturbed and directed neural-evolutionary (Online-PDNE)
decoding algorithm for polar codes, in which the perturbation noise and online directed neuro-
evolutionary noise sequences are sequentially added to the received sequence for re-decoding if
the standard polar decoding fails. The new decoding algorithm converts uncorrectable received
sequences into error-correcting regions of their decoding space for correct decoding by adding
specific noises. To reduce the decoding complexity and delay, the PDNE decoding algorithm and
sole neural-evolutionary (SNE) decoding algorithm for polar codes are further proposed, which
provide a considerable tradeoff between the decoding performance and complexity by acquiring
the neural-evolutionary noise in an offline manner. Numerical results suggest that our proposed
decoding algorithms outperform the other conventional decoding algorithms. At high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) region, the Online-PDNE decoding algorithm improves bit error rate (BER) performance
by more than four orders of magnitude compared with the conventional simplified successive
cancellation (SSC) decoding algorithm. Furthermore, in the mid-high SNR region, the average
normalized complexity of the proposed algorithm is almost the same as that of the SSC decoding
algorithm, while preserving the decoding performance gain.

Keywords: fifth generation; channel coding; polar code; perturbation noise; neuro-evolution

1. Introduction

The development of fifth generation (5G) communication technology is driven not
only by the requirements of faster and higher-capacity extreme mobile broadband (eMBB)
applications, but also by the rapidly evolving area of Internet of Things (IoT) that needs
a massive connectivity of devices with ultra-reliable and ultra-low-latency connectivity
over Internet Protocol [1–4]. Channel coding is an integral part of any communication
system, which plays an important role in meeting the system reliability requirements [5–7].
A prominent feature of 5G new radio (NR) is the adoption of a new class of error correction
codes, i.e., polar codes, for control channels [8,9]. Future wireless communication technolo-
gies are proliferating in the connection between people and things, and their scenarios will
place new requirements on the channel coding performances [10].

Polar codes were proposed by Arıkan [11] in 2009, who also originally indicated the
symmetry of polar codes for binary-input discrete memoryless channels (B-DMCs). With
the symmetry, the output vector can be divided into equivalence classes in terms of their
transition probabilities. Based on the channel polarization theory that entails channel
combining and channel splitting, this new coding scheme is capacity achieving as opposed
to just capacity approaching in symmetric B-DMCs with efficient construction and low
complexity [12,13]. Several decoding algorithms have recently been developed for polar
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codes in the literature [14–21]. The successive cancellation (SC) algorithm proposed by
Arıkan [11] is an effective method for decoding polar codes. To reduce the decoding latency
and algorithmic complexity of the SC decoder, a simplified successive cancellation (SSC)
decoder was proposed in [14]. In [15], Tal and Vardy proposed the successive cancellation
list (SCL) decoder to tackle the problem that only one decoding path was reserved for
SC decoding, which may lead to the loss of the correct path. CRC (cyclic redundancy
check)-aided decoding schemes were proposed to improve the performance of polar codes
in [16]. In addition, the recent development of deep learning methods provides a new
insight into the decoding of linear codes [22–27]. However, deep-learning-based channel
decoding is doomed by the curse of dimensionality, in which the learning process is limited
by the complexity as the number of information bits increases.

In the signal processing area, it can be shown that the performance of a suboptimal
detector may be improved by adding noise to the received data under certain condi-
tions [28,29]. Inspired by this method, some researchers have investigated how to improve
the decoding performance of a (suboptimal) decoder by adding noise. In [30], a belief
propagation list (BPL) decoding algorithm was proposed, in which adding a small amount
of noise enables the decoder to handle non-convergent errors. A dynamic perturbation
decoding method for Polar-CRC concatenation codes through dynamically controlling the
interference noise was proposed in [31]. In [32], a generalized framework for multi-round
BP decoding with input perturbation for short low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes
was proposed, where the perturbation is done iteratively on a few symbols to widen the
search space.

In [33], a CRC-assisted perturbation decoding algorithm for polar codes was proposed,
which is called the PB-SSC decoding algorithm in this paper. When the CRC check of the
SSC decoder fails, the PB-SSC decoding algorithm can provide multiple possible candidate
vectors for re-decoding by adding disturbance noises. However, the performance gain
achieved by the PB-SSC decoding algorithm is limited. A decoding algorithm for polar
codes based on the perturbation with a convolution neural network (CNN) was proposed
in [34]. In [35], a post-processing technique was proposed to improve the performance of
the SSC polar decoder in the 2D intersymbol interference (ISI) data storage system, namely
the post-processing SSC (PP-SSC) decoding algorithm, in which the perturbation algorithm
and the genetic algorithm (GA) successively generate perturbation vectors that accelerate
the convergence of the decoder. Unfortunately, the secondary generation of perturbation
noise by the GA is performed online, which greatly increases the delay and complexity of
the decoder.

In order to address these issues, this paper proposes several decoding algorithms for
polar codes by applying the idea of adding noise, which generalizes the methods in our
previous work [36]. However, more effective operations in the GA training process are
used in this work. We first propose an online perturbed and directed neural-evolutionary
(Online-PDNE) decoding algorithm. Then, a simplified version of Online-PDNE decoding
algorithm, called the PDNE decoding algorithm, is proposed by using the genetic process
in an offline manner. Finally, to further reduce the decoding complexity, we further propose
a sole neural-evolutionary (SNE) decoding algorithm, which only invokes the pre-trained
offline directed neuro-evolutionary noise and provides a considerable balance between
the decoding performance and complexity. Simulation results suggest that our proposed
decoding algorithms outperform the other conventional algorithms for decoding polar
codes. In addition, the algorithms in this paper have more generality compared with the
algorithm in [36].
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The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. An online perturbed and directed neural-evolutionary (Online-PDNE) decoding algo-
rithm is proposed, which makes polar codes have enhanced error correction ability.

2. To avoid the online training process, the PDNE decoding algorithm is proposed, in
which perturbation noise and pre-trained offline directed neuro-evolutionary noise
sequences are sequentially employed for re-decoding.

3. In order to further reduce the decoding complexity, the SNE decoding algorithm
is further proposed, where only the pre-trained offline directed neuro-evolutionary
noise by the GA algorithms is employed to improve the decoding performance.

4. The decoding algorithms proposed in this paper are more suitable for the scenarios
where the channel quality gradually degrades, such as the storage channel. A good
balance can be achieved in terms of the performance and complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work on
polar decoding algorithms. In Section 3, the proposed decoding algorithms of polar codes
are presented. Simulation results are provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. Related Works

In this paper, the error correction performance of polar codes is improved by adding
specific noises. In this section, we briefly review the related works.

2.1. Conventional Perturbation Based Decoding Algorithms

The concept of stochastic perturbation opens a new perspective where systems can
benefit from adding artificial noise. In 1981, Benzi [37] found that the addition of suitable
noise under certain conditions leads to an increase in a measure of the quality of signal
transmission performance, which could be explained by the phenomenon of stochastic
resonance [38,39]. It can be shown that the performance of certain suboptimal detector may
be improved by adding some white Gaussian noise [28], where the loss of detectability
caused by lowering the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is offset by the increased sensitivity of
the new noise.

Based on the similar concept, a perturbed decoding algorithm (PA) was proposed for a
concatenated CRC and convolutional code system [40]. The original signal is first decoded
by the conventional Viterbi algorithm. If the CRC check fails, a perturbed received signal is
created and then decoded by the inner Viterbi decoder. The perturbation by artificial noise
injection is expected to increase the possibility that the transmitted codeword is obtained.

In [30], a theoretical analysis was presented to gain further insight into stochastic
resonance phenomenon, where the performance of a stochastic resonance enhanced detector
was derived in terms of the probability of detection and the probability of false alarm. The
theory behind PA was elaborated in [41]. The distribution of the numbers of perturbed
decoding was derived for independent Gaussian perturbations. The dominant terms of
the distribution indicate that the complexity of PA is highly dependent on the geometric
structure of the error control code. If an ML decoder is employed as the inner decoder, the
distribution for the numbers of perturbed decoding can be well approximated by a function
of SNR, signal-to-perturbation-noise ratio (SPNR), and the two-centroid code spectrum,
which provides theoretical support for related works.

A BPL decoder that relied on artificial noise as a frame error rate (FER) or bit error rate
(BER) performance booster in a subject of coding theory was presented in [30]. Artificially
generated noises with different intensities are added to the received signal to avoid false
convergence in a BP-based decoder. A dynamic perturbation decoding method for polar-
CRC cascaded codes was proposed in [31]. Dynamic perturbation decoding can adjust the
variance of the added perturbation noise according to the currently decoded codeword,
so that the sequences obtained after each perturbation are as different as possible. Based
on the analysis of FER and BER, a noise-assisted decoding algorithm for polar codes was
proposed to improve the decoding performance [42]. The algorithm is realized by adding
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the human-made noise, which is a post-compensation processing method for the existing
algorithms. The disadvantage of the algorithm is that the noise power needs to be set
artificially, and a large number of decoding attempts are performed without any direction,
which greatly increases the decoding complexity.

2.2. GA Based Decoding Algortithms

Since the overall search strategy in the optimization process of the GA does not depend
on gradient information or other auxiliary knowledge [43], it provides a general framework
for solving complex system problems in various areas, such as combinatorial optimization,
machine learning, signal processing, and adaptive control.

The GA has been used in LDPC decoding [43,44]. However, its application in polar
decoding is still in the early stages. The authors in [33,35] employed the GA to generate
perturbation noise, so as to perturb the received signal that failed to decode. Inspired by
the GA of AI technology, the authors in [45] used the mean of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
distribution as the fitness function of each individual to update the successive cancellation
flip (SCF) decoding algorithm of the population. Simulation results verified that the
improved SCF decoding algorithm based on new constructed candidate flipping positions
sets can achieve competitive decoding performance compared with some state-of-the-art
SCF decoding algorithms.

In addition, the GA has also achieved good results in polar code constructions [46–49].
In [46], the authors proposed a GA-based framework to construct polar codes using the BER
as the fitness function of the GA, thereby reducing the size of the SCL list and the number
of iterations. In [47], the authors proposed a scheme for constructing polar codes based on
a hash table update population, which reduced the computational complexity of repeated
candidates. Aiming at the joint detector and decoder over the resistive random-access
memory (ReRAM) channel model, effective polar codes were constructed using the GA
in [48].

3. Conventional Schemes

In this section, we first provide the perturbation decoding principle. Then, we briefly
summarize the recent related works, including the PB-SSC decoding algorithm [33] and the
PP-SSC decoding algorithm [35].

3.1. Perturbation Decoding Principle

The perturbation of the received signal can make each received signal have multiple
decoding outputs, which can improve the reliability of the transmission process and avoid
retransmission of erroneously decoded information [34]. The perturbation of the received
signal can be interpreted as adding independent random noise to improve the performance
of suboptimal decoders.

As shown in Figure 1, for each valid codeword c(c ∈ {c1, c2, . . . , cS}) , an error correc-
tion region a(a ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , aS}) in the decoding space is specified, where S is the total
number of valid codewords. When the received signal yN falls into the error correction
region, the decoder succeeds in decoding, where N is the code length. However, if the
received signal yN falls outside the error correction region, the decoder fails in decoding.
At this point, adding a random noise n to the received signal may convert the perturbed
signal yN+n into the error correction region, resulting in a successful decoding.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of perturbation decoding principle.

3.2. PB-SSC Decoding Algorithm

According to the perturbation decoding principle in Section 3.1, the PB-SSC decoding
algorithm has been proposed to improve the performance of the SSC decoder in [33].

When the SSC decoding fails, the PB-SSC decoding algorithm is activated. The
perturbed noise is added to the received signal yN to help the received signal to approach
the error correction domain. The perturbed received signal yN

1 can be expressed by

yN
1 = yN + Qp · randn(1, N), (1)

where Qp is the variance of the perturbed noise, and randn generates random numbers
from the standard normal distribution. The decoding is an iterative process that continues
until a valid codeword is obtained or the prescribed maximum number of iterations, T1, is
reached. We refer the readers to [33] for further details on the PB-SSC decoding algorithm.

3.3. PP-SSC Decoding Algorithm

The PP-SSC decoding algorithm [35] has been proposed to improve the performance
of polar codes in data storage systems, where the GA procedure is employed to enhance
the iteration process by producing perturbation vectors that are inherently better than the
directed perturbed ones.

The fitness function of an individual is evaluated as

Fc = 1 /
√

∑k∈A [d(k)−dp(k)]
2 /|A|, (2)

where d and dp are the decoded sequences of the received signal and the perturbed signal,
respectively, and A is the information set of the polar code.

Selection operations in the GA are used to select the parents of the next offspring at
each evolution stage, where fitter individuals are forwarded as parents for the upcoming
offspring. Then, the surviving individuals will then encounter evolutionary transforma-
tions, namely, mutations and crossovers, to generate offspring which would represent
the new population. The perturbed vector generated by the GA process in the PP-SSC
decoding algorithm will be added to the received signal yN again for decoding, until a valid
codeword is obtained or the prescribed maximum number of generations T2 is reached. We
refer the readers to [31] for further details on the PP-SSC decoding algorithm.

4. Proposed Decoding Algorithms

In this section, three decoding algorithms for polar codes are proposed by adding
noise based on the perturbation decoding principle. The computational complexities are
then analyzed.
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4.1. Online-PDNE Decoding Algorithm

For the GA, the choice of the fitness function plays an important role in the quality of
the final solution and the speed of convergence. The evolutionary search process of the GA
is only based on the fitness of each individual in the population. Therefore, the selection
of the fitness function directly affects the convergence speed of the GA and whether the
optimal solution can be found.

In Equation (2), d is the failed decoding sequence output by the decoder, and dp is the
corresponding perturbed decoded sequence. There is no guarantee that their difference
can converge effectively unless d is the correct decoding result. However, in the PP-SSC
decoder, the GA-based decoding is performed only if the previous perturbed decoding
fails. Therefore, we need better fitness function to carry out the genetic process to find the
optimal solution.

Similar to the PP-SSC decoder, we propose an online perturbed and directed neural-
evolutionary (Online-PDNE) decoding algorithm for polar codes, which adopts the same
decoding structure, but with a new fitness function:

Fc = 1 /(1+∑ CRC_Calc(dp)), (3)

where CRC_Calc(·) is the CRC check operation [50].
Fitness function is used to measure whether an individual is the optimal solution in

the GA process, which requires the individual’s fitness value to be as high as possible.
Depending on the fitness function and the selection algorithm, the population can con-
tinuously evolve towards the local optimal solution. In this paper, we take the sum of
the CRC check remainders as the fitness function. When using Equation (3), it is ensured
that the more number of zeros in the CRC remainder, the larger the value of Fc, which
meets the requirements of the fitness function. To ensure the evolution direction of the
GA population, the roulette wheel selection strategy is used to select the offspring, which
is selected according to the cumulative probability. The fitness score of an individual is
calculated by

Fs = Fc( j )
/

∑T1
j=1 Fc( j ). (4)

As shown in Figure 2, when the maximum number of decoding attempts T1 in the sec-
ond round is exceeded, the directed neural-evolutionary noise (NE) n(k)

ne will be generated
online by the NE noise generator and added to the received signal yN as

yN
2 = yN + n(k)

ne . (5)

Figure 2. Block diagram of the Online-PDNE decoding algorithm.
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In this paper, the GA is employed to realize neuro-evolution to obtain the required
directed neural-evolutionary noise. The genetic process NE(·) is as follows:

1. Initialization: Unlike the initialization method in [31], which adopts the perturbation
noise when the second round of decoding fails as the initial value. In this paper, the
initial population S(0)n = {n(i)

ne |i = 1, 2, . . . , T} is randomly generated, where T is the
number of individuals in the population.

2. Selection: According to Equations (3) and (4), the individuals which have high fitness
scores with roulette wheel selection from the initial population are forwarded as
parents for the upcoming offspring.

3. Population reproduction: This step includes the crossover and mutation. The evolu-
tion of GA towards the (sub)optimal solution is mainly due to the crossover operation.
The mutation operation guarantees more diversity and reduces the occurrence of a
famous phenomenon called premature convergence.

4. Termination criterion: The new directed neural-evolutionary noise generated in the
above steps is added to the input of the decoder, and if the CRC checking is successful,
the decoding result is output. Otherwise, the GA is continued until the decoding is
successful or the maximum number of generations T2 is reached. The details of the
Online-PDNE decoding algorithm are given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Online-PDNE Decoding algorithm

Input: yN // Received signal
Qp // Variance of the perturbed noise
T1 // Maximum number of the perturbed attempts
T2 // Maximum number of generations
T // Number of individuals in the population

Output: ûN
1 // Estimated codeword

1: Initialization: ûN
1 ← 0 , i ← 1 , k ← 1 .

2: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN)

3: if CRC(ûN
1 ) == success

4: break
5: else
6: while i ≤ T1 do
7: yN

1 = yN + Qp · randn(1, N)

8: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN

1 )
9: i ← i + 1
10: if CRC(ûN

1 ) == success
11: break
12: end if
13: end while
14: Initial population S(0)n = {n(i)

ne |i = 1, 2, . . . , T}
15: for j = 1, . . . , T2 do

16: S(j)n = NE(S(j−1)
n )

17: while k ≤ T do
18: Choose n(k)

ne ∈ S(j)n

19: yN
2 = yN + n(k)

ne
20: ûN

1 ← Polar_decoder(yN
2 )

21: k ← k + 1
22: if CRC(ûN

1 ) == success
23: break
24: end if
25: end while
26: end for
27: end if
28: Return ûN

1
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4.2. PDNE Decoding Algorithm

On account of the iterative genetic evolution, the proposed online-PDNE decoding
algorithm needs to seek the optimal solution in an online manner. Although the error
correction performance of the polar code is greatly improved, it is achieved at the expense
of increasing the complexity and delay of the decoder. To this end, a perturbed and
directed neural-evolutionary (PDNE) decoding algorithm for polar codes is proposed, in
which the perturbation noise and pre-trained offline directed neuro-evolutionary noise
sequences are sequentially added to the received sequence for re-decoding, as given in
Equations (1) and (5).

In the PDNE decoding algorithm, nne is chosen from a set S∗n of noise patterns that
is generated offline according to the method described in the following. This perturbed
decoding process is performed until the cardinality Ts of the set S∗n is reached.

In the offline training, population S(t)n at generation t (t = 0, 1, . . . , T2 − 1) are con-
structed in an iterative process, where the initial population S(0)n is the first generation
randomly created. The new population noise produced by each generation is sequentially
and independently added to the decoding failed channel output sequence. The fitness
function is defined as the same as Equation (5) in the proposed online-PDNE decoding algo-
rithm. As shown in Figure 3, if the decoding is successful, the current neural-evolutionary
noise nne will be stored in a set S∗n. Otherwise, the genetic process is continued on the
population noise until the correct directed individual is obtained or the maximum number
of generations T2 is reached to reinitialize the population for the next round of evolution.
The details of the PDNE decoding algorithm are given in Algorithm 2.

Figure 3. Block diagram of training a directed neural evolutionary noise in an offline manner.
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Compared with the algorithm in [36], the proposed PDNE decoding algorithm in this
paper has the following advantages:

1. The proposed PDNE decoding algorithm adopts the fitness function shown in Equa-
tion (3) instead of the bit error rate (BER)-based one in [36].

2. The mutation operations in this paper judge whether the individual needs to be
mutated bit by bit, thereby increasing the variation diversity, while the operations
in [36] only mutate one of the first �N · pm� positions of each individual, where pm is
the mutation probability.

3. Different from the optimization of the set S∗n for each SNR value in [36], the proposed
PDNE decoding algorithm in this paper only needs to optimize one set S∗n, which
greatly shortens the optimization process and reduces the spaces for storing the noises
from the perspective of implementation. This indicates the algorithm in the paper has
better generality.

Algorithm 2: PDNE Decoding algorithm

Input: yN // Received signal
Qp // Variance of the perturbed noise
T1 // Maximum number of the perturbed attempts
Ts // Cardinality of the set S∗n
S∗n // Set of the noise patterns

Output: ûN
1 // Estimated codeword

1: Initialization: ûN
1 ← 0 , i ← 1 , j ← 1 .

2: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN)

3: if CRC(ûN
1 ) == success

4: break
5: else
6: while i ≤ T1 do
7: yN

1 = yN + Qp · randn(1, N)

8: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN

1 )
9: i ← i + 1
10: if CRC(ûN

1 ) == success
11: break
12: end if
13: end while
14: while j ≤ Ts do

15: Choose n(j)
ne ∈ S∗n

16: yN
2 = yN + n(j)

ne

17: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN

2 )
18: j ← j + 1
19: if CRC(ûN

1 ) == success
20: break
21: end if
22: end while
23: end if
24: Return ûN

1

4.3. SNE Decoding Algorithm

In order to further simplify the PDNE decoder structure and reduce the processing
delay of the decoder, a sole neural-evolutionary (SNE) decoding algorithm of polar codes
is proposed, in which only pre-trained offline directed neuro-evolutionary noise sequences
are added to the received sequence for re-decoding. When the SSC decoding fails, the
pre-trained neural-evolutionary noise is directly called, which greatly reduces the decoding
delay. The details of the SNE decoding algorithm are given in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: SNE Decoding algorithm

Input: yN //Received signal
Ts // Cardinality of the set S∗n
S∗n // Set of the noise patterns

Output: ûN
1 // Estimated codeword

1: Initialization: ûN
1 ← 0 , j ← 1 .

2: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN

1 )

3: if CRC(ûN
1 ) == success

4: break
5: else
6: while j ≤ Ts do

7: Choose n(j)
ne ∈ S∗n

8: yN
2 = yN + n(j)

ne

9: ûN
1 ← Polar_decoder(yN

2 )
10: j ← j + 1

11: if CRC(ûN
1 ) == success

12: break
13: end if
14: end while
15: end if
16: Return ûN

1

4.4. Complexity Analysis

The additional complexities required by the proposed three decoding algorithms for
polar codes are discussed in this sub-section. Note that the complexity required for CRC
check is ignored in the following analysis. Table 1 compares the computational complexity
of the proposed algorithms and other decoding schemes, where Cp and Cg are the unit
calculations required in the perturbation operation and genetic operation, as shown in
Table 2.

Table 1. Computational complexity of different decoding algorithms.

Decoding Algorithms Computational Complexity

SSC [14] O(NlogN)

O(Cp NlogN)

O(Cp NlogN) + O(Cg NlogN)

O(Cp NlogN) + O(Cg NlogN)

PB-SSC [33]
PP-SSC [35]

Proposed Online-PDNE

Proposed PDNE O(Cp NlogN)

Proposed SNE O(C+
p NlogN)

Table 2. Unit calculations in GA process.

Perturbation Operation Calculations (Cp) Genetic Operation Calculations (Cg)

Multiplication C×
p

(generation of perturbation noise)

Division, square root
(fitness value evaluation)

Summation, division
(fitness score evaluation)
Comparison (selection)

Comparison, addition (crossover)

Addition C+
p

(perturbing the received signal)

Comparison, addition (mutation)
Addition (perturbing the received signal)

When the standard polar decoding fails, the Online-PDNE or PDNE decoding algo-
rithm is activated, in which multiple perturbation noises are generated for the first T1
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attempts. Given the code length N, the number of computations required to generate
multiple candidate codewords by perturbing the output signal in the worst case is CpT1N.
The number of computations required for the worst-case genetic operation process can be
estimated as CgT2N. Therefore, the overall additional complexity brought by the proposed
Online-PDNE decoder is CpT1N+CgT2N, which is the same as the PP-SSC decoder.

In the PDNE decoding algorithm, the genetic process runs in an offline manner, so the
extra complexity required is only CpT1N, which is due to perturbation operations.

As for the SNE decoding algorithm, the pre-trained noise set S∗n is directly called for
secondary decoding when the SSC decoding fails. Compared with the PDNE decoding
algorithm, the SNE decoding algorithm only needs to perform the addition operation C+

p
in the perturbation operation.

5. Simulation Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed decoding algorithms is evaluated
on a BPSK-modulated additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, in which the SSC
decoder is employed for the standard polar decoding. However, it can easily be extended
for other decoding algorithms. In the simulations, we use the same polar codes from [10]
with code rates 1/2 and 3/4, and both codes have length N = 1024. The parameters and
related values used in the training process are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of the training process.

Parameters Value

Maximum number of the perturbed attempts T1
Maximum number of generations T2

Number of individuals in the population T

10
100
10
0.8
0.1
10

0.25

Crossover probability pc
Mutation probability pm

Cardinality Ts of the set S∗n
Variance of the perturbed noise Qp

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the BER and the FER performances of the rate-1/2 polar code
with the proposed decoding algorithms, the SSC algorithm [14], the PB-SSC algorithm [33],
as well as the PP-SSC algorithm [35], respectively. As shown in Figure 4, the performance
of the proposed three decoding algorithms is better than that of the other algorithms. The
performance of the proposed Online-PDNE decoding algorithm is about 1.0 dB, 0.6 dB
and 0.5 dB superior to that of the conventional SSC algorithm, the PB-SSC algorithm, and
the PP-SSC algorithm at the BER of 10−5, respectively. When SNR = 3.5 dB, we can see
from the figure that our proposed Online-PDNE decoding algorithm can improve BER
performance by nearly four orders of magnitude compared with the SSC algorithm, nearly
three orders of magnitude compared with the PB-SSC algorithm, and more than two orders
of magnitude compared with the PP-SSC algorithm.

In addition, among the three proposed decoding algorithms, the Online-PDNE de-
coding algorithm has the best performance, followed by the PDNE decoding algorithm.
The reason why the Online-PDNE decoding algorithm has the best performance is that the
directed neural-evolutionary noise is generated online by the GA process for the uncor-
rectable sequence, which converts the received signal into the error correction region of its
decoding space more accurately.

Since the PDNE decoding algorithm and the SNE decoding algorithm use the offline
GA process to generate the directed neural-evolutionary noise, the decoding complexity and
delay are greatly reduced compared with the Online-PDNE decoding algorithm. However,
due to the limitation of the size of the directed noise set and uncorrectable error codewords
not encountered during offline training, their performances suffer slightly. Compared with
the PDNE decoding algorithm, the performance of the SNE decoding algorithm decreases
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slightly, about 0.2 dB, but its decoding complexity and delay are the lowest, and it only
depends on the directed neural-evolutionary noise of offline training to decode correctly.

Figure 4. BER performance of the (1024, 512) polar code with different decoding algorithms. The SSC
algorithm is in [14], the PB-SSC algorithm is in [33], and the PP-SSC algorithm is in [35].

Figure 5. FER performance of the (1024, 512) polar code with different decoding algorithms. The SSC
algorithm is in [14], the PB-SSC algorithm is in [33], and the PP-SSC algorithm is in [35].

From Figure 5, it can be seen that our proposed three decoding algorithms achieve
better performance than the others. This conclusion agrees with the results in Figure 4.
When SNR = 3.5 dB, we can see from the figure that our proposed Online-PDNE decoding
algorithm can improve FER performance by three orders of magnitude compared with the
SSC algorithm, more than one order of magnitude compared with the PB-SSC algorithm
and the PP-SSC algorithm.

To further evaluate the error correction performance of the proposed decoding algo-
rithms as described in Section 3, we also simulate the rate-3/4 polar code. In Figures 6
and 7, we compare the BER and FER performances of the designed decoding algorithms
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with other decoding algorithms for the rate-3/4 polar code, respectively. We also see that
the proposed decoding algorithms have better error correction performance than other
decoding algorithms when the code rate increases.

Figure 6. BER performance of the (1024, 768) polar code with different decoding algorithms. The SSC
algorithm is in [14], the PB-SSC algorithm is in [33], and the PP-SSC algorithm is in [35].

Figure 7. FER performance of the (1024, 768) polar code with different decoding algorithms. The SSC
algorithm is in [14], the PB-SSC algorithm is in [33], and the PP-SSC algorithm is in [35].

In Figure 6, when SNR = 6.0 dB, we can see from the figure that our proposed Online-
PDNE decoding algorithm can improve the BER performance by more than four orders
of magnitude compared with the SSC algorithm, more than three orders of magnitude
compared with the PB-SSC algorithm and the PP-SSC algorithm.

As can be seen from Figure 7 that when SNR = 6.0 dB, the proposed Online-PDNE
decoding algorithm improves the FER performance by more than three orders of magnitude
compared with the SSC algorithm and more than two orders of magnitude compared
with the PB-SSC algorithm and PP-SSC algorithm. Note that compared to the proposed
PDNE decoding algorithm, the SNE decoding algorithm significantly reduces the decoding
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complexity with negligible performance degradation, which coincide with the results in
Figures 4 and 5.

In Figures 8 and 9, we compare the average normalized complexities of the proposed
Online-PDNE decoding algorithm, the proposed PDNE decoding algorithm, the SNE
decoding algorithm and other decoding algorithms for polar codes with two rates, respec-
tively. The average normalized complexity of these algorithms is normalized by the SSC
decoding algorithm.

Figure 8. The average normalized complexities for the (1024, 512) polar code. The SSC algorithm is
in [14], the PB-SSC algorithm is in [33], and the PP-SSC algorithm is in [35].

Figure 9. The average normalized complexities for the (1024, 768) polar code. The SSC algorithm is
in [14], the PB-SSC algorithm is in [33], and the PP-SSC algorithm is in [35].

It can be observed that the average normalized complexity of the proposed PDNE
decoding algorithm and SNE decoding algorithm is much lower than that of the PP-SSC
decoding algorithm, which is due to the offline training. Among the proposed decoding
algorithms, the online-PDNE decoding algorithm has the best error correction performance
and the highest complexity, but it is still much less complicated than the PP-SSC decoding
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algorithm. As the SNR increases, the complexity of the proposed decoding algorithms
reduces to the same level as the SSC decoding algorithm. The proposed decoding algo-
rithms can benefit from more reliable channel conditions and require smaller perturbation
attempts to successfully decode, thereby reducing the normalized decoding delay.

It can also be seen from Figures 4 and 8 that the proposed PDNE and SNE decoding
algorithms have slightly higher average normalized complexity compared with the PB-SSC
algorithm at low SNR region. When SNR ≥ 2.5 dB, their complexities are almost the same,
but the performance of the proposed PDNE and SNE algorithms is much better than that
of the PB-SSC algorithm. In Figures 6 and 8, when SNR ≥ 5.5 dB, similar conclusions can
be drawn, which coincides with the results in Figures 4 and 8.

Tables 4 and 5 provide the average normalized complexities corresponding to some
fixed SNR values of polar codes with two rates under different decoding algorithms,
respectively. Taking Table 4 as an example, when the SNR increases from 0.5 dB to 2.5 dB,
the average normalized complexity of the proposed Online-PDNE decoding algorithm
drops sharply from 767.300 to 1.293, which is the same order of magnitude as the SSC
decoding algorithm.

Table 4. The average normalized complexities for the (1024, 512) polar code for certain SNR values.

Decoding Algorithms

SNR

0.5 dB 1.5 dB 2.5 dB 3.5 dB

SSC [14] 1 1 1 1
PB-SSC [33] 10.440 3.602 1.004 1.002
PP-SSC [35] 910.800 189.900 2.982 1.042

Proposed Online-PDNE 767.300 60.500 1.293 1.001
Proposed PDNE 19.640 6.195 1.142 1.007
Proposed SNE 15.040 4.902 1.124 1.005

Table 5. The average normalized complexities for the (1024, 768) polar code for certain SNR values.

Decoding Algorithms

SNR

3.5 dB 4.5 dB 5.5 dB 6.0 dB

SSC [14] 1 1 1 1
PB-SSC [33] 10.475 3.544 1.031 1.002
PP-SSC [35] 951.757 181.610 1.767 1.016

Proposed Online-PDNE 917.032 86.376 1.119 1.007
Proposed PDNE 19.842 5.865 1.075 1.005
Proposed SNE 15.168 4.704 1.052 1.003

6. Conclusions

In this paper, three decoding algorithms were proposed for polar codes by exploiting
the perturbed and directed neural-evolutionary noise, in which uncorrectable received
sequences can be transformed into error-corrected regions of their decoding space. In
addition to the SSC decoding algorithm, the proposed algorithms are also applicable
to other standard polar code decoding algorithms. Simulation results verified that our
proposed Online-PDNE decoding algorithm can achieve better performance than other
algorithms and obtain up to four orders of magnitude compared with the SSC algorithm,
and no error floor is observed down to a BER of 10−9. The performance of the proposed
Online-PDNE decoding algorithm is about 1.0 dB, 0.6 dB and 0.5 dB superior to that of the
conventional SSC algorithm, the PB-SSC algorithm, and the PP-SSC algorithm at the BER
of 10−5, respectively. This is due to the directed neural-evolutionary noise is generated
online by the GA process for the uncorrectable sequences, which converts the received
signal into the error correction region of its decoding space more accurately. To further
reduce the decoding complexity and simplify the decoding structure, the PDNE and SNE
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decoding algorithms were proposed. While ensuring the error correction performance, the
complexity is reduced by employing the offline neuro-evolution. In addition, it is worth
mentioning that the proposed decoding algorithms can be extended to other channel codes
in a straightforward manner. As a future work, we plan to apply the proposed decoding
algorithms to the polar codes in the 5G standard.
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Abstract: Geometrically uniform codes are fundamental in communication systems, mainly for
modulation. Typically, geometrically uniform codes are dependent on a given alphabet. The current
work establishes the necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining a matched labeling between a
group G and a signal set S. It introduces the concept of the G-isometric signal set, allowing for the es-
tablishment of equivalences between different types of signal sets. In particular, we obtain isometries
between groups and geometrically uniform codes with a minimal generator. We also draw atten-
tion to the influence of the environment metric space, the group metric, and the matched mapping
on the labeling of a signal set. The results are valid for all environment metric spaces. The alphabet
emerges naturally from the relationship between the signal set S and the label group derived from its
symmetry group, Γ(S).

Keywords: geometrically uniform codes; matched labeling; signal sets; left invariant metric; groups;
signal constellations

1. Introduction

Forney [1] introduced the concept of geometrically uniform (GU) codes, which in-
cluded Lattice Codes and Slepian Group Codes [2]. The elements of the generator group
were regarded as arbitrary isometries of the Euclidean space Rn in that approach.
Then, it was possible to put together these two kinds of codes, which had little in common
and were treated separately until that time, as part of the same code class.

Besides encompassing these two categories of codes, Forney extended the process of
signal set partitioning created by Ungerboeck. This is a technique that brings significant
gains in signal coding and it was the starting point of coded modulation.
Furthermore, GU codes have good symmetry properties: all Voronoi’s regions are congru-
ent, the signals have the same error probability, and the distance profile is the same for each
signal, among others things.

Another important concept developed at the same time was “matched labeling”,
proposed by Loeliger [3]. This concept created a fairly adequate way to associate a signal
set with an appropriate algebraic structure. The main motivation was the search for certain
linearity to the code. Originally, code linearity was achieved by associating it with a
vector space structure or module. In more complex contexts, linearity occurs through
an association via an application with the simplest possible algebraic structure. In this
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work, the application is called matched labeling, and the algebraic structure used is the
group structure. In his main result, Loeliger proved that signal sets matched to groups
are equivalent to Slepian signals. He also demonstrated that if the group is commutative,
any set of signals is equivalent to phase modulation encoded with linear codes over ZM.
Both concepts were discussed in the context of Euclidean spaces, and they have a strong
relationship with each other. Loeliger proved that, under certain conditions, such concepts
are equivalent.

Because of the good characteristics of GU codes, several studies have been developed
to provide the theoretical basis necessary to extend them to larger classes of signal sets.

In this sense, for instance, signal labeling from a QAM constellation of cardinality
M by elements of a finite group coming from a finite field appeared in the works [4,5],
and only by elements of an additive group G of cardinality M that need not necessarily
come from a finite field, as shown in [6]. The alphabets in these papers are coset represen-
tatives derived from the quotient of integer rings by proper ideals. Labeling groups are
matched via a discrete Mannheim metric. These signal sets are subsets of signal spaces
identified by the integer rings Z[i] and Z[ω], where i and ω are the fourth and third roots
of unity, respectively.

The signals of these constellations in Z[i] and Z[ω] can be described geometrically
as a finite set of points coming from a set of barycenters of squares taken from a regular
tessellation by squares and by a set of barycenters of regular hexagons taken from a
hexagonal tessellation, respectively.

In addition, working in environments outside of the Euclidean space has proven to
be a very promising approach since certain properties of these spaces can be effectively
exploited in the design of new codes.

For instance, Albuquerque et al. [7] demonstrated that using two-dimensional surfaces
with genus g ≥ 2, it is possible to obtain a more efficient quantum error-correcting codes in
terms of error probability, and it is known that the inherent geometry of such surfaces is
hyperbolic geometry. In [8], Silva et al. introduced signal constellations in the hyperbolic
plane as an alternative to the traditional signal constellations in the Euclidean plane,
and such constellations were used to achieve better performance for the transmission of
digital signals, for example, in line power transmission. The regular tessellation {p, q}
exists in the hyperbolic plane, where q regular hyperbolic polygons with p sides meet
at each vertex if and only if (p − 2)(q − 2) > 4. Thus, there are an infinite number of
tessellations with regular polygons in hyperbolic space, whereas in Euclidean space there
are only three classes, given by squares, hexagons, and equilateral triangles. These are
some of the main features that make the hyperbolic space extremely conducive to the
construction of GU codes.

The authors of [9] proposed a generalization of the concept of geometrically uniform
codes from Euclidean to hyperbolic space, as well as a characterization of the equivalence
proved by Loeliger in [3] in both Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces, using the concept of
G-linearity. We recall that G-linearity is a generalization of the Z4-linearity, and it was
used in order to ensure the geometrical uniformity of nonlinear codes. An essential aspect
of this concept is the search for labeling between environment spaces instead of labeling
between codes [9,10]. A code S is G-linear if it is the image of a group code on G by an
isometry between the environment spaces (the formal definition of G-linearity will be given
in Section 2). In that approach, it is necessary to have a group G, a right invariant metric
(or bi-invariant metric in some cases) for G, and an alphabet.

Because the hyperbolic plane, unlike the Euclidean plane, lacks a vector space structure,
determining the group of labels for a signal constellation becomes more difficult when they
are characterized as a finite set of points derived from a set of barycenters of polygons taken
from a hyperbolic tessellation, because we must consider these signals as representing
lateral classes of a quotient group G′′ = G′/H. If we consider G′ as the symmetry group
associated with signal points in the hyperbolic plane, then H must be a normal subgroup
in G′.
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Gomes et al. [11] presented a systematic way of labeling geometrically uniform
codes in hyperbolic environments arising from surfaces. In this case, the authors worked
with triangular tilings on the double torus and, despite explicitly providing the labels
for the codes, the metric used was the hyperbolic metric coming from the ambient space.
There were no alternatives to labels with discrete metrics, which is a desirable feature in
many cases.

In this paper, we propose a general treatment of the metric, providing a necessary
and sufficient condition for an isometry between a group G and a signal set S to be con-
sidered a matched labeling. We present the definition of G-isometric signal set, which
allows us to connect the various concepts discussed in this work. Despite emphasiz-
ing through examples the hyperbolic case because of its rich properties and Euclidean
cases for historical reasons and applications, the results are valid for any metric space.
Another key aspect of the current proposal is the emphasis on the role of environment metric
space, the G group metric, and the matched map m : G → S in the signal set labeling process.
This new approach, unlike G-linearity, does not require an a priori alphabet. For the label-
ing process, the alphabet is obtained naturally from the relationship between the set S and
the group of labels derived from its symmetry group Γ(S). The fact that it does not require
prior knowledge of an alphabet is a very useful feature, since in the applications we have
only the set S and the environment space in which S is considered, which makes such a
need an artificial hypothesis.

In summary, in our context, the search for “linearity” is performed by extracting
a subgroup of the symmetries group from the metric space and then by searching for
a matched labeling between the signal set and the elements of this group, according to
Definition 8. The metric used is of fundamental importance in this process, a fact that will
become evident throughout the present work.

Section 2 presents basic concepts, notations and results concerning GU codes and
matched labeling. In Section 3, we introduce the G-isometric signal sets, as well as the
main results. Section 4 presents several examples of constructions of G-isometric signal sets
and matched labelings to a group G. We have signal sets in the Euclidean and hyperbolic
spaces. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article.

2. Definitions and Basic Results

In this section, we give the basic definitions and results that are fundamental to
the work.

If M is a non-empty set and d is a metric on M, then M is a metric space denoted by
(M, d). The group of all isometries of M is denoted by ISO(M), where the composition
operation is the group operation.

A code is any non-empty subset S of M, and if in addition, S is discrete, then it will be
called a signal set.

Definition 1. A signal set S is geometrically uniform (GU) if, given any two points s and s′ of S,
there exists an isometry uss′ : M → M such that uss′(s) = s′ and uss′(S) = S.

Thus, if Γ(S) denotes the symmetry group of S, then it is geometrically uniform if the
action of Γ(S) on S is transitive, that is, if the orbit of any point s0 in S on the action of Γ(S)
is S.

A geometrically uniform set S is called a uniform constellation if it is finite, and a
regular array if it is infinity.

Example 1 ([1]). Let S = {(−1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−1), (1, 1)} be the signal set given by the four
vertices of a square in the metric space M = R2. The symmetric group Γ(S) is given by eight
symmetries of the square, i.e., Γ(S) = D4 (dihedral group).

(a) If we take U(S) = Γ(S), we obtain that S is invariant under the action of Γ(S), which
means that the signal set S is geometrically uniform.
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(b) Consider the rotation subgroup R4 of Γ(S), that is, the set of rotations multiples of
2π/4 = π/2. We also obtain that S is invariant under the action of

U(S) = R4 = 〈R π
2
〉 = {id, Rπ/2, Rπ , R3π/2} ,

where Rc represents the rotational angle c. Therefore, S is geometrically uniform.
(c) Let us consider the subgroup V2 of Γ(S) generated by the compositions of the reflections

about axis x and axis y. We also find that S is invariant when U(S) = V2 is applied. Therefore, S
is geometrically uniform.

We saw in Example 1 that non-trivial subgroups of the symmetry group Γ(S) associ-
ated with a signal set S can be used to show that S is geometrically uniform. As we will see
below, these are the Γ(S) subgroups of interest that are sought in practice. In this sense, we
consider Definition 2.

Definition 2. Given a signal set S, a subgroup U(S) of Γ(S) is a generator group of S, if
S = {u(s0), u ∈ U(S)} for an arbitrarily fixed s0, and U(S) is minimal, if the map m : U(S) → S
defined by m(u) = u(s0) is bijective.

It is clear that the map m induces on S the group structure of U(S). Thus, m may be
considered an isomorphism between groups.

Example 2. Let S be the signal set in R2 given by S = {z = ω js0 ∈ C : 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1}, where
ω = ei2π/M (the M-th root of unity) and 0 �= s0 ∈ C. In communication theory, S is called an
M-PSK signal set. We have that U(S) = RM is a natural generating group for S, where RM is the
group of rotation multiples of 2π/M, which is isomorphic to ZM (the additive group of integers
modulo M).

Let Γ(S) = VRM be the composition of the elements of RM with the elements of the group V,
where V is the group formed by the identity and the reflection between the line determined by the
origin and the midpoint of two adjacent signals of S. Then, VRM is the group of symmetries of S.
The M-ary dihedral group DM (semidirect product of RM by V) is isomorphic to Γ(S). If M is an
even number, we have a particular generator set, U(S) = V.RM/2.

Remark 1. The signal set S = {(−1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−1), (1, 1)} of Example 1, is obtained
through a π/4 rotation of the 4-PSK signal set described in the form S′ = {z = ω js0 ∈ C :
0 ≤ j ≤ 3}, where ω = ei2π/4 (the 4-th root of the unit) and s0 =

√
2. Or rather, S = Rπ/4S′,

where Rπ/4 is an isometry of R2 given by a π/4 rotation matrix.

Remark 2. It is not true that all geometrically uniform code has a minimal generator, see [1].
Moreover, if there is a minimal generator group, it is not necessarily unique, i.e., there are geometri-
cally uniform codes which allow more than one minimal generator group, such that they are not
isomorphic to each other, as we saw in Example 1, where the groups R4 and V2 are groups with
distinct minimal generators and are not isomorphic to each other.

The following theorem establishes a sufficient condition for signal sets to be GU.

Theorem 1. Let S be a signal set and Γ(S) be its group of symmetries. If a subgroup H of Γ(S)
acts transitively on S, then it is geometrically uniform.

Proof. Let H be a subgroup of Γ(S) that acts transitively on S. Then, for a fixed s0 ∈ S we
have that S = {u(s0); u ∈ H}. We claim that S is GU. Indeed, for given s, s′ ∈ S, there exist
us and us′ in H, such that us(s0) = s and us′(s0) = s′. Taking us,s′ = us′u−1

s ∈ H, we have

us,s′(s) = (us′u
−1
s )(s) = us′(u

−1
s (s)) = us′(s0) = s′ .
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Now, since u−1
s , us′ ∈ H ≤ Γ(S), it follows that u−1

s (S) = S and us′(S) = S. Thus,

us,s′(S) = (us′u
−1
s )(S) = us′(u

−1
s (S)) = us′(S) = S .

Therefore, S is GU.

Loeliger [3] introduced the notion of signal sets matched to groups, which is closely
related to geometrically uniform codes.

Definition 3. A signal set S is matched to a group G if exists a map m from G onto S such that,
for all g and h in G,

d(m(g), m(h)) = d(m(g−1h), m(e)) ,

where e denotes the neutral element of G. A map m satisfying this condition is called a matched
map. If we also have that m is injective, then m−1 is called a matched labeling.

Theorem 2. If Λ is a transitive group of isometries of a signal set S in a metric space (M, d), then
S is matched to Λ and, for all s ∈ S, the mapping ms : Λ → S given by ms( f ) = f (s), f ∈ Λ,
is a matched map. Reciprocally, if the signal set S is matched to a group G, then there exists a
homomorphism from G onto a transitive subgroup of Γ(S).

Proof. Since Λ is a transitive group, then ms is onto. For all f , g in Λ one has

d(ms( f ), ms(g)) = d( f (s), g(s)) = d( f−1 f (s), f−1g(s))

= d(s, f−1g(s)) = d(ms(e), ms( f−1g)) .

Reciprocally, let m be a matched mapping from the group G onto the signal set S.
For all h ∈ G, let us consider the map fh : S → S such that, given s ∈ S. let g ∈ G with
s = m(g). Then, fh : s = m(g) �→ m(hg), which is well defined. If s = m(g) and s′ = m(g′)
for some g and g′ in G, then

d( fh(s), fh(s′)) = d( fh(m(g)), fh(m(g′))) = d(m(hg), m(hg′))
= d(m(g), m(g′)) = d(s, s′) ,

which shows that fh is an isometry of S, defined for each h ∈ G. Thus, we have a map
f : G → Γ(S). Let Λ = { fh : h ∈ G} ⊂ Γ(S). Then,

f (hh′) = fhh′(s) = fh( fh′(s)) = fh ◦ fh′(s) = f (h) ◦ f (h′)(s) ,

and it follows that f is a homomorphism from G onto Λ. Thus, Λ is a group. Furthermore,
Λ is transitive. Indeed, for e ∈ G let s = m(e). Let s′ be any element of S and let h ∈ G
satisfying m(h) = s′. Thus, fh(s) = s′, implying that Λ(s) = S.

As a result, a signal set S is matched to a group G via a matched map m : G → S if
and only if G is homomorphic to a transitive subgroup of Γ(S), the symmetry group of S.
This result is due to Loeliger for the Euclidean case, but the result is valid regardless of
the metric used. Therefore, it is also valid in hyperbolic spaces. As a consequence of this
theorem, one has the following result, which is fundamental in this work:

Corollary 1. If there exists a matched labeling between the signal set S and the group G, then G is
isomorphic to a transitive subgroup of Γ(S).

Proof. This follows in a similar way to the reciprocal of Theorem 2, but in this case we
have that m is a bijection, then we obtain that f is an injection. Thus, G is isomorphic to
Im( f ) ≤ Γ(S), which acts transitively on S. Therefore, the result follows.
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Remark 3. The reciprocal of Corollary 1 is not true. Consider the signal set
S = {(−1,−1), (−1, 1), (1,−1), (1, 1)} of the Example 1. We have seen that Γ(S) = D4 acts
transitively on S. There are eight symmetries of the square and these symmetries are the elements of
the dihedral group D4. Taking G = D4 = Γ(S), as |G| = 8 and |S| = 4 (the number of elements
in Γ(S) is greater than the number of elements in S), it follows that there is no bijection between G
and S, so there will be no matched labeling between them. However, there will be matched map from
group Γ(S) = D4 onto signals set S.

The next result follows immediately using the Corollary 1 and the Theorem 1. It is
interesting because S does not need to have a minimal generator U(S). It seems to be new
in the literature.

Corollary 2. If there exists a matched labeling between the signal set S and the group G, then S is
geometrically uniform.

Definition 4. Let G be a group. A function dG : G × G → R is compatible with the group
operation if

dG(g, h) = dG(gh−1, e) .

Moreover, if dG is a metric on G, then dG is a group metric.

Example 3. Let G = ZM = {0, . . . , M − 1} be the additive group of integers modulo M. Taking
in ZM the map given by dZM (g, h) = min{(g − h)mod M, (h − g)mod M}, it is easily proved
that dZM defines a metric in ZM ×ZM. On the other hand, we have that h−1 = −h and e = 0 in
ZM, it follows that

dZM (g − h, 0) = min{((g − h)− 0)mod M, (0 − (g − h))mod M}
= min{(g − h)mod M, (h − g)mod M} = dZM (g, h) ,

for all h, g ∈ ZM. So, by the Definition 4, dZM is a group metric.

Remark 4. If dG is a group metric on a group G, then dn
G : Gn × Gn → R, given by

dn
G(( f1, . . . , fn), (h1, . . . , hn)) =

n

∑
i=1

dG( fi, hi) ,

is a group metric on Gn.

Definition 5. Let G be a group, dG a group metric in G and C ⊆ An a code of length n on the
alphabet A, with a metric d′ on An. We say that C is G-linear if C, or an equivalent code C′, is an
image of a group code H on the group G, that is, C = Φ(H), where Φ : Gn → An is an isometry
between Gn and An.

We now have a result that demonstrates the importance of having a minimal generator
set U(S) for geometrically uniform codes S.

Theorem 3. Let S be a signal set in a metric space (M, d). Then they are equivalent:

(a) S is a geometrically uniform code with a minimal generator U(S);
(b) a matched labeling exists between U(S)and S.
(c) S is a U(S)-linear code with m : U(S) → S.
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Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Since S is GU with minimal generator U(S), S = {u(s0) : u ∈ U(S)} for
an s0 ∈ S fixed. Thus, m : U(S) → S, given by m(u) = u(s0) is a bijection. Now, for every
u, v ∈ U(S) we have that

d(m(u), m(v)) = d(u(s0), v(s0)) = d(u−1u(s0), u−1v(s0))

= d(s0, u−1v(s0)) = d(m(e), m(u−1v)) .

Thus, m−1 is a matched labeling.
(b) ⇒ (a) It follows from Theorem 1, since we assuming we have U(S).
(c) ⇒ (a) Again, since we are assuming we have U(S), it follows that S is geometrically
uniform with minimal generator U(S).
(a) ⇒ (c) Since S is GU with minimal generator U(S), S = {u(s0) : u ∈ U(S)} for a fixed
s0 ∈ S, and m : U(S) → S, given by m(u) = u(s0) is a bijection. Considering in U(S) the
induced metric of S by m−1, it follows that m will be an isometry. Therefore, we have that S
is U(S)-linear.

Remark 5. We have two minimal groups U(S) given by R4 and V2 that act transitively on S,
implying that S is geometrically uniform, for the signal set S from Example 1. On the other hand,
we know that the group of rotations R4 = 〈Rπ/2〉 = {id, Rπ/2, Rπ , R3π/2} � Z4 and the group
V2 = 〈rx, ry〉 = {id, rx, ry, rxry}, where id denotes the identity, rx and ry denote the reflection
about x axis and y axis, respectively. We also have that r2

x = r2
y = id and V2 � Z2 × Z2. As a

result of Theorem 3, from the signal set S and the two distinct non-isomorphic subgroups of the
symmetry group Γ(S), we obtain two different codes S that have the properties of being G-linear,
one with a label group given by G = Z4 and another with a label group given by G = Z2 ×Z2.

Definition 6. Let U be a subset of a group G and let U−1 = {u−1 : u ∈ U}. Then G is generated
by U if, for all g ∈ G there exists n ∈ N such that g = u1u2 . . . un, where ui ∈ U ∪ U−1 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. If U is finite, then G is called finitely generated.

Every finitely generated group admits, quite naturally, a metric. In fact, given a
generator set U of G, every element g in G can be written as a finite combination of
elements of U ∪ U−1. Consider that the number of elements of U ∪ U−1 required to write
g is a length associated with g. We may now define the norm of g as follows: ‖ g ‖ is the
least of all possible lengths for g. This norm induces a metric on G as follows: for every
f , g ∈ G let d( f , g) =‖ f−1g ‖. This metric is known as the word metric.

It must be observed that for all h ∈ G one has

d(h f , hg) =‖ (h f )−1hg ‖=‖ f−1h−1hg ‖=‖ f−1g ‖= d( f , g) .

3. Isometries and G-Isometric Signal Sets

In this section, we introduce some more concepts as well as the main results. We will
seek to clarify the reasons for the current proposal and its relation to previous works.

Two signal sets S and S′ in a metric space (M, d) are equivalent if there is an isometry
f : M → M such that f (S′) = S.

Let M′ be the space formed by all signal sets in the metric space M. It is verified that
the equivalence between signal sets in M′ defines an equivalence relation; that is, signal
sets that are equivalent are in the same equivalence class in M′.

Example 4. Consider the 4-PSK signal set described in Remark 1, which is given by S′ = {z =√
2ω js0 ∈ C : 0 ≤ j ≤ 3}, where ω = ei.2π/4. Let Sθ be the signal set given by RθS′, where Rθ

denotes rotation matrices of R2 with rotation angle θ. So, the set M′ = {Sθ , 0 ≤ θ < 2π} denotes
the set of all signal sets that are in the same equivalence class in M′ and whose class representative
is the signal set S′.
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Definition 7. Given a group G and a metric d on G, then d is left invariant if d( f g, f h) = d(g, h)
for all f , g, h ∈ G. Similarly, d is right invariant if d(g f , h f ) = d(g, h) for all f , g, h ∈ G. If d is
both left and right invariant, then d is bi-invariant.

Example 5. Let G = ZM = {0, . . . , M − 1} be the additive group of integers modulo M.
When we consider the group metric dZM defined in Example 3, we obtain

dZM ( f + g, f + h) = min{(( f + g)− ( f + h))mod M, (( f + h)− (g + h))mod M}
= min{(g − h)mod M, (h − g)mod M} = dZM (g, h) ,

for all f , g, h ∈ ZM. Thus, we can conclude that the group metric dZM is left invariant. Similarly,
it is proved that dZM is right invariant. Therefore, dZM is bi-invariant.

For more details about invariant metrics, see [12]. Now, we introduce a main definition
to the work, which was inspired by the concept of G-linear codes, see [13].

Definition 8. Let G be a group and S a signal set of a metric space M. S is G-isometric if there is
an isometry m : (G, dG) → (S, dS), where dG is a metric on G, dS is the metric in S ⊂ M, and dG
is left invariant.

Example 6. Let S be the M-PSK signal set in R2 given by the vertices of a polygon with M sides
inscribed in the unit circle, that is, S = {z ∈ C : z = ei.2kπ/M with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}}.

The elements of S can be seen as images of the map m : ZM → S given by m(k) = ei2kπ/M,
that is, each element m(k) ∈ S is a label of an element k ∈ ZM. For convenience we also denote
m(k) = ei2kπ/M by k.

The Lee metric (see [14]) on S is defined as follows

dS = dLee(a, b) = min{|a − b|, M − |a − b|} ,

where a, b are vertices of a polygon of M sides that assumes labels in ascending order of elements
ZM = {0, . . . , M − 1}. We prove that the map m defines an isometry m : (ZM, dZM ) → (S, dS),
where dS = dLee. Let k, k′ ∈ ZM. We have that

dZM (k, k′) = min{(k − k′)mod M, (k′ − k)mod M}. (1)

On the other hand,

dS = dLee(m(k), m(k′) = dLee(k, k′) = min{|k − k′|, M − |k − k′|}, (2)

In (1) one has dZM (k, k′) = (k − k′)mod M = |k − k′| = dLee(k, k′), if k ≥ k′, and dZM (k, k′) =
(k′ − k)mod M = M − (k − k′) = M − |k − k′| = dLee(k, k′), if k < k′.

Thus, dZM (k, k′) = dS(m(k), m(k′), for all k, k′ ∈ ZM. Therefore, the map m is an isometry
between (ZM, dZM ) and (S, dLee).

Example 7. Let G = Z8 and S be the 8-PSK signal set given by S = {z ∈ C : z =
ei.2kπ/8 with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}}. Then, we have:

(1) Taking k = 5 and k′ = 2, we have that dZ8(5, 3) = dZ8(5 − 3, 3 − 3) = dZ8(2, 0) = 2.
When we take the vertices in the regular octagon labeled by 5 and 3, we have dLee(5, 3) = min{|5 −
3|, 8 − |5 − 3|} = min{2, 6} = 2, as can be seen in Figure 1.

(2) Taking k = 2 and k′ = 7, we have that dZ8(2, 7) = dZ8(2 − 7, 7 − 7) = dZ8(−5, 0) =
−5 = 3 mod 8. Taking the vertices in the regular octagon labeled 2 and 7, we obtain dLee(2, 7) =
min{|2 − 7|, 8 − |2 − 7|} = min{3, 3} = 3, as can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The 8-PSK signal set.

Remark 6. Note that when M = 2, the Lee metric in a signal set in R2 coincides with the
Hamming metric.

Remark 7. By environment metric space, we are referring to the space where the signal sets are
being constructed. As a consequence of Definition 8, we conclude that the concept of G-isometric is
an algebraic invariant that is preserved for all signal sets that are part of the same equivalence class
in the space M′. That is, if S and S′ are two equivalent signal sets, then, S is G-isometric if and
only if, S′ also is G-isometric.

Remark 8. Definition 8 requires an isometry between the code S and the group G, instead of an
isometry between the code S and a group code on G, as we have in the G-linearity (see Definition 5).
Moreover, we do not require an isometry between the environment spaces. The isometry is just
between G and S. The metric for the group G must be left invariant, and we do not need right
invariance, as required for G-linearity. Another important point is that it is not necessary to have
an alphabet for S. Once the isometry with the group G is determined, the alphabet is presented.

The next theorem shows that the left invariance of the group metric is the main
condition for an isometry between a group and a signal set to be a matched labeling.
That is, an isometry labels a signal set by a group only if the group metric is left invariant.

Theorem 4. Let m : (G, dG) → (S, d) be an isometry. If dG is left invariant, then the map m−1 is
a matched labeling.

Proof. For all f , g ∈ G one has

dS(m( f ), m(g)) = dG( f , g) = dG( f−1 f , f−1g)

= dG( f−1g, e) = dS(m( f−1g), m(e)) ,

where e is the neutral element of G. Since m is bijective we obtain that m−1 is a
matched labeling.

It follows from Theorem 3 that if S is GU with minimal generator, we always have a
matched labeling between U(S) and S but, from Theorem 4, for an isometry m : U(S) → S
be a matched labeling, we need compatibility between the metric of the space ISO(M) and
the group structure of U(S), that is, the natural metric of U(S) (that one inherited from
ISO(M) is useful in the process of labeling by isometries, if the metric gives left invariance
to the labeling group U(S).

However, even when we do not have such compatibility, it is possible, in some cases,
to endow U(S) with a different metric than the one of ISO(M), so that we may ensure
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the left invariance property for the group of labels. The following corollary provides an
alternative in this direction.

Corollary 3. Let S be a signal set. If there is a finitely generated group G and a bijection m : G → S,
then m−1 is a matched labeling.

Proof. Let G be a finitely generated group. Then, we endowed G with the word metric,
which is left invariant. Since m : G → S is a bijection from G to S, then it is enough to
consider on S the metric induced by G through m, instead of consider the metric given by
M. Thus, m is an isometry, and by Theorem 4, m−1 is a matched labeling.

In other words, under the above conditions, any bijection between a finitely generated
group and a signal set can be considered a matched label. To accomplish this, simply
apply the map m to S and induce the metric of G. In this case, all the code properties, both
algebraic and metric, are inherited from the group G regardless of the environment metric
space of S.

Example 8. Let G = Z8, which is a finitely generated group.
(1) Let S = {z ∈ C : z = ei.2kπ/8 with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}} a signal set in R2. Considering the

bijection given by m : Z8 → S given by m(k) = ei2kπ/8, by Corollary 3 we conclude that m−1 is a
matched labeling.

(2) Let S′ = {z ∈ C : z = z0ei.2kπ/8 with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} and |z0| < 1} be a signal
set in D (hyperbolic plane). Moreover, considering the bijection given by m : Z8 → S given by
m(k) = z0ei2kπ/8, by Corollary 3 we conclude that m−1 is a matched labeling.

Theorem 5. Let G be a group and dG be any metric on G. If m−1 is a matched labeling, where
m : G → S is an isometry, then dG is left invariant.

Proof. Given f , g ∈ G one has

dG( f , g) = dS(m( f ), m(g)) = dS(m( f−1g), m(e)) = dG( f−1g, e) .

Thus, dG is left invariant.

The previous result requires that G has a metric dG, and also that there is an isometry
for that metric. The next result shows that it is enough to have a matched labeling between
G and S, such that we can induce a metric in G and obtain an isometry.

Theorem 6. Let m−1 be a matched labeling where m : G → S. If we consider on G the metric
induced by S through m−1, then dG is left invariant.

Proof. Considering on G the metric of S induced by m−1, the construction implies that m
is also an isometry, and by Theorem 5, it follows that dG is left invariant.

This theorem says that a matched labeling may also be considered an isometry. It
is enough to consider in the group G the metric induced from the signal set S by m−1.
This is independent of the metric of M and always gives a left invariant metric to the group
of labels.

The next result is the main result of the current work, where we obtain that, if a signal
set is G-isometric, then this is equivalent to the existing matched labeling between G and S.

Theorem 7. Let S be a signal set and G be a group. Then, S is G-isometric if, and only if, m−1 is a
matched labeling, where m : G → S.
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Proof. Let S be a G-isometric signal set. It follows from Theorem 4 that m−1 is a matched
labeling. Conversely, suppose that there is a matched labeling between G and S, that is,
m : G → S is a bijection, and it satisfies

d(m(g), m(h)) = d(m(g−1h), m(e)) ,

for every g and h in G. According to Theorem 6, dG is left invariant, where dG is the metric
induced by S through m − 1. Thus, we have that m is an isometry, and therefore, it follows
that S is G-isometric. So, it follows the result.

Example 9. Let G = Z8 and S = {z ∈ C; z = ei.2kπ/8 with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}} be signal sets in
R2 and S′ = {z ∈ C; z = ei.2kπ/8 with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}} be a signal set in D. As a consequence
of Example 8 and the Theorem 7, we conclude that the signal set S in R2 is Z8-isometric and the
signal set S′ in D is also Z8-isometric.

Remark 9. We conclude from Example 9 that the 8-PSK signal set Sθ given in the form Sθ = RθS,
that is in the same equivalence class of the signal set S, is Z8-isometric, where Rθ denotes an isometry
of R2 given by rotation matrix with angle θ.

We have seen in this section that if a signal set S in a metric space is G-isometric, then
the signal sets in M that have S as equivalence class representant are also G-isometric,
as illustrated in item (a) of Example 9. As shown in item (b) of Example 9, there are signal
sets S and S′ that are G-isometric at the same time, but they are not in the same equivalence
class and even in different metric spaces.

In the next section, we will discuss situations of this nature in greater depth, where
we will see in particular that they are associated with the metric structure of the minimal
groups U(S) that we will take as subgroups of the isometry group ISOM(M) in the metric
space in question.

Corollary 4. Let S be a signal set in a metric space (M, d). Then, the following statements
are equivalent:

(a) the code S is geometrically uniform with minimal generator U(S);
(b) there exists a matched labeling between U(S) and S;
(c) the code S is U(S)-isometric.

Proof. The equivalence between (a) and (b) follows from Theorem 3, and the equivalence
between (c) and b) follows from Theorem 7.

The last two results give a characterization of the equivalence established by Loeliger.
Since the result does not depend on the metric space under consideration, it is valid for
hyperbolic and Euclidean cases. The aim is to search for isometries between signal sets
and groups with a left invariant metric. Note that the advantage of this result in relation to
Theorem 3 is that we do not need a group code or an alphabet.

Remark 10. Consider the signal set 4-PSK, Sθ of Example 8. As the signal sets Sθ are in the
same equivalence class, using the alphabet given by the group of labels G = Z4, we conclude that
each signal set/codes Sθ is Z4-isometric. Similarly, using of the alphabet given by the label group
G = Z2 ×Z2, we conclude that each one of the signal sets / codes Sθ and S′ are Z2 ×Z2-isometric.

However, it is worth noting that, depending on the application we are considering, there
are representatives Sθ in the equivalence class that are more convenient because of the geometric
arrangement of the signals, as is the case when looking for a signal set of maximum diversity, that
is, when all the components of the signal points of the signal set are distinct, which is useful in
transmission models in Rayleigh channels.
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4. Construction of G-iSometric Signal Sets and Matched Labelings to the Group G

In any matched labeling, the algebraic structure is always given by the group of labels,
but in relation to the metric proprieties, there are three distinct ways to proceed: (1) consider
in the group of labels for the metric given by ISO(M); (2) define in the group of labels
other metric than the one of ISO(M), in order that the algebraic and metric structures of
U(S) are compatible; and (3) consider the metric structure of S inherited of space M.

In the first case, it is necessary to have a previous compatibility between the metric of
ISO(M) and the group structure of U(S); in the second case, such compatibility is obtained
by imposition. However, in both cases, the idea is to obtain a matched labeling from an
isometry. On the other hand, in the last case, we have the opposite idea. We want a matched
labeling that is an isometry. It is possible to endow the group of labels with the geometric
properties of the space M using this method. This is not the case in cases (1) and (2).
Thus, it is under this approach that the search of metric spaces to obtain new signal
sets matched to groups becomes more interesting because, in this way, the geometrical
properties of M may be used in the labeling process. Euclidean space is a particular case of
this approach.

Case 1: In the first example, we consider the space metric M given by the Euclidean
plane R2, the metric of ISO(M) is the same, [15]. In this case, we do not have any change if
we use either the metric of M or the metric of the ISO(M).

Example 10. Consider the signal set S = Z2 + ( 1
2 , 1

2 ) ⊂ R2, see Figure 2. A minimal generator
group for S is

U(S) = T(Z2) = {T(m,n) ∈ Γ(S) : T(m,n)(x, y) = (x, y) + (m, n) ∀ (x, y) ∈ R
2} ,

the group of translations by integers in each coordinate. On the other hand, we know that the
symmetry group of S is Γ(S) = D4 � T(Z2), where D4 denotes the Dihedral Group of order 8 and
� denotes the semi-direct product of the groups. Thus, one has two possibilities for the generator
group of S, U(S) = R4 � T(2Z2) (these symmetries are characterized by the composition of a
rotation with a translation) and U(S) = V2 � T(2Z2) (these symmetries are characterized by the
composition of a reflection and a translation), where R4 is the set of rotations by multiples of π/2,
and V2 is the group of reflections on any axis. For more details, see [1].

Therefore, by Corollary 4, there is a matched labeling m−1 where m : U(S) → S for each one
of the three groups. Hence, in each case, imposing to S the group metric of the labels, induced by m,
it follows that m is an isometry. On the other hand, as we have a matched labeling, we can induce
the metric of S for the label group, and it follows from Theorem 6 that m is also an isometry.

S = Z2 + (1
2
, 1
2
)

Figure 2. Signal set in the plane for Example 10.
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The following example shows three possibilities for the minimal generator group U(S)
of a signal set S, where the three groups are not isomorphic to each other.

Example 11. Let S be the signal constellation in R3 given by the vertices of a unit cube, in which
we consider its center of mass at the origin (0, 0, 0) and its edges parallel to the coordinate axes.
There are three non-isomorphic groups acting on S. These groups are: a) U(S) = D4 the group
generated by θ4, a rotation of order four around the axis Oz, and θ2, a rotation of order two around
the axis Oy; b) U(S) = Z2 ×Z4, the group generated by θ4, a rotation around the axis Oy, and rxy,
a reflection in the plane xy, and c) U(S) = Z3

2 the group generated by rxy, rxz and ryz, the reflections
on the planes xy, xz and yz, respectively. See Figure 3.

According to Corollary 4, there is a matched labeling m−1 in each case, where m : U(S) → S.
We can take on U(S) the metric of R3 through the map m−1 for each of these groups of labels,
and from Theorem 6, dU(S) is left invariant, so it is compatible with the group structure of U(S)
and m is an isometry.

Figure 3. Signals set for Example 11.

Example 12. Let S be a M-PSK signal set in R2 as described in Example 2. Taking M = 8 and
U(S) = R8 as the group of Euclidean rotations by angle 2π/8 around the origin, it follows that
m−1 is a mached labeling where m : U(S) → S.

Case 2: Here we show an example in the hyperbolic plane, which is a non-Euclidean
space.

Example 13. In the model of Poincaré disc D for the hyperbolic plane, let us consider the Fuch-
sian group

G = 〈a1, a2, b1, b2 : [a1, b1][a2, b2] = e〉 ,

where [a1, b1][a2, b2] = a1b1a−1
1 b−1

1 a2b2a−1
2 b−1

2 . The group G has as a fundamental region a
regular hyperbolic octagon P0, and G generates the regular hyperbolic tiling {8, 8}, that is, a tiling
of D such that, in each vertex, there are eight copies of P0 (see Figure 4). The group G is a group
associated with a compact surface with genus 2 (a bitorus) and P0 is a flat model of such a surface.
From this information, one has

(i) D =
⋃

γ∈G
γ(P0),

(ii) γ(P0)
⋂

β(P0) = ∅ for all γ, β ∈ G, γ �= β ,

(iii) γ(P0)
0 �= ∅ for all γ ∈ G ,

where γ(P0)
0 denotes the interior of γ(P0).

Now, ci represents the center of the i-th octagon Pi of the tiling {8, 8}, and gi represents an
isometry of G that applies P0 to Pi, i ∈ N. Thus, if S = {ci : i ∈ N}, the map m : G → S given by
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m(gi) = ci (m(g0) = m(e) = c0 is a map such that a point of S is associated with each isometry
of the group G. From this construction, (i), (ii), and (iii), we have that m is well defined and it
is bijective.

Because G is a transitive group on S, Theorem 2 states that m is a matched map, but because
m is a bijection, m−1 is a matched labeling. Note that the metric of M in this case is the hyperbolic
metric of D, and the metric of ISO(M) is the Euclidean metric of R4. Whatever metric we adopt, it
gives distinct geometric properties.

Figure 4. Signal set for Example 13.

Example 14. Let us consider the triangular arithmetic Fuchsian group (5, 5, 5), which has a normal
subgroup N of index 5 associated to the bitorus [16,17]. Therefore, (5,5,5)

N � Z5 = G, and it follows
that PG subdivides PN into 5 congruent regions, where PG and PN denote the fundamental regions
of G and N, respectively. The fundamental region PN is the regular polygon of the tessellation
{10, 5} and the fundamental region PG is the polygon with 4 equal sides and alternating internal
angles π

5 and 2π
5 . Thus, we have a tessellation of the flat double torus such that, considering as a

signal set S given by the centers of these 5 regions (see Figure 5) we obtain that Z5 is a group of
labels for S.

Taking U(S) as the group of hyperbolic rotations by an angle of 2π
5 around the origin of D, it

follows that m−1 is a matched labeling where m : U(S) → S.
Case 3: In the next example, we have a geometrically uniform code, which may be seen as a

signal constellation on a flat torus. For more details, see [18]. As we will see, in this example, it is
possible to label using three non-isomorphic groups of labels, each one containing 16 elements.

D

{10, 5}

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 5. The double torus.
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Example 15. Let S be the same set of Example 1. The three possible choices for U(S) preserve S and
have the subgroup G1 = 〈Te1 , Te2〉, G2 = 〈Rπ/2, T2e1 , T2e2〉, G3 = 〈Rv, Rh, T2e1 , T2e2〉, where Tc
is the translation by c, Rπ/2 is the rotation of π/2 around the origin, Rv is the reflection on the
axis y and Rh is the reflection on the x axis. These three symmetry groups preserve S and have in
common the subgroup G′ = 〈T4e1 , T4e2〉. Consider the signal set S = S

G′ in the torus Tα = R2

G′ ,
α = {4e1, 4e2}, which can be seen as the set of vertices of a regular graph in Tα (see Figure 6).
Each one of the three choices for U(S) induces a different label for the 16 points of S, that is, for the
tessellation in the torus. We have U(S)

G � Z2
4, U(S)

G � Z4
2 and U(S)

G � Z4 ×Z2
2. In a similar way

to Example 4, endowing the group of labels with the metric of the flat torus, the matched labeling
m−1 is an isometry.

(0, 4)

(4, 0)(0, 0)

( 12 ,
1
2 )

(4, 4)

Figure 6. The signal set in the flat torus.

Remark 11. It is worth noting that in item (c) of Example 11, we saw that U(S) = Z3
2 is one of

the possibilities. Notice that the alphabet is obtained naturally from the relationship between the
set S and the group of labels Z3

2 coming from its symmetry group Γ(S) during the labeling process,
and in this case, the natural distance matched to S is the Hamming metric.

In Example 15, we saw that there are three possibilities for the group of labels U(S)
G

for the

signal set S in the double torus, among these we have U(S)
G

� Z2
4 and U(S)

G
� Z4

2. For the case

where U(S)
G

� Z4
2, we have that the alphabet is obtained naturally from the relationship between the

set S and the group of labels Z4
2 coming from its symmetry group Γ(S) during the labeling process

and in this case the natural distance matched to Sís the Hamming metric.

In the case where U(S)
G

� Z2
4, the alphabet is obtained naturally from the relationship between

the set S and the group of labels Z2
4 derived from its symmetry group Γ(S) during the labeling

process, and the natural distance matched to S is the Lee metric. The fact that it does not require
prior knowledge of an alphabet is a very useful feature, since in the applications we have only the
set S and the environment space in which S is considered, which makes such a need an artificial
hypothesis.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

The procedure proposed in this article allowed to reproduce groups of labels (alphabet)
matched to a signal set/code S via already known discrete metrics and naturally from the
relationship between the set S and the group of labels coming from its symmetry group
Γ(S) during the labeling process. Additionally, the article opens up new possibilities for
applying discrete metrics that come from the group metric obtained from the (finitely
generated) group of labels.

Another important point is to expand the possibilities for new theoretical and practical
constructions based on these labels, since, in this approach, we do not necessarily need to
use the metric of the ambient space.

As a possible future application of the results presented in this work, we note that
advanced machine learning approaches are available to search for optimum solutions
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of complex and unknown functions under uncertainties. The recent paper [19] can give
connections in this direction.
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Abstract: In order to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic demands, numerous approaches have
been developed to improve spectrum utilization. Among others, the coexistence of LTE (Long-Term
Evolution) and Wi-Fi, addressed by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) with hyper access
points (HAPs) as bridges, is well recognized as a promising candidate solution. Aimed at improving
the spectrum utilization of the unlicensed bands by following LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U), this article
contributes to the determination of the optimal time ratio, δ, for the time-division multiplexing of
LTE and Wi-Fi over unlicensed bands. Symmetric allocation with a duty cycle of 50% cannot be
an optimal option. Asymmetric allocation according to the quality of service (QoS) requirements
and traffic demands should be considered. The problem is formulated as an optimization problem
optimizing the total throughput. The lower and upper bounds of δ are obtained according to the
QoS requirements of Wi-Fi and the admission control requirements of LTE. The detailed procedure
for finding an adequate δ is developed and presented. A series of simulations are conducted to
demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach. Simulation results show that
the proposed approach improves the total throughput without compromising the fairness of Wi-Fi,
as intended. Ten percent of improvement in throughput compared with LTE-U can be achieved.

Keywords: Long-Term Evolution (LTE); Wi-Fi; LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U); Hyper-AP (HAP)

1. Introduction

Wireless communication is a continuing trend with the growing number of wireless
devices. A wide variety of devices and applications have been introduced as the technology
is getting mature and popularized. As a consequence, traffic conveyed over the wireless
networks grows explosively. Technology to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic is a
pressing yet challenging issue. Unlike wired networks, the radio spectrum for wireless
communication is inherently scarce and expensive. Many approaches are studied. One
possible solution to ameliorate spectrum utilization is advanced modulation and coding
technology. Another exciting alternative is the introduction of novel designs to radio
apparatus, such as the work by Mahmud et al. [1]. Based solely on resonators, their
two-element filtering antenna array design had achieved improved transceiving efficiency.
However, there are physical limitations to the modulation and coding technology, as well
as new radio apparatus designs.

As a prospective mechanism, the coexistence of LTE (Long-Term Evolution) and
Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) has received considerable attention for its potential to achieve
better spectrum utilization. This study advances the same philosophy and contributes
to determining an optimal time ratio for the time-division multiplexing between the LTE
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and Wi-Fi networks. Symmetric allocation with a duty cycle of 50% cannot be an optimal
option. Asymmetric allocation according to the quality of service (QoS) requirements and
traffic demands should be considered. As a de facto standard, LTE is an all-IP system
with a higher data rate, high-level security, improved spectrum efficiency, lower latency,
QoS support, and so forth. LTE was initially designed to operate in the licensed band. To
accommodate more traffic, a promising alternative is to allow the LTE to cooperate in the
unlicensed band with the Wi-Fi networks.

However, there is a fundamental obstacle to this approach. The transmission mech-
anism of Wi-Fi is intrinsically different from that of LTE. The unlicensed band is already
occupied by numerous wireless systems, particularly the Wi-Fi system. LTE adopts a
non-contention MAC (media access control) protocol to avoid packet collision among
users. It uses the scheduling mechanism in centralized control units, such as eNBs (evolved
Node B). The eNBs decide how to allocate resources to users. Each user can utilize the
allocated resources to transmit data. On the other hand, Wi-Fi employs the carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism to resolve the packet
collision problem. CSMA/CA is intrinsically a contention-based MAC protocol for shared,
broadcast-based media. In Wi-Fi, when a node has data to transmit, it detects the channel
status. If the channel is idle, the node is allowed to transmit data. Otherwise, it will exercise
a back-off algorithm waiting for other opportunities to transmit data.

Our contributions are threefold.

1. A utility function is defined, and an optimization problem is formulated for the time-
division multiplexing between Wi-Fi stations and LTE networks. Then a new scheme
is proposed for adequate allocations of spectrum resources utilizing HAPs as bridges.
This scheme is peculiarly beneficial to LTE-U (LTE-Unlicensed) systems that plan
to maintain the QoS requirements of Wi-Fi users. The proposed scheme can further
preserve the access right of Wi-Fi QoS stations (QSTAs).

2. The disadvantages to Wi-Fi users due to the inclusion of LTE users in the unlicensed
band for LTE-U can be minimized. It is argued that the Wi-Fi networks would be
less advantageous when LTE and Wi-Fi coexist in the same unlicensed band. In
recognition of these problems, this study conducts an analytical analysis to determine
an optimal ratio for the time-division multiplexing between LTE and Wi-Fi networks,
seeking to maximize the total throughput and maintain fairness in the coexistence of
Wi-Fi and LTE-U.

3. Simulation results confirm that the scheme would have better throughput while
keeping fair access between LTE and Wi-Fi stations in either heavily or lightly loaded
Wi-Fi environments. By adequately assigning weights to the utility function, when
loads of Wi-Fi stations are high, our scheme favors Wi-Fi stations to preserve the access
right of Wi-Fi stations. On the other hand, when loads of Wi-Fi stations are light, the
remaining resources are allocated to LTE stations for maximal bandwidth efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. In
Section 3, we define the system model and the formulated optimization problem for the
time-division multiplexing between LTE and Wi-Fi networks. The proposed method is
described in detail in Section 4. Section 5 presents the simulation settings and shows
the numerical results accompanied by analysis and discussion. Finally, we draw some
conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Technology and Works

The concept of unlicensed LTE was first introduced in the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) Release 10. Years of advancement led to three main variants, namely LTE-U,
Licensed Assisted Access (AAC), and MulteFire [2–4].

2.1. LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U)

LTE-U [2] and Wi-Fi share the same unlicensed spectrum in a time-division manner. A
certain portion of individual repeated cycles is allocated to LTE, and the rest is allocated
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to Wi-Fi. LTE-U is favorable in that no PHY/MAC layer change is required. Carrier sense
adaptive transmission (CSAT) [5] is a medium access procedure proposed by Qualcomm.
Based on modifications of the carrier aggregation [6], CSAT enables the coexistence of
LTE and Wi-Fi. The CSAT technique calculates the most appropriate coexistence period,
ensuring that Wi-Fi is minimally affected. First, the LTE-U eNB performs CSAT to detect
and analyze channel conditions of the unlicensed band, including the number of adjacent
LTE-U eNBs, Wi-Fi APs, the types and lengths of packets, and so on. Next, according to
the measurements, the adaptive duty cycle (ADC) will be divided into the on/off cycle,
which defines the access periods of LTE-U eNB and Wi-Fi. The percentage of allocation
(the duty cycle of the ADC) is a critical parameter for system performance. An informed
choice of the allocation percentage is traffic dependent. It strongly affects the total system
throughput and the fairness between the LTE and Wi-Fi networks. This issue is precisely
the primary concern of this study.

2.2. Licensed Assisted Access (AAC)

Another mechanism proposed to exploit the unlicensed band is the Licensed-Assisted
Access (LAA) [3] drafted in 3GPP Release 13. The core concept of LAA is Listen-Before-Talk
(LBT). To reduce the interference to the Wi-Fi system while accessing the unlicensed band,
four mechanisms are specified in LAA, namely carrier selection (CS), listen-before-talk
(LBT), discontinuous transmission (DTX), and transmit power control (TPC) [7]. LBT
can be regarded as the LTE version of the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) schemes.
Unlike the CSAT scheme, it operates in a distributed manner rather than a centralized one.
It provides a flexible and adaptive coexistence solution among heterogeneous networks
through quick channel sensing and dynamic spectrum access. The LBT scheme gives all
the contending nodes equal spectral access opportunities in the long term. However, it
sacrifices spectral utilization in exchange for reducing the probability of collision.

2.3. MulteFire

MulteFire [4] is a standalone LTE system designed to operate entirely in the unlicensed
band, in which both the control signal and data transmission are delivered in the unlicensed
band. It is distinguished for improving LTE performance and simplifying LTE deployment
in the unlicensed band. Basically, the MulteFire builds on 3GPP standards and utilizes the
LBT mechanism to coexist with Wi-Fi or LAA users. One of the most important application
areas of MulteFire is industrial IoT, which demands fast transmission and broad bandwidth
for collecting a large volume of data to support intelligent industrial operations using
advanced data analysis tools. Due to the use of LTE technology, MulteFire enjoys certain
advantages, including high capacity, better coverage, seamless mobility, industrial-grade
reliability, and LTE-based security. In [8], the challenges and solutions of deploying the
MulteFire in the unlicensed band are discussed.

2.4. Related Works on the Coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi

Many studies are devoted to the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi in the unlicensed band.
The following is a brief survey of existing approaches.

In [9], Alsenwi et al. proposed a novel Hopfield neural network-based mechanism
as an efficient and fair coexistence mechanism in the unlicensed bands for an LTE-U base
station alongside Wi-Fi access points (APs). The coexistence problem was modeled as
an optimization problem, in which both the LTE-U data rate and the QoS of the Wi-Fi
network are considered for fairness. Another scheme, named mLTE-U, was proposed in [10].
The proposed approach adopts an adaptive LBT scheme. After a variable transmission
opportunity (TXOP), mLTE-U has a variable muting period, which the Wi-Fi networks can
exploit to gain access to the media. A Q-learning technique is employed to achieve fair
coexistence between mLTE-U and Wi-Fi networks. The proposed scheme can decide on
an appropriate mixture of TXOP and muting period for fair coexistence. In [11], Mosleh
et al. address issues neglected in previous works, such as the uncertainties in LAA-based
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coexistence systems. It could be that only partial or no information on MAC and physical
layer protocol are available in the systems. The lack of such accurate information may
inaccurately estimate the key performance indicators. A novel machine learning mechanism
that combines a neural network with a logistic regression algorithm is proposed in the
paper. It can track and estimate key performance indicators (KPIs) and probability of
coexistence (PoC) of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi networks without the information of MAC and
physical layer parameters. A reinforcement learning-based sub-channel selection technique
is introduced in [12] for a coexistence scenario with multiple LAA and Wi-Fi competing
for channel access in an unlicensed band. The proposed scheme allows access points
and eNBs to select the best sub-channel by the MAC protocol considering the physical
layer’s parameters.

In [13], a novel proportional fair allocation scheme was proposed to guarantee fair
coexistence between LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks. It allocates the channel access time in
a proportional-fair manner to each entity without message-passing between LTE-U and
Wi-Fi networks. In [14], a cross-layer proportional-fairness-based framework is proposed to
achieve throughput-oriented proportional fairness between the LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks.
When LTE-U eNBs operate with the LBT scheme to access the channel, the interactions
between the LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks can be modeled by two interactive Markov chains.
He et al. analyzed the throughput of LTE-U and Wi-Fi and formulated a utility function
of throughput, transforming the problem into an optimization problem. The architecture
with Hyper-AP (HAP) is proposed in [15]. In [16], the operation of HAP is divided into
a contention-free period and a contention period for LTE-U and Wi-Fi users, respectively.
To improve system throughput and user fairness, Chen et al. take the resource allocation
and user association into consideration to maximize the network utility based on the Nash
bargaining solution (NBS). To decide what percentage of a repeated cycle in the time domain
should be allotted to the LTE users, the NBS (Nash bargaining solution) algorithm is utilized
to solve the allocation of limited resources among many contestants. We would refer to
the scheme as NBS. Any competitor in the game would like to obtain a maximum benefit.
When one of the participants receives profits, it will cause others to lose some profits. After
the bargaining process, the distributions of resources will achieve a balance status among
contestants. In [17], Al-Khansa and Artail propose a semi-distributed LTE-Unlicensed
scheme in which the Wi-Fi-like carrier sense, back-off, and QoS mechanism are equipped
in the LTE base station. The proposed scheme also uses the almost blank sub-frame (ABS)
to control the interference. For performance evaluation, it uses the ns3 to simulate LAA
and Wi-Fi coexistence scenarios. The results show that it can achieve fairness between
LTE-U and Wi-Fi users in a small cell environment. In [3], the four main functionalities
of LAA, i.e., CS, LBT, DTX, and TPC, are investigated. Q-learning mechanisms are used
for carrier selection that takes DTX or both DTX and TPC into account to provide an
efficient coexistence scheme. Using the Markov model, Qin et al. [18] model and analyze
the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi, including throughput, access probability, and collision
probability. Our study and [18] share the observation of the change in throughput as the
number of STA varies. In [19], an optimal detector for detecting Wi-Fi APs is designed
based on second-order statistics (SOS) of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) signals and using the singular value decomposition (SVD) method. Theoretical
expressions are derived for the detection and the false alarm probabilities. The flexible
carrier sensing adaptive transmission (CSAT) framework and algorithm are designed for
spectrum access and sharing. In [20], a coexistence model of LTE and Wi-Fi with two virtual
zones is suggested. The inner zone is the secondary zone, which represents Wi-Fi with an
unlicensed spectrum and the outer zone is the primary zone, which represents LTE with
a licensed spectrum. The numerical solution of the model is presented using MOSEL-2
simulation and the mathematical solution is derived to validate the model. A threshold
minimum bit rate established the user admission. Samy et al. [21] address the detection
of selfish behaviors in Wi-Fi/LTE coexistence environments, such as the tamping of the
back-off mechanism, traffic class parameters, the clear channel access (CCA) threshold, and
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others. Their approach applies correlation-based signal detection to accurately infer the
operational parameters of LTE transmissions without decoding. The researches mentioned
above have their contributions. However, many of the proposed mechanisms sacrifice
Wi-Fi users when facing a dilemma in improving fairness or increasing the throughput.

3. The Time-Division Multiplexing Problem

Aimed at improving the spectrum utilization of the unlicensed bands by following
LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U), this article contributes to the determination of the optimal time
ratio, δ, for the time-division multiplexing of LTE and Wi-Fi over unlicensed bands. We
explain the typical environments this study intended and formulate the finding of the
optimal δ value as a one-dimensional mixed integer programming problem.

3.1. System Model

HAP is equipped with both LTE and Wi-Fi communication interfaces, as shown in
Figure 1. The HAP is an eNB capable of the function of Wi-Fi AP. Thus, the HAP can
coordinate the spectrum allocation and manage the switching of interfaces between Wi-Fi
and LTE. The Wi-Fi interface of HAP can only access the unlicensed band. In contrast, the
LTE interface of the HAP can access both licensed and unlicensed bands through carrier
aggregation technology.

 

Figure 1. Hyper access point (HAP) architecture.

The scenario for the coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE in an indoor environment is shown
in Figure 2. In this scenario, there is one LTE eNB, NUE LTE users, NHAP hyper-APs, NAP
access points, and NSTA Wi-Fi stations. We employ a new wireless AP architecture called
Hyper-AP (HAP) [15,16]. There are two types of Wi-Fi stations, namely QSTA and non-QoS
STA, depending on whether they have QoS support. Among the NSTA Wi-Fi stations, there
are NQSTA QSTAs.

 

Figure 2. A scenario of a coexistence environment.
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To be consistent with the LTE-U standard, this paper adopts the concept of carrier
sense adaptive transmission (CSAT) to control the time-division multiplexing between LTE
and Wi-Fi. The LTE-U standard, proposed by Qualcomm, enables LTE users and Wi-Fi
stations to effectively and fairly access the unlicensed band. An unlicensed band can be
divided into repeated Repetition Intervals in the time domain. Each repetition interval
can be further divided into a contention period (CP) and a contention-free period (CFP),
as shown in Figure 3. LTE users are allowed to access the unlicensed band during the
contention-free period with the point coordination function (PCF) mechanism. On the other
hand, Wi-Fi stations can transmit data using the traditional CSMA/CA mechanism during
the contention period. The length of the repetition interval is denoted by L in Figure 3. We
denote the ratio of the CP to the repetition interval by δ. That is, δ = CP/L. The ratio for the
contention-free period is then (1 − δ) = CFP/L.

 

Figure 3. Repetition interval.

3.2. Problem Formulation

The objective of this study is to achieve good throughput performance without com-
promising the fairness between LTE users and Wi-Fi stations. Therefore, the utility function
is defined as the sum of the weighted throughputs of Wi-Fi and LTE subject to constraints
that both Wi-Fi and LTE can meet their QoS requirements. The optimization problem is
formulated as follows:

max
δ

U(δ) = E{α·ThroughputWiFi + (1 − α)·ThroughputLTE} (1a)

Subject to the following constraints:

ThroughputWiFi
i ≥ ThroughputWiFi

th , ∀ Wi-Fi station i (1b)

TLTE
j ·E

(
sLTE

j

)
≥ sLTE

th , ∀ LTE user j (1c)

P(d < D|NSTA) ≥ Pth (1d)

0 ≤ α, δ ≤ 1 (1e)

where ThroughputWiFi is the throughput of all Wi-Fi stations; ThroughputLTE is the through-
put of all LTE users; ThroughputWiFi

i denotes the throughput of Wi-Fi station i; ThroughputWiFi
th

refers to the throughput threshold of Wi-Fi station; TLTE
j means the duration that LTE user

j can access the unlicensed band; E
(

sLTE
j

)
represents the expected throughput of LTE user

j; sLTE
th symbolizes the throughput threshold of LTE users; P(d < D| NSTA) is the probability

that a Wi-Fi station transmits successfully with a transmission delay d less than a maximum sat-
uration delay D when the number of stations is NSTA; Pth represents the threshold of successful
transmission probability of Wi-Fi stations; α is the weight assigned to Wi-Fi throughput.

The constraint (1b) assures that the throughput of Wi-Fi station i must be above a
certain threshold ThroughputWiFi

th . The throughput of Wi-Fi station i is defined as (2).

ThroughputWiFi
i = δ·L·P

(
d < D| NSTA)·E

(
sWiFi

i

)
(2)

where E
(
sWiFi

i
)

is the expected throughput of Wi-Fi station i. Constraint (1c) assures that
the throughput of LTE user j must be larger than a certain threshold sLTE

th . Constraint (1d)
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guarantees that the successful transmission probability of Wi-Fi stations must be above a
certain threshold. Constraint (1e) represents that the value of α and δ is between 0 and 1.

4. The Proposed Scheme

In our approach, we improve the concept of carrier sense adaptive transmission
(CSAT), which performs time-division multiplexing between LTE and Wi-Fi to share the
same unlicensed spectrum. More specifically, we evaluate the upper and lower bounds of
the time ratio, δ, of the multiplexing according to the traffic demands of LTE and Wi-Fi. We
can then decide on an optimal δ value by optimizing a utility function considering both
Wi-Fi’s minimal QoS requirements and the total throughput.

The contention-free period (CFP) is exploited and modified compared to the LTE-U
standard to support the Wi-Fi system’s QoS provisioning and resolve the bias problem of
the CSAT mechanism towards LTE networks. It is not solely reserved for LTE users but is
further divided into two sub-intervals. The first subinterval is to provide a contention-free
operation for Wi-Fi QSTAs. During the first sub-interval, QSTAs can access the unlicensed
band by a PCF polling mechanism. The second CFP subinterval is LTE users’ turn to access
the unlicensed band. If no LTE users would like to access the resource, Wi-Fi stations
can access the resource during the entire repetition interval. Therefore, the adjustment of
the lengths of CP and CFP is the core issue of this study. For example, assuming that the
transmission time for a polled QSTA is TQSTA, the duration that NQSTA of QSTAs would
need TQSTA·NQSTA in the CFP sub-interval if we want to guarantee that all QSTAs can be
served as in Figure 3.

The procedure for LTE eNB to utilize the unlicensed band is as follows. If the eNB
wants to deliver packets using the unlicensed band, firstly, it performs channel detection to
select the least utilized channel. The nearby HAP informs the Wi-Fi AP using the selected
channel. Then, based on the QoS requirement of Wi-Fi and the traffic demands of LTE, the
Wi-Fi AP calculates an adequate δ to maximize the total throughput and maintain fairness
in the meantime. The δ value will be passed back to the LTE eNB through HAP. As the
eNB receives the δ information, it can decide the start and end time of the CFP duration to
access the unlicensed band.

Figure 4 shows the procedure for finding the optimal δ in our approach. First, we
define the utility function and some constraints which need to be satisfied. We calculate
the transmission probability and throughput threshold of Wi-Fi stations. Next, the lower
bound of δ can be obtained using the constraints and threshold of Wi-Fi stations. The upper
bound of δ can be obtained by exercising the user filtering mechanism. By substituting all
feasible solutions into the utility function, the solution maximizing the utility function is
the optimal value of δ. In the following, we explain successful access probability, threshold
adjustment, lower and upper bounds of δ, user filtering mechanism, and time complexity
in detail.

4.1. Successful Access Probability of Wi-Fi Stations

In the subsection, we examine the successful access probability of Wi-Fi stations. In
Wi-Fi systems, stations compete with each other for the channel access opportunity to
transmit packets. The station will invoke a back-off mechanism if the channel is busy
or a transmission collision occurs. The back-off process will continue until the station
successfully sends a packet or reaches the maximal number of retransmissions.

The above situation is called the saturation back-off mechanism, as shown in Figure 5.
Assume that a station’s packet transmission experiences a back-off delay d smaller than
the maximal saturation back-off, D. We denote the probability as P(d < D), where d is
the back-off delay [22]. After this interval, the packet can be successfully transmitted.
Therefore, the Wi-Fi successful transmission probability can be defined as the probability
that d < D, as indicated in (3).
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P(d< D | NSTA) =
Ry

∑
i=0

Wi

∑
j=0

P(d < D | i col, j slots)· P(j slots | i col)·P(i col) (3)

where Ry is the retry limit and Wi = ∑i
k=0(CWk − 1) is the accumulated size of the con-

tention window for the i-th retransmission.

Figure 4. Flow chart for the evaluation of an optimal δ.

Figure 5. The saturation back-off delay.

During the saturation back-off delay d, collisions may happen i times. The whole
backoff procedure may take the total number of j slots which is the sum of the number of
slots for each backoff before succeeded transmission. As a result, the probability of the
successful transmission of Wi-Fi in (3) can be divided into three parts. P(i col) represents
the probability of i collision. P(j slots | i col) represents the probability that the sum-up
numbers of back-off slots are equal to j when there are i collisions. P(d < D | i col, j slots)
is the probability of d < D with i collisions and j back-off slots [11]. The detailed derivation
and evaluation of these terms are given in Appendix A.

The probability given in (3) serves as an important indicator regarding the loading
of the Wi-Fi system. It will be used to decide on an adequate δ value to optimize the
time-division multiplexing between LTE and Wi-Fi.
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4.2. Wi-Fi Threshold Adjustment

To make the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi more flexible, we dynamically adjust the
Pth and ThroughputWiFi

th , as shown in Figure 6. When the LTE eNB is heavily loaded, we
would like to improve LTE users’ opportunity to access the unlicensed band. Therefore,
we examine if we can relax the restrictions on Pth and ThroughputWiFi

th . Conversely, if the
loading of the LTE eNB is not heavy, there is no need to lower the thresholds. However, the
premise of the above adjustment is that the Wi-Fi AP is not heavily loaded, such that the
QoS requirements of the Wi-Fi system can be ensured.

 

Figure 6. Evaluation of the threshold of time-division.

The load of LTE eNB is denoted as ρn, which is defined as the ratio of the number of
resource blocks (RBs) requested by users to the total number of RBs available from eNB n,
as shown in (4).

ρn =
1

NPRB

NUE

∑
x=1

Dx

R(SINRx)
(4)

where NPRB means the total number of RBs in eNB n; NUE is the number of LET users; Dx
represents the number of RBs requested by user x; R(SINRx) denotes the transmission rate
per RB for user x.

When the load of LTE eNB is not high, the threshold of Pth, and ThroughputWiFi
th are

set to normal, i.e., Pth = Pth_normal and ThroughputWiFi
th = ThroughputWiFi

th_normal . Pth_normal

and ThroughputWiFi
th_normal are the normal threshold of successful transmission probability

and the normal throughput threshold of Wi-Fi AP when the load of Wi-Fi AP is not highly.
If the load of LTE exceeds the threshold, we would examine the load of Wi-Fi. If the Wi-Fi
is not heavily loaded, the Wi-Fi threshold can be dynamically adjusted according to the
overloading of LTE, as in (5) and (6).

Pth = Pth_normal ×
(
1 − (LoadLTE − LoadLTEnormal

))
(5)

ThroughputWiFi
th = ThroughputWiFi

th_normal ×
(
1 − (LoadLTE − LoadLTEnormal

))
(6)
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In the dynamic adaptation of the Pth and ThroughputWiFi
th , the minimum allowed

values are Pth_low and ThroughputWiFi
th_low, which represent the lowest threshold of successful

transmission probability and the lowest throughput threshold of WiFi, respectively.

4.3. Lower Bound and Upper Bound of δ

According to the utility function U(δ) defined in (1), we would like to find the lower
and upper bounds of δ, which is the ratio of transmission duration for WiFi stations and LTE
users. As described in the previous sub-section, we can get the ThroughputWiFi

th dynamically
in response to the loading change of LTE. After the threshold is obtained, the lower bound
of δ will be calculated.

First, considering the constraints (1b) and (2), we can substitute (2) into the constraint
(1b) and obtain one of the lower bound conditions of δ, as in (7), which is deduced as follows:

ThroughputWiFi
i = δ·L·P(d < D| NSTA)·E

(
sWiFi

i
) ≥ ThroughputWiFi

th

⇒ δ ≥ ThroughputWiFi
th

L·P(d<D| NSTA)·E(sWiFi
i )

(7)

According to the explanation in Appendix A, we can get a D∗, which is the minimum
duration satisfying the successful transmission constraint (1d). That is, the contention
period, D = δ × L, must be greater than or equal to D∗ to satisfy the threshold of successful
transmission probability. We now have the following second bound:

δ ≥ D∗

L
(8)

Moreover, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, we finally have the lower bound of δ, given in (9).

δ ≥ min

{
1, max

{
ThroughputWiFi

th
L·P(d < D| NSTA)·E

(
sWiFi

i
) ,

D∗

L

}}
(9)

Under the same concept, the upper bound of the time interval ratio δ can be derived.

The constraint on LTE throughput is given in (1c), that is, TLTE
j ≥ sLTE

th

E

(
sLTE

j

) . During the

contention-free period of a repetition interval, the sub-period at the front is for the QoS-
STAs (QSTAs) to access the channel resources. Assume that there are NQSTA QSTAs in the
environment. The sum of the polling time for each QSTA plus the longest transmission
time is TQSTA. Therefore, TQSTA·NQSTA is the longest duration that the channel is occupied
by the Wi-Fi PCF mechanism. In each repetition interval, for all LTE users, the total time to
access the unlicensed band is the competition-free period subtracted by the time interval
occupied by the PCF mechanism, as follows:

NUE

∑
j=1

TLTE
j = (1 − δ)·L − TQSTA·NQSTA (10)

The upper bound of δ can be obtained by using (10) and satisfying (1c) as shown
in (11).

δ ≤ 1 −
⎛⎝NUE

∑
j=1

sLTE
th

E

(
sLTE

j

) + TQSTA·NQSTA

⎞⎠× 1
L

(11)

Since the upper bound of δ varies with the number of LTE users, the LTE user filtering
mechanism described in the following subsection is used to limit the number of LTE
users. Finally, we can combine the calculated upper and lower bound of δ, i.e., Equations (9)
and (11), to obtain the interval of the feasible solution of the time ratio δ, as shown in (12).
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min
{

1, max
{

ThroughputWiFi
th

L·P(d<D|NSTA)·E(sWiFi
i )

, D∗
L

}}
≤ δ

≤ 1 −
(

NUE
∑

j=1

sLTE
th

E

(
sLTE

j

) + TQSTA·NQSTA

)
× 1

L

(12)

In the previous subsection, we calculated the lower bound of δ by using Wi-Fi stations’
successful transmission probability and throughput requirement. Therefore, the length of
CFP in a repetition interval should not be less than this limit. We also use the minimum
demands of QSTA users to calculate the upper bound of δ. However, the minimum resource
requirement of LTE is based on the sum of the minimum requirements of each LTE user
who uses the unlicensed band as in constraint (1c). When the LTE demand is too high,
the upper bound of δ in (11) may be lower than the lower bound in (9). Therefore, we
propose a filtering mechanism to prevent this situation. After calculating the upper and
lower bounds of δ in each round, if the upper bound is less than the lower bound, the user
filtering mechanism will be invoked to confine the number of LTE users who can access
the unlicensed band in each round. Then the best time ratio δ can be found by the utility
function. The concept is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The occupation time proportion for user filtering mechanism.

4.4. User Filtering Mechanism

To screen LTE users for admission control of the unlicensed band, it is necessary to sort
the LTE users by their access priority. The LTE users who need to transmit timing-sensitive
packets, such as voice over IP (VoIP), are assigned the highest priority. The next priority
is for LTE users located at the cell’s edge or with an inferior signal to interference plus
noise ratio (SINR). According to the above priority classification, all LTE users are roughly
classified into different classes. and we assume there are C priority classes. Then in each
class, the priority of each user will be ordered by its minimum bandwidth requirement.
After the LTE user precedence is settled, the upper bound of δ can be adjusted accordingly.

Firstly, the upper bound of δ is initialized to 1. In the contention-free period, the Wi-Fi
QSTAs have the highest priority to access the channel. Therefore, before considering the
LTE users, the upper bound of δ should be subtracted by TQSTA ·NQSTA

L , which is the ratio
occupied by Wi-Fi QSTAs. After that, for each additional LTE user j, the upper bound of

δ must be recalculated by subtracting sLTE
th

E

(
sLTE

j

)
·L , which is the resource quota used by LTE

user j. If the value of the upper bound is not less than the value of the lower bound, the
user can access the unlicensed band and continue the filtering scheme to find the next
user in the same class. As illustrated in Figure 8, when considering the LTE users by the
priority order one by one, the upper bound of δ will approach the lower bound. If no other
users are allowed to access the unlicensed band in the class, then we switch to the next
priority category and continue the filtering process. If all categories have been filtered, no
additional LTE users can be selected. The remaining LTE users are not allowed to access
the unlicensed band, and the upper bound of the δ is obtained.
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Figure 8. User filtering mechanism flow chart.

4.5. Determination of the Optimal δ

Next, we will explain how to find out the optimal solution of δ. The physical resource
block (PRB) is the minimum time unit that an LTE device can use. It is 180 kHz wide in
frequency and 0.5 ms long (1 slot) in time. The contention-free period, during which LTE
users can access the unlicensed band, must be a multiple of Tslot, as follows:

(1 − δ)·L = x·Tslot, x ∈ N (13)

In (12), we can obtain the upper and lower bounds of δ which limits the possible
solution of δ. According to (13), a feasible solution is a set of points within δ’s upper and
lower bounds. We denoted this set by Δ. We examine the utility values for all points in Δ.
The optimal δ maximizing the utility function can be found by comparing all the calculated
values. This is essential for a one-dimensional mixed integer programming problem. The
process for finding the optimal δ is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Determination of the Optimal δ

1: //List all feasible solutions between the upper and lower limits
2: Δ = {δx ∈ Δ |lower bound ≤ δx ≤ upper bound, x ∈ N}
3: Initial: U = 0
4: for x = 1; x ≤ sizeof(Δ); x++ do

5: U′ = U(δx)
6: if U′ > U then

7: U = U′
8: opt = x
9: end if

10: end for

11: δopt is the optimal solution.
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4.6. Time Complexity

We analyze the time complexity of the coexistence mechanism proposed in this pa-
per. According to the optimization process for δ, as shown in Figure 5, we list the time
complexity of each step.

First, we will determine the throughput threshold Pth and transmission probability
threshold ThroughputWiFi

th of Wi-Fi based on the load of LTE eNB and Wi-Fi AP. Assuming
that there are n LTE users in the environment, the time complexity of calculating the load
of LTE eNB is O(n), and the time complexity of determining the threshold of Wi-Fi stations
is O(1). Therefore, the time complexity of the step is O(n). The next step is to compute the
lower bound of δ according to the throughput threshold Pth of Wi-Fi. To do this, we need to
calculate the successful transmission probability of Wi-Fi stations, P(d < D | NSTA) . Sup-
pose that the maximum retry limit is R and the number of STA is m, the loop that calculates

the successful transmission probability will execute ∑R
i=0 ∑

CW0∗(2i+1−1)
j=0 ∑c

l=0 ∑i
k=0 1 times,

where CW0 represents the initial size of the contention window, and c denotes a constant
count for sampling the probability in (5). The complexity of calculating the lower bound of
δ is equal to the complexity of calculating the successful transmission probability of Wi-Fi
stations. In computing P(d< D | NSTA) of (3), the time complexity is O

(
R2R) as in (5).

The procedure of finding out the upper bound of δ is to sum up the throughput of
all LTE users. Therefore, the complexity of this part is O(n). On the other hand, when
considering the user filtering mechanism, there are two parts to the procedure. The first
part is to sort all the LTE users according to their assigned priorities using the Quicksort
algorithm. Therefore, the complexity is O(n log n). The second part is simply filtering the
sorted users in which the complexity is O(n). Thus, the complexity of performing the user
filtering mechanism is O(n log n).

Finally, we can get the list of all feasible solutions between the upper and lower
bounds. All these feasible solutions will be substituted into the utility function and find
out the optimal δ which maximizes the utility function. The complexity of finding the
optimal δ is O(n).

According to the above analysis, the most time-consuming procedure is the calculation
of the successful transmission probability of Wi-Fi stations and performing the LTE user
filtering mechanism. Therefore, the time complexity of the coexistence mechanism proposed
in this paper is max

{
O
(

R2R), O(n log n)
}

.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this paper, we use MATLAB to simulate the performance of the proposed mecha-
nism. We will compare our approach with NBS, LAA, and LTE-U. The simulation environ-
ment and the setting of parameters refer to [3,16,23] for NBS, LAA, and LTE-U, respectively.
Table 1 lists related parameter settings in our simulations. In the LAA simulation, the four
functions of LAA are fully emulated. We simply set the carrier sense adaptive transmission
(CSAT) period for the LTE-U simulation to the repeating interval.

The repetition interval is set according to [16]. Regardless of the value of δ, the longer
the repetition interval is, the longer the contention period (CP) and the contention-free
period (CFP) are. The length of the repetition interval will not have a critical impact on LTE
users because the licensed band is available for the LTE users during the contention-free
period. However, the Wi-Fi stations can only access the resource on the unlicensed band.
Therefore, when the contention-free period (CFP) increases, the packet transmission delay
will also increase accordingly for the Wi-Fi stations. On the contrary, if the repetition
interval is too short, the coexistence mechanism will be performed frequently, leading to
high overhead. In our simulation, the repetition interval is set to 100 ms [16].
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Number of eNBs 1
Number of HAPs 10

Number of Wi-Fi APs 10
Radius of eNB 120 m

Radius of HAP 60 m
Radius of AP 30 m

Transmit power on licensed band 30 dBm
Transmit power on unlicensed band 24 dBm

The bandwidth of licensed band 10 MHz
The bandwidth of unlicensed band 20 MHz

Path loss model LTE : 140.7 + 36.7 × log10 d
WiFi: ITU InH [13]

Number of LET users 20–60
Number of Wi-Fi stations 5–25
Min. contention window 16
Max. contention window 1024

α 0.5
Pth_normal 0.8

ThroughputWiFi
th_normal 2 Mbps

Repetition Interval 100 ms

Previously, we defined a utility function with which the weighting factor α decides the
relative weightings of the throughputs of Wi-Fi and LTE systems. The setting of α will affect
the individual throughput of Wi-Fi and LTE systems. Intuitively, the optimal value of δ is
also affected by the settings of α. We would like to know the impact of the setting of α on
the resulted δ. Therefore, we simulate the following scenario to figure out the relationship
between α and δ. In the scenario, there are 15 Wi-Fi stations and 50 LTE users. Generally
speaking, if α is larger, the communication system is friendlier to Wi-Fi stations. LTE users
get more resources if α is smaller. As shown in Figure 9, the relationship between α and
δ is almost linear. When α is small, the throughput contribution of Wi-Fi stations in the
utility function is also small. Therefore, the duration of accessing the unlicensed band for
LTE users will be longer such that the optimal value of δ is smaller. In our scheme, the
throughput thresholds will be set to meet the basic requirements for Wi-Fi and LTE systems.
When we change the value of α from 0.1 to 0.9, the value of δ by the calculation mechanism
is from 0.43 to 0.6, respectively. α will be set to 0.5 in subsequent experiments.

Figure 9. The δ versus weight value α.

A typical scenario in Figure 10 is used to examine the feasibility and effectiveness of
the proposed scheme. In the simulation scenario, there is one LTE eNB, which is a small
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base station. Moreover, multiple Wi-Fi APs are deployed, and we suppose there is a HAP
located between each AP and eNB serving as a bridge. We compare our approach with other
well-known schemes. The overall throughput will be compared under different loading
situations. To be more realistic, we change the number of LTE users and Wi-Fi stations in
different experiments to observe the performance variation in typical environments. We
compare the proposed scheme with other coexistence mechanisms, including the original
scheme without a coexistence mechanism (denoted as original), NBS (Nash bargaining
solution) [16], LAA (Licensed Assisted Access) [24,25], and LTE-U (LTE-Unlicensed) [2,5,6].
Overall throughput is the primary performance index for the comparative study.

 
Figure 10. Simulation scenario.

Figure 11 shows the throughput of Wi-Fi and LTE using different mechanisms in a
lightly loaded environment. Because of the low load environment, the throughput of the
original scheme between Wi-Fi and LTE is much closer in the absence of a coexistence
mechanism. When the coexistence mechanism is adopted, the throughput of Wi-Fi de-
grades because some resources of the unlicensed band are allocated to LTE users. On the
other hand, LTE can utilize the license-free band to improve throughput. Therefore, the
throughput of LTE increases significantly. Our proposed scheme is based on the utilization
function to adjust the time ratio for time-division multiplexing between the Wi-Fi and LTE
to maximize the overall throughput. However, the LTE performance of NBS is a little better
than our proposed scheme since NBS sacrifices Wi-Fi performance. The proposed solution
provides a fairer access method for Wi-Fi and LTE. Interestingly, the technology of LAA
makes Wi-Fi and LTE have the same priority to access the unlicensed band. Compared with
the proposed scheme, it can give more access opportunities to Wi-Fi stations in a lightly
loaded situation. As a result, the throughput of Wi-Fi is better than those of other schemes.
Due to the LBT mechanism, LTE users with LAA will compete with Wi-Fi stations to access
the unlicensed band, which wastes bandwidth resources. Therefore, the throughput of LTE
decreases dramatically. On the other end, instead of using the LBT mechanism to prevent
LTE from interfering with Wi-Fi stations, NBS and our proposed scheme integrated the
HAP to coordinate LTE users and Wi-Fi stations to access the unlicensed band. Doing so
can avoid interference between LTE and Wi-Fi. Differently, LTE-U is based on the CSAT
scheme, which can calculate a suitable duty cycle according to channel status. But without
HAP to coordinate LTE users and Wi-Fi stations, Wi-Fi stations cannot know when LTE
users will utilize the unlicensed band. Therefore, it will increase the collision rate in the
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unlicensed band, decreasing the throughput of Wi-Fi. We have a similar observation when
Wi-Fi is heavily loaded.

  
(a) ,  (b) ,  

Figure 11. The throughput of Wi-Fi and LTE.

Table 2 presents the same experiment results from a different perspective. It is evident
that the proposed scheme possesses the highest total throughput compared with other
approaches, as intended. Notice that NBS has a secondary total throughput close to the
proposed approach. However, NBS’s fairness is inferior to the proposed scheme, as we
shall see in later experiments.

Table 2. Total throughput (Mbps).

NUE = 20, NSTA = 5 NUE = 20, NSTA = 15
Wi-Fi LTE Total Wi-Fi LTE Total

Original 25.7 28.1 53.8 18.8 30.1 48.8
Proposed 12.7 49.0 61.7 10.1 47.1 57.2

NBS 8.6 51.4 60.0 6.1 49.1 55.2
LAA 14.1 41.1 55.2 8.1 32.4 40.5

LTE-U 10.3 48.0 58.3 9.0 43.4 52.3

To understand the effect of the number of Wi-Fi stations on the overall throughput, the
number of STAs gradually increased without changing the number of LTE users. Figure 12a
shows the change in the overall Wi-Fi throughput. Under the original mechanism without a
coexistence mechanism, the throughput dropped rapidly with the increase in STAs. Because
LAA utilizes the pure contention-based mechanism named LBT, the Wi-Fi throughput also
dropped significantly due to the increment of the number of STAs. LTE-U adopts the CSAT
mechanism to coexist with Wi-Fi, which can detect and analyze the number of neighboring
base stations, including LTE-U base stations and Wi-Fi APs. Based on the observation,
the access time will be divided into several adaptive duty cycles in which LTE users and
Wi-Fi stations operate in a time-division manner such that the neighboring base stations
can equally share resources. Therefore, the increase of STAs does not significantly impact
the overall Wi-Fi throughput. Like LTE-U, the proposed method also finds an adequate
δ value to dynamically adjust the resources that Wi-Fi can obtain. The adjustment of δ
is closer to the optimal resource allocation, so it performs better than LTE-U. The NBS
algorithm also calculates the period that LTE users can use the unlicensed band. The LTE
users obtain more resources according to the time ratio calculated by NBS, so the Wi-Fi
system’s throughput performance is slightly worse.
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(a) Total throughput of Wi-Fi b)( Total throughput of LTE

Figure 12. Total throughput under a different number of stations with 20 LTE users.

We also examine the performance of each scheme with heavily loaded LTE in Figure 12b.
The number of LTE users is set to 50. When the LTE load is greater than the threshold
LoadLTE_th, the Wi-Fi thresholds, Pth and ThroughputWiFi

th , will be adjusted according to (5)
and (6). As the load of LTE increases, the thresholds decrease to relax the conditions for LTE to
use unlicensed bands. However, when the load of Wi-Fi is also very high, the Wi-Fi thresholds
need to be adjusted back to normal values to protect Wi-Fi. We have results that resemble the
patterns in Figure 11.

In the next experiment, the Wi-Fi load is maintained at a low level, and the LTE load
varies from low to high. As can be seen from Figure 13, since the mechanism proposed in
this paper focuses on fairness, it will maximize the overall throughput while meeting the
minimum Wi-Fi and LTE QoS requirements. Therefore, the decline in Wi-Fi throughput
will be lower than that in NBS. The throughput will decline as the number of LTE users
increases until the LTE load exceeds the threshold. In this scenario, the Wi-Fi load is very
low, and the number of STAs is only 5. LTE users will benefit from accessing the unlicensed
band. The proposed scheme will dynamically adjust the time ratio δ when the LTE load
exceeds the threshold to maximize the overall throughput. Therefore, the period for LTE to
access the unlicensed band will increase, as well as the LTE throughput.

(a) Total throughput of Wi-Fi b)( Total throughput of LTE

Figure 13. Total throughput under a different number of LTE users with 5 Wi-Fi stations.
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Next, we would like to assess how friendly the coexistence mechanisms are to Wi-Fi.
The fairness indices for different schemes are examined [26]. Jain’s fairness index [27,28] is
employed for the evaluation. The fairness index equation is given in (14).

F =
(∑n

i=1 xi)
2

n × ∑n
i=1 xi

2 (14)

xi =
Throughputi

Throughputopt
i

(15)

where xi represents the throughput proportion of entity i, which can be expressed as the
user throughput divided by the optimal user throughput in the network and n is the
number of LTE users and Wi-Fi stations. For Jain’s fairness index, the value of this fairness
index is between 0 and 1, and the larger the value is, the fairer it is.

There are 20 LTE users in this simulation, and the number of Wi-Fi stations increases
from 5 to 25. The result is shown in Figure 14a. As shown in the figure, as the number of
users increases, both our proposed scheme and NBS can improve the fairness index. When
the number of Wi-Fi stations is small, Wi-Fi is in a light load condition. Wi-Fi stations do
not need too many resources. Therefore, the thresholds of Wi-Fi remained at a relatively
low level. LTE can then allocate more resources to the unlicensed band. It can significantly
improve the throughput. When the Wi-Fi is lightly loaded, the difference in throughput
between LTE and Wi-Fi will be significant, resulting in relatively poor fairness. As the
number of Wi-Fi stations increases, Wi-Fi will ask for more resources in the unlicensed
bands. The Wi-Fi throughput and the fairness index of both schemes will also improve.
Our proposed scheme pays more attention to the issue of fairness. Hence, the fairness
index is higher than that of NBS.

(a) 20 LTE users (b) 50 LTE users

Figure 14. Jain’s Fairness Index under a different number of stations with 20 LTE users.

Figure 14b shows the change in the fairness index when the LTE is heavily loaded.
There are 50 LTE users, and the number of Wi-Fi stations increased from 5 to 25. When
the Wi-Fi load is light, and the LTE load is heavy, LTE will get more resources and result
in a lower fairness index to maximize the overall throughput. Figure 14b shows that if
the number of Wi-Fi stations is 10, the fairness index is dropped slightly in our proposed
scheme compared to when the number of Wi-Fi stations is 5. The reason is that the Wi-Fi
load is still not too heavy to adjust the time ratio δ to give Wi-Fi more resources. Therefore,
LTE obtains more resources to maximize the overall throughput and causes a lower fairness
value in this situation. As the Wi-Fi load increases, Wi-Fi stations can have more sharing of
the resources according to both schemes’ adjustments. The fairness index is improved. The
improvement of our proposed schemes is better than that of NBS, as shown in the figure.
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6. Conclusions

Due to the difference in radio access technologies, the introduction of LTE to the
unlicensed band often degrades Wi-Fi performance. Moreover, the lack of communication
between LTE and Wi-Fi systems is even more detrimental to the two systems’ coexistence.
Therefore, this study uses HAP as a relay point between LTE and Wi-Fi. Integrating the
two interfaces can communicate with these two different systems. Wi-Fi can be informed
when LTE wants to use the unlicensed band. Transmission abortion due to interference
can be avoided. In the proposed scheme, we formalize the utility function for the overall
throughput and propose an algorithm to adjust the time ratio δ of the contention period (CP)
and the contention-free period (CFP) in a repetition interval such that the maximization of
overall throughput can be achieved.

We simulated several scenarios to examine the proposed scheme’s performance and
compare it with other methods. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme
outperforms others in overall throughput. When the Wi-Fi load is low, the LTE throughput
can be significantly improved by utilizing the unlicensed band. Another critical issue is
how friendly the coexistence mechanism is to Wi-Fi. Most previous schemes can enhance
the performance of LTE while sacrificing the performance of Wi-Fi in the unlicensed band.
The proposed scheme has considered the fairness issue in the coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE.
Therefore, in the last two simulations, the results show that the proposed scheme’s fairness
index is better than NBS by adjusting the accessing periods of Wi-Fi and LTE. We show
that the proposed scheme can improve the LTE throughput and consider the fairness of the
resource allocation in the unlicensed band in the coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE.
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Appendix A

P(i col) is the probability of i collision. After the i-th collision, Wi-Fi stations can
transmit the packets successfully at the (i + 1)-th retransmission. Therefore, P(i col) can be
expressed as the probability of i collision multiplied by the probability of no collision. That
is, it is the probability of the successful transmission.

P(i col) =
(

1 − (1 − τ)NSTA−1
)i
(1 − τ)NSTA−1 (A1)

where τ is the probability of a Wi-Fi station transmitting packets. It can be obtained using
the Markov chain [29].

P(j slots | i col) represents the probability that the sum-up numbers of back-off slots
are equal to j when there are i collisions [22].

P(j slots | i col) = P(
i

∑
k=0

uni f (0, CWk − 1) = j) (A2)

where unif(0, CWk − 1) stands for a discrete random variable uniformly distributed in the
range {0, 1, ., CWk − 1 }, and CWk represents the size of the contention window for the k-th
back-off.
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P(d < D | i col, j slots) is the probability of d < D with i collisions and j back-off
slots [11].

P(d < D | i col, j slots) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0.5 + 0.5·erf

(
D−mij√

2σij

)
,

D−mij
σij

≥ 0

0.5·erfc
(

D−mij√
2σij

)
,

D−mij
σij

< 0
(A3)

where mij is the sum of the average duration of all slot times in dij, as shown below:

mij = jmn + iTc + Ts (A4)

where mn is the average duration within which the Wi-Fi station does not transmit a packet,
Tc is the duration of a collision and Ts is the duration of a successful transmission.

With the assumption of independence between different slot times, the standard
deviation σij can be computed according to (A5).

σij
2 = jδn

2 (A5)

where σn is the standard deviation of the duration within which the Wi-Fi station does not
transmit packets.
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Abstract: To reduce the waste of energy in communications, unequal error protection (UEP) is used to
provide asymmetric protection for messages with different levels of importance. This paper proposes
new efficient strategies of UEP based on bilayer protograph-based low-density parity check (PLDPC)
codes in decoding-and-forward (DF) relay systems. In particular, we jointly utilize source coding
and channel coding to design UEP strategies and then save transmission energy. According to the
different levels of importance of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of image and variance
statistical characteristics of image sub-blocks, bilayer-lengthened PLDPC codes are exploited to
protect the transmitted image information with different importance levels at the half-duplex relay
system. In the end, the simulation result shows that the proposed UEP schemes achieve excellent
performance gains compared to conventional equal error protection (EEP) scheme. Additionally, the
complexity analysis of the UEP strategies is given.

Keywords: bilayer PLDPC; unequal error protection; joint source-channel coding; image segment

1. Introduction

In recent years, many research activities both on the coding and decoding of co-
operative communication schemes have attracted a lot of attention [1–3]. Relay co-operative
communication has won increasingly broad applications for its high ability of anti-fading
in wireless multi-path channels, improving the reliability of information transmission [4,5].
Since the wireless co-operation communications utilize additional relay nodes, the cost
of energy increases accordingly. Thus, improving the energy efficiency is one of the
important issues in this co-operation system. Reference [6] considered the joint utility-based
uplink power and rate allocation to raise the efficiency of energy in communication, and
reference [7,8] studied the performance of resource allocation in non-orthogonal multiple
access- (NOMA) based networks to solve the efficiency maximization problem of the
downlink NOMA-based, massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system.

As information is becoming more diversified and complicated, distinguishing infor-
mation of different importance levels and providing asymmetric protection is essential
to cater to the requirements of high performance and low transmission power nowadays.
Reference [9] proposed a concept of unequal error protection (UEP) for channel coding that
reduces energy consumption by providing different levels of protection for information
with different levels of importance. Reference [10] presented rate allocation optimization
algorithms based on rate-compatible codes for embedded image bit streams transmitted
over noisy channels under UEP. Reference [11] proposed a UEP scheme by tracing the map-
ping between the important information data and the elite bits of an irregular LDPC code.
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Reference [12] proposed a good tradeoff UEP-scheme between reliability and spectrum effi-
ciency by using sixteen quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) mapping. Reference [13]
realized UEP by classifying the bit-channel type based on the delayed bit-interleaved coded
modulation (DBICM). Reference [14] took advantage of the adaptive segmentation and
weight-increase parity check (WIPC) LDPC code to achieve UEP for image sources. A UEP
scheme based on the Luby transform (LT) codes was proposed in [15] for image transmis-
sion over multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) channels. Reference [16] presented a
novel autoencoder-based approach for designing codes that provide UEP capabilities, and
reference [17] proposed a type-aware coding approach to achieve UEPs for multiple classes
of messages.

In this paper, we design two UEP strategies based on bilayer protograph-based
LDPC (PLDPC) codes in a half-duplex relay system. PLDPC code is a subclass of LDPC
codes [18,19], which benefit from simple structures and desirable performance in wireless
applications [20–25]. Bilayer PLDPC code was put forward in decoding-and-forward (DF)
relay systems. It is an especially useful class of structured LDPC codes and more general
multi-layer codes and allows decoding of the same codeword with two (or more) different
decoders [26–28]. We find that most existing UEP strategies focused on the implementation
of channel coding without considering the characteristics of the source, and the optimiza-
tion methods of these UEP-based codes are relatively complex. Thus, to address this issue,
we exploit lengthened bilayer-lengthened PLDPC codes in UEP to transmit the information
of different source characteristics. Bilayer PLDPC code can perform remarkably in this
case due to its advantages, such as low encoding complexity, modular structure for easy
design, and rate compatibility. Moreover, bilayer PLDPC code under the UEP scheme in
relay systems can match a set of channel conditions without extensive re-optimization.
Based on this, we propose two new UEP strategies with excellent performance. The main
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

(1) This paper proposes the concept that the integer and decimal parts of DCT coeffi-
cients have different levels of importance instead of considering high-frequency and
low-frequency components of DCT coefficients with different levels of importance
traditionally. Based on this, a joint source-channel coding UEP scheme (UEP-1) is
designed based on bilayer-lengthened PLDPC code in half-duplex relay systems.

(2) This paper further proposes an elaborate UEP scheme (UEP-2) with excellent perfor-
mance. We can realize UEP for image sub-blocks information with different levels of
importance by variable rates and only need to store one bilayer protograph base matrix
without extensive re-optimization. It reduces the required cache space for practical
applications greatly. In the UEP-2 scheme, image sub-blocks are assigned to the corre-
sponding class according to the classification map generated by K-means clustering.

At last, the simulation results show that the proposed UEP-1 scheme has 0.8 dB and
0.3 dB gains, and the proposed UEP-2 scheme has 1.6d B and 1.1d B gains compared to EEP
and the traditional UEP scheme in low and high SNR regions, respectively. Compared to the
traditional UEP scheme, both UEP-1 and UEP-2 schemes can achieve better performance.
Moreover, we compare the FSIM between the recovered image and the original image under
different SNRs, which shows that the performance of proposed UEP scheme is superior to
that of EEP scheme. The complexity analysis of UEP strategies is given by discussing the
usage of modules and computing the average number of decoding iterations.

2. Preliminaries and Notations

The table of notations in this section is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations in Section 2.

Section 2.1
B Protograph base matrix
H Protograph LDPC matrix
v Variable node
c Check node
Z Lifting factor from protograph base matrix to protograph LDPC matrix
Np The number of variable nodes in the protograph base matrix
N The number of variable nodes in the protograph LDPC matrix
Mp The number of check nodes in the protograph base matrix
M The number of check nodes in the protograph LDPC matrix
K The number of information bits in the protograph LDPC code
Section 2.2
Bsd Bilayer-lengthened protograph base matrix with a lower rate
Be Extension base matrix
Bsr Bilayer-lengthened protograph base matrix with high rate extended by Bsd
Section 2.3
X1 The broadcasted signal from the source during time slot one
X2 The broadcasted signal from the source during time slot two
Y1 Received signal in the destination during time slot one
Y2 Received signal in the destination during time slot two
V1 Received signal in the relay during time slot one
L2 The transmitted signal from the relay to the destination during time slot two
Zsr Additive Gaussian noise received by the relay
Zd1 Additive Gaussian noise received by destination during time slot one
Zd2 Additive Gaussian noise received by destination during time slot two
Ps1 The power constraint of the source during time slot one
Ps2 The power constraint of the source during time slot two
PR2 The power constraint of the relay during time slot two
SNRij Signal-to-noise ratio between node i and node j

2.1. Protograph LDPC Code

Protograph LDPC codes define a subclass of multi-edge type LDPC (MET-LDPC)
codes, which allow extending a base matrix or graph prototype (base graph) to a com-
plete matrix or graph [28]. A well-designed protograph LDPC code can achieve better
performance and is suitable for an efficient encoding/decoding implementation [29,30].
A protograph B = (V , C, E) can be represented by a tanner graph with a relatively small
number of nodes, which consists of three sets, V , C and E , corresponding to Np variable
nodes (VNs), Mp check nodes (CNs), and the connecting edges, respectively. Each edge
ei,j ∈ E connects a VN vj ∈ V to a CN ci ∈ C. A graphical example of generating the
derived graph is shown in Figure 1. An (N, K) protograph code (an equivalent LDPC code)
is derived by using a process known as lifting, where N and N − K equals the number of
VNs and CNS in the derived tanner graph corresponding to the base protograph graph,
respectively. The lifting process utilizes the copy-and-permutation operation. The number
of copy times is decided by the lifting factor Z =N/Np = M/Mp, where M = N − K.

2.2. Bilayer-Lengthened PLDPC Code

Graph Structure: Geometrically, the variable nodes are divided into two layers: layer-1
and layer-2, and the check nodes are all in one set in a bilayer-lengthened protograph [27].
Figure 2 shows that the edges of the base graph are connected in the first layer of variable
nodes with the set of check nodes forming a base graph with a lower rate. The entire edges
and nodes constitute a base graph with a high rate. The rate of bilayer-lengthened PLDPC
code can be increased by adding the number of variable nodes in layer-2.

The entire protograph base matrix has the form

Bsr = [Bsd|Be] (1)
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where Bsd is the protograph base matrix with a lower rate corresponding to layer-1, and Be
is the extension base matrix corresponding to layer-2 in the tanner graph.

 

c c
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Figure 1. A graphical example of generating the derived graph.

layer −

layer −

 
Figure 2. A tanner graph of bilayer-lengthened photograph. Black circles and circles with plus repre-
sent VNs and CNs, respectively, and the blank circle denotes the VNs which have been punctured.

2.3. Half-Duplex Relay System

According to the classic work of Cover and EI Gamal [31], DF protocol describes
that the relay completely decodes the transmitted message from the source and partially
forwards the decoded message to the destination. In the destination, the receiver recovers
the message by processing the signals transmitted by the source and relay. Half-duplex
relay system is widely studied system in practice. This paper exploits the novel UEP
scheme for the half-duplex relay system, where the relay can communicate with only one
node in a time slot. According to [31] and Figure 3, the received signal in a half-duplex
relay channel can be given by

V1 = h2X1 + Zsr (2)
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Y1 = h1X1 + Zd1 (3)

Y2 = h1X2 + h3L2 + Zd2 (4)

where X1, Y1, and V1 denote the transmitted signal from a source (S), the received signal in
the destination (D), and the relay (R) during time slot one (a fraction t1 of the transmission
interval), respectively. X2, L2, and Y2 denote the transmitted signals from source, relay,
and the received signals in the destination during time slot two (a fraction t2 = 1 − t1),
respectively. h1, h2, and h3 are S-to-D, S-to-R, and R-to-D channel coefficients, respectively.
Zsr ∼ N(0, σsr), Zd1 ∼ N(0, σsd), and Zd2 ∼ N(0, σsr + σrd) denote additive Gaussian
noises at the relay and at destination for time slot one and time slot two, respectively. In
time slots one and two, the communication channel can be seen as a broadcast channel and
a multi-access channel, respectively. The source has power constraint PS1 = E

(
X2

1
)

in time
slot one and power constraint PS2 in time slot two. PR2 represents relay power constraint
in time slot two. Thus, signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) SNRSR, SNRSD, and SNRRD can be
defined at the relay and destination at time slot one and at the destination at time slot
two, respectively.

X XY Y

V L

 
Figure 3. Half-duplex relay channel.

3. New UEP Strategy

3.1. UEP System Model

For practical purposes, we consider gray images as research objects for the UEP
strategy in this paper. A new UEP scheme (UEP-1) system model in a half-duplex relay
system is shown in Figure 4. After block discrete cosine transform (DCT) [32,33] processing
of the input image, we found that each DCT coefficient Q can be divided into two parts—
the integer part Qi and the decimal part Qd, where Qd is approximated by retaining the
binary number of k bits. The recovery performance of the image is dependent on the size of
k. The degradation coefficients Q′ can be represented as

Q′ =
{

Qi + Qd, if Q ≥ 0

Qi − Qd, if Q < 0
(5)

where if Q ≥ 0, Qi = �Q� and Qd = Q − Qi; else Qi = �Q� and Qd = Qi − Q. This step
not only conserves transmission quality significantly, but also facilitates the combination
of image transmission and UEP strategy. Qi and Qd have different attribution to Q′. In
binary, Q′ has a deviation of 2i when an error happens in the i-th bit of Qi. In contrast, only(

1
2

)i
deviation in Q′ when an error happens in the i-th bit of Qd. Thus, the proposed UEP

strategy provides two transmission paths for Qi and Qd. For Qd with less attribution to Q′,
a traditional point-to-point channel (S-D link) coding and decoding mode is adopted. For
Qi with much attribution to Q′, the relay transmits additional mutual information to help
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the destination decode the source message. In the destination, estimated information Q̃i
and Q̃d are decoded, and the estimated DCT coefficient Q̃ can be estimated by

Q̃ =

{
Q̃i + Q̃d, if Q̃i ≥ 0

Q̃i − Q̃d, if Q̃i < 0
(6)

 

x

x

xx

i

i

i si

Q
Q

i

i

Figure 4. An UEP system model based on half-duplex relay system.

At last, the image can be restored by two steps, such as inverse discrete cosine trans-
form (IDCT) and inverse normalization.

Encoding/Decoding of UEP System

The encoding of the UEP strategy only needs to store the bilayer protograph base
matrix Bsr, extending by a lower-rate bilayer protograph base matrix Bsd, Bsr = [Bsd|Be ].
The signal i1 of integer parts and the signal i2 of decimal parts are encoded by Hsr (lift from
Bsr) to generate the codewords x1 and x2 by encoder1 and encoder2, respectively. Encoder2
sends the codeword x2 = GT

sri2 to the destination, and encoder1 broadcasts the codeword
x1 = GT

sri1 to relay and destination. Gsr is the generating matrix of parity check matrix Hsr.
The relay encodes the syndrome is and transmits codeword x3 to the destination by

x3 = GT
sdis (7)

where is = ĩ′1HT
sd, and ĩ′1 is the estimated information corresponding to variable nodes in

layer-2, which is extracted from the estimated information ĩ1. Estimated information ĩ1 have
been decoded from x1 at the relay. Hsd is lifted from the base matrix Bsd.

Figure 5a,b show the iterative decoding factor graphs in decoder1 and decoder2.
In Figure 5a, the variable nodes in layer-2 are checked by the parity check matrix Hsr.
The additional Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of variable nodes in layer-2 provide help for
decoding the variable nodes in layer-1. We can see that the message from the j-th check
node to the i-th variable node is

L
(
rji
)
= 2tanh−1

⎛⎝ ∏
i′∈R(j)/i

tanh
(

L
(

qi′ j
)

/2
)⎞⎠ (8)

where qi′ j is the message from i′-th variable node to j-th check node, and i′ belongs to set
R(j)/i. The elements in R(j)/i can be divided into two parts corresponding to layer-1 and
layer-2. Compared to decoder2 in Figure 5b, decoder1 has a much more reliable message
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from the variables nodes that are connected to the syndrome in layer-2. It suggests a more
reliable LLR L(qi) for the i-th variable node, computed by

L(qi) = L(Pi) + ∑
j∈C(i)

L
(
rji
)

(9)

layer

layer

 

layer

layer

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Factor graph for decoder1. (b) Factor graph for decoder2.

3.2. Image Segmentation UEP Strategy

The image segmentation UEP strategy is illustrated in Figure 6. In this diagram, the
classification map is generated by K-means clustering. In the source, the classification map
is used to order sub-blocks of an input image and choose bilayer matrix with different
rates for sub-blocks in different classes. Integer parts of DCT coefficients are encoded
by bilayer PLDPC code with a fixed rate. Decimal parts of DCT coefficients are encoded
by bilayer PLDPC code with a certain rate that is chosen from the classification map.
Transmission message xs = [x1, x2] is broadcasted to the relay and the destination in time
slot 1, respectively. The relay sends the message x3 = GT

sdis to destination after decoding
the message xs and computing syndrome is. DCT coefficients can be recovered after
decoding x̂s in destination. A recovery image is obtained by reordering the sub-blocks
with a classification map known at the receiver. We describe the main two steps of the UEP
scheme (UEP-2) in this section, such as the image segmentation and the encoding procedure.

σ

x

x

si

x

Q

Q

i′

sx

sx

 

Figure 6. The frame diagram of the image segmentation UEP scheme.
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3.2.1. Image Segmentation

To segment the original image of size (M, N) and distinguish sub-blocks of different
levels of importance from all sub-blocks, we can discover the intensity of the pixel of
sub-blocks change by defining the variance σ of the sub-blocks,

σ =

m
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
(xi,j − x)2

m × n
(10)

x =

m
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
xi,j

m × n
(11)

where xi,j represents the value of the pixel of the sub-blocks, and m and n are the size of the
sub-blocks. An original image can be segmented into z = M/m = N/n sub-blocks, and
an array of variances σ = [σ1, σ2, . . . , σz] can be computed corresponding to z sub-blocks.
Then, the variance matrix of sub-blocks of k images can be represented by

(
s1 . . . sz

)
=

⎛⎜⎝σ1,1 . . . σ1,z
. . .

σk,1 . . . σk,z

⎞⎟⎠ (12)

where σi,j denotes the variance of the j-th sub-block in the i-th image, and column vector sj
represents the variances of the j-th sub-block of all the images. The classes are developed by
K-means clustering [34] to classify sub-blocks from multiple images (except for the images
waiting for transmission).

3.2.2. Encoding of Image Segmentation UEP Strategy

Assuming that sub-blocks of the input image are divided into four groups by classifi-
cation map, for sorted sub-blocks of the input image, we match the integer parts signal i1 of
DCT coefficients with a fixed lower-rate bilayer PLDPC code Hsr,1 and decimal parts signal
i2 of DCT coefficients with diverse rates bilayer-lengthened code Hsr,i, i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4], by

x1 = GT
sr,1i1 (13)

x2,i = GT
sr,ii2,i (14)

where i2 = [i2,1, i2,2, i2,3, i2,4] are the decimal parts of DCT coefficients after ordering all of
the image sub-blocks, and i2,i corresponds to the i-th group that decimal parts of sub-blocks
belong to. The source broadcasts codeword xs = [x1, x2] to the relay and destination, where
x2 = [x2,1, x2,2, x2,3, x2,4]. Gsr,i denotes the generator matrix of the parity check matrix Hsr,i,
lifting from Bsr ,i. Bsr ,i is a sub-protograph base matrix with a higher rate extended by

Bsr,1 = [Bsd|Be ] (15)

Bsr,2 = [Bsr,1|Be,1 ] (16)

Bsr,i = [Bsr,i−1|Be,i−1 ] (17)

As can be seen in Equations (15)–(17), diverse rates can be achieved for the decimal
parts of DCT coefficients of sub-blocks with different levels of importance by the matrix
expansion method, and only one base matrix Bsr ,i needs to be stored. Bsr,i−1 and Be,i−1
corresponding to layer-1 and layer-2 are combined to create a capacity-approaching code for
image transmission.

Relay decodes the codeword xs and extracts the second layer information î′1 and î′2
from x1 and x2 and then computes syndrome is = [is1|is2 ], is1 = î′1HT

sd, and is2 = î′2HT
sd,

respectively. As shown in Figure 6, codeword x3 = GT
sdis is decoded at the destination, and
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the syndrome is is recovered during the second time slot. With the recovered syndrome,
we have bilayer PLDPC codes Hsr,1 and Hsr,i, as shown in Figure 7. The check relationship
between layer-2 variables nodes and syndrome nodes helps the destination with forming
lower rate codes to decode the codeword xs from the source.

eH  
eH eH e iH −

sdH

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The tanner graph of bilayer PLDPC codes with the syndrome. (a) Bilayer PLDPC codes
Hsr,1 with the syndrome; (b) Bilayer PLDPC codes Hsr,i with the syndrome.

4. Results

4.1. Simulation Result

This part demonstrates the simulation performance of the proposed UEP schemes. The
software and hardware platforms of simulation are C++, Matlab, Intel i7, and Nvidia 3060,
respectively. The preset parameters are shown in Table 2; we compared three strategies,
and the length of codes was 1296 in simulation. The first strategy (EEP) protected the
integer and decimal parts of DCT coefficients of the image by the classical AR3A code with
a 3/4 rate equally in the point-to-point channel (S-D link). The second strategy (UEP-1)
provided UEP for the integer and decimal parts of DCT coefficients of the image. The
integer and decimal parts were encoded by bilayer-PLDPC code Hsr with a 3/4 rate. The
integer parts were transmitted in the relay channel while decimal parts were transmitted
in the point-to-point channel (S-D link). The third strategy (UEP-2) utilizesd the image
segmentation scheme and applied diverse rates (2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6) of bilayer PLDPC codes
for the decimal parts of DCT coefficients in four groups (classified by K-means clustering
40 images). The integer parts were encoded with a 2/3 rate bilayer PLDPC coded and were
transmitted together with decimal parts in the half-duplex relay channel. The protograph
base matrix H1/2 and the corresponding extended sub-protograph base matrices H2/3,
H3/4, H4/5, and H5/6 were opitimized by protograph extrinsic infromation transfer (PEXIT)
alogrithm [28] as

H1/2 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
1 2 0 0 0 1 0
0 3 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 2 2 2 1 1
0 2 0 0 0 0 2

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (18)

H2/3 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝H1/2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 1 1
1 1 1
2 1 2
0 1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎠, H3/4 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝H2/3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 0 2
2 2 0
1 1 2
0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎠

H4/5 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝H3/4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 1 2
1 2 2
2 1 1
0 0 0

⎞⎟⎟⎠, H5/6 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝H4/5

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 0 1
2 2 0
1 1 2
0 0 2

⎞⎟⎟⎠
(19)
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where H2/3, H3/4, H4/5, and H5/6 were lifted 216, 144, 108, and 87 times to achieve the
1296 code length corresponding to bilayer-PLDPC full matrices Hsr,1, Hsr,2, Hsr,3, and Hsr,4
respectively. The end-to-end relay channel error can be presented as a function of the three
SNRs (SNRsd, SNRsr, and SNRrd) of its constituent channels, represented by

SNRSR = SNRSD + a, SNRRD = SNRSD + b (20)

where a and b are variable parameters [28].

Table 2. Simulation parameter setting.

Parameters EEP UEP-1 UEP-2

Code length 1296 1296 1296
Code rate 3/4 3/4 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6

a (dB) no relay 1.4 1.4
b (dB) no relay 1.6 1.6

Figure 8 shows the end-to-end performance comparison of different bilayer PLDPC
code and the conventional AR3A code in half-duplex relay system. It is observed that the
bilayer PLDPC codes had performance gains of 0.3 dB and 0.2 dB over the AR3A code at
rates of 2/3 and 3/4, respectively.

Figure 8. The end-to-end performance comparison of bilayer-lengthened PLDPC code and AR3A
code in in half-duplex relay system.

Figure 9 shows the performance of recovery image of the three strategies with
SNRSD = 1.3, 1.9, 2.1 dB, a = 1.4, and b = 1.6. We can see that the recovery image
qualities of the UEP-1 and UEP-2 strategies were significantly better than that of the EEP
strategy under different SNRs. The UEP-1 and UEP-2 strategies achieved 19 dB and
31 dB peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) gain over the EEP scheme for image ‘Pepper’ at
SNRSD = 2.5 dB, respectively.
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Figure 9. The comparison of recovery images in 3 strategies.

Figure 10 demonstrates the comparison of the PSNR of recovered images in four
schemes under different SNRs. The AR3A code with a threshold at 3.1 dB was utilized
for both integer and decimal parts of DCT coefficients in the EEP scheme. The UEP-0
scheme is the mainstream UEP method in joint source-channel coding system, which
provides UEP for the high and low frequency of DCT coefficients [14]. The UEP-1 and
UEP-2 schemes were designed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. As can be seen in
Figure 10, the ‘Lena’ image can be recovered at 3.1 dB and 3 dB by EEP and UEP-0 schemes,
respectively. Compared to EEP and UEP-0 schemes, the UEP-1 scheme can achieve 0.3 dB
and 0.2 dB gains, and the gains are higher in the low SNR region, reaching 0.8 dB and
0.6 dB, respectively. The UEP-2 scheme provides a delicate UEP strategy for decimal parts
of DCT coefficients by image segmentation. As shown in Figure 10, UEP-2 had 0.8 dB and
0.7 dB gains in high SNR regions and 1.3 dB and 1.1 dB gains in the low SNR region, in
contrast to the EEP and UEP-0 schemes, respectively.

Figure 10. The PSNR comparison of ‘Lena’s recovery image in 4 protection strategies.
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Furthermore, Figure 11 shows the comparison of the feature similarity index measure
(FSIM) between the recovery image and original image in three schemes under different
SNRs. We can see the FSIM achieved 0.99 at 1.5 dB in the UEP-2 scheme, which is superior
to those of UEP-1 and EEP of 1 dB and 1.3 dB, respectively. Moreover, it is interesting to
note that the FSIM goes up to the top very quickly in the EEP scheme, compared to the
proposed UEP schemes. This is due to that the decimal part of the DCT coefficients focuses
on describing the details of the image, and this part of information can be recovered at high
the SNR region in the proposed UEP schemes.

Figure 11. The FSIM comparison of ‘Lena’s recovery image in 3 protection strategies.

4.2. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of proposed joint source-channel coding frameworks is discussed
in this section. As shown in Table 3, we tracked the usage of different modules in three
strategies. In UEP-2, the module of reordering image sub-block is needed as compared to
EEP and UEP-1. Since K-means clustering classifies the image sub-blocks into p groups,
additional p times reordering operations are required. Moreover, both UEP-1 and UEP-
2 strategies require the module to distinguish image source and additional l rounding
operations and 2l addition operations for telling the integer and decimal source apart,
where l is the number of the transmitted DCT coefficients. Furthermore, we considered
the complexity of channel decoding in the three strategies. As shown in Table 3, both
UEP-1 and UEP-2 strategies required the relay decoding and the joint decoding modules at
the destination.

Table 3. The usage of modules in three transmission strategies.

Strategy
Modules in Three Strategies

Reordering
Image

Sub-Block

Distinguish
Image Source

Relay
Decoding

Destination
Joint

Decoding

EEP no no no no
UEP-1 no yes yes yes
UEP-2 yes yes yes yes

Morever, we show the convergence of the BP decodings by calculating the average
number of decoding iterations, as given in Figure 12. It can be observed that UEP-1 had
about two more iterations in comparison to EEP, even if extra decoders were added in the
relay and the desitination. While UEP-2 had significantly higher iterations than EEP, the
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main reason is that the relay and the destination need to use more decoding resources to
decode the encoding message of the decimal part.

Figure 12. The average number of decoding iterations comparison in three strategies.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

A novel joint source-channel coding scheme is introduced into the half-duplex relay
system to design a UEP strategy for image transmission in this paper. According to the
different levels of importance of image DCT coefficients and variance statistical character-
istics of image sub-blocks, two kinds of image non-symmetric protection strategies were
proposed and realized based on a family of bilayer-lengthened PLDPC codes. The first
UEP scheme is designed for different parts of DCT coefficients with different transmission
strategies. The second UEP scheme provides non-symmetric protection for image sub-
blocks with different levels of importance that are segmented from the original image. The
simulation results show that the proposed UEP schemes both have excellent performance
compared to the conventional EEP and UEP scheme in the half-duplex relay systems. In
the end, some prospects are put forward. Note that it is hard to achieve the optimal image
segmentation technique for UEP strategy. More excellent UEP strategy needs to be studied,
such as the joint design of the image feature extraction technique [35–38] and channel cod-
ing technique. It is expected that the unequal error protection for the integers and decimals
can be applied to various occasions, in addition to image transmission, when applying
source-channel coding methods. Additionally, note that the optimization design for source
structures and the bilayer PLDPC codes in UEP strategy deserves our further study.
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